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CHAPTER 1


Setting Up Student Records Self-Service


This chapter provides an overview of enrollment error messaging in self service and discusses how to:


• Set up self-service features for Student Records.
• Set up a self-service Student Center.


Note. For information about how to configure class search,


See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting
Up Class Search Profiles


Understanding Self-Service Enrollment Error
Messaging Setup


The system generates enrollment request error messages during the process of adding and dropping classes.
This feature is available not only for administrative but also for student self-service enrollment pages.
However, for self-service users you must first:


• Select the Enrollment Information check box in the Enrollment Preferences group box on the Enrollment
setup page.


•
Bundle 29
Documentation updated due to new Class Search Configuration component.


Select the Enroll Rqmt: Requisite check box on the Class Detail Options page.
See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of
Classes, Setting Up Class Search Profiles


These two check boxes control whether requisite descriptions appear on the Enrollment Preferences page when
students add a class or click a class link in which they are enrolled. They also determine:


• Whether requirement group descriptions appear on the View Results page in self-service enrollment.
• Whether the descriptions appear when a student validates a shopping cart entry.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Quick
Enrollment Component
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Setting Up Self-Service Features for Student Records
To set up self-service Student Records, use the Student Records component (SSR_SS_ENRL_OPT) and the
Weekly Schedule Time Period component (SETUP_TIME_PERIODS).
Bundle 29
Documentation about the Class Search page has been removed from this chapter.
As of bundle 29, you use the new Class Search Configuration component (Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records, Curriculum Management, Class Search Configuration) to set up class
search.
For further information, refer to the Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes chapter
included in this Student Records Bundle 29 documentation package.


This section discusses how to:


• Define Student Records setup.


• Defining other Student Record self-service options.


• Set up weekly schedule time periods.


• Set up self-service graduation application and tracking.


• Defining a name type display.


• Configure name display rules.


• Set up self-service graduation options.


• Set up other graduation options.
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Pages Used to Set Up Self-Service Features for Student Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Enrollment SSR_SS_ENRL_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Records, Enrollment


Enable self-service features
and define parameters and
rules for self-service Student
Records functionality.


Other SSR_SS_OTHR_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Records, Other


Controls the display of
phone details for advisors
and committee members
on the My Advisors page,
controls whether advisors
have access to non-advisee
data from the View My
Advisees page, and provides
options for how to search for
a Faculty member.


Weekly Schedule Time
Periods


SETUP_TIME_PERIODS Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Enrollment, Weekly
Schedule Time Periods


Define the times that define
the ranges of time that the
system displays on the
Weekly Schedule page
for both instructors and
students. The PeopleSoft
system delivers a set of time
periods for every hour in a
24-hour period. You can
modify or add to these values
to meet your business
requirements; for example,
you can add half-hour
intervals.


Academic Institution 8 SSR_INST_TBL_GRAD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 8


Set up self-service
graduation at the institution
level; however, these
settings can be overridden at
the career or program level.


Name Display Type SCC_NMD_TYP_TBL Click the Add Name Display
Type link on the Academic
Institution 8 page.


Define how names will
appear for graduation.


Name Display Type
Parameters


SCC_NMD_TYP_PRM Click the Edit Parameters
button on the Name Display
Type page.


Further define how names
will appear.


Self Service Options SSR_ACDCAR_SELFSRV Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table, Self
Service Options


Set up for career-specific
usage of the graduation
tracking process.


Graduation SSR_PROG_TBL_GRAD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Graduation


Set up for program-specific
usage of the graduation
tracking process.
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Defining Student Records Setup
Access the Enrollment page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Records, Enrollment).


Enrollment page


Note Enter descriptive information about the setup. This field is for informational
purposes only.


Enrollment Shopping Cart


Allow Validation Select to enable the Validation feature. This feature enables self-service users
to validate their Shopping Cart entries against a subset of edits from the
Enrollment Engine. You can select which edits the Enrollment Engine runs.
The options are time conflicts, repeats, requisites, and unit limits. If you select
this check box, you must select at least one of these options. If you clear this
check box, all references to validation in the system are hidden.


Time Conflict Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check time
conflicts while validating Shopping Cart entries.
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Repeats Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check repeats while
validating Shopping Cart entries.


Allow During Enrollment
Appt (allow during
enrollment appointment)


Select to enable users to validate their Shopping Cart entries during their
enrollment appointment. If you select this check box, the Validate button
appears in the Shopping Cart during the student’s enrollment appointment. If
you clear this check box, the Validate button is not available in the Shopping
Cart during the student’s enrollment appointment. This option prevents you
from having to set up validation appointments that parallel your enrollment
appointments.


Requisites Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check requisites
while it validates Shopping Cart entries.


Unit Limits Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check unit limits
while it validates Shopping Cart entries.


Enrollment Features


Use Wait Listing Select to enable wait listing. If you clear this check box, the system hides
all references to wait listings in self-service. If you clear this check box, the
system selects the Swap option by default and makes the Enroll with Drop if
Enroll and Swap fields unavailable for edit.


Swap Enrollment Action This field controls the processing of enrollment requests submitted from the
Swap component in student self-service.


Select one of these options:


Enroll with Drop if Enroll: Select this check box to enable Drop if Enroll
processing for self-service swaps. If you select this check box, when a student
swaps from one class to another or to a different enrollment component of
the same class, the enrollment engine drops the student from the class that
the student wants to swap only after the student is enrolled in the preferred
class. The enrollment engine does not drop a student who is on the wait list
for the preferred class. The enrollment engine processes the preferred class
with an enrollment action of Enroll.


Swap: If you select this check box, when a student swaps from one class to
another (or a different enrollment section of the same class), the enrollment
engine drops the student from the unwanted class if they are successfully
enrolled or when they are placed on the wait list in the preferred class.
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Note. If the swap is for non-enroll components only, the request is processed
with a Swap action regardless of the option that is selected on this setup page.


When a student tries to swap only the non-enroll component(s) on the Swap
component (no change to the enrollment component), the transaction is
submitted to the enrollment engine with an enrollment action of Swap (instead
of Enroll with Drop if Enroll). This ensures that the student is enrolled (or wait
listed) in the right combination of enrollment and non-enroll components. For
example, if a student is enrolled in CHEM 102 lecture section 1 plus related
lab 1A and tries to swap to a closed lab, 1B, electing to wait list, the transaction
is submitted as non-enroll swap (for example, swap section 1 to section 1 with
related section 1B) where the student’s status will be changed from enrolled to
wait listed for the lecture section, wait listed in the non-enroll lab section (1B),
and dropped from their original lab section (1A).


Enrollment Preferences
Select the information that you want to appear in student self service.


Enrollment Information Select to display enrollment requisite information about the self-service
Enrollment Preferences page during the enrollment process.


Class Notes Select to display class notes information on the self-service Enrollment
Preferences page during the enrollment process.


Class Meeting Information Select to display class meeting information on the self-service Enrollment
Preferences page during the enrollment process.


Variable Unit Increments Enter a value to control how unit increments appear to students when students
select a unit value for a variable unit course. For example, if students are
allowed to enroll in half units, enter 0.50 in this field. A student who enrolls in
a class with a variable unit range of 1 to 3 units is then presented with the
following options: 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00.


Additional Self Service Setup


Display Typically Offered
Data


Select to display when a course is usually offered at the institution. If this
check box is selected, the data appears on a variety of self-service pages,
including Browse Course Catalog, Course Detail, My Planner, and My
Academic Requirements. If you clear the check box, the system does not
display typically offered data within self-service, but it continues to display it
on administrative pages.
Typically offered values are institutionally defined within a typically offered
setup page. They are then assigned to courses on the Course Catalog -
Offerings page.


Show Student Photos on
Rosters


Select this check box if you want student photos to appear on the class and
advisee rosters in the Faculty Center.


Defining Other Student Record Self-Service Options
Access the Other page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Records, Other).
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Other page


My Advisor Pages
Use the My Advisor Pages group box to control the display of phone details of advisors, committee members,
or both on the My Advisors page.


Note. You should select the same advisor phone number value on this page and on the Student Center Options
page in the Student Center component (SSS_STUDENT_CENTER).


Advisor Self Service


Allow access to
non-advisees


If this check box is selected, the VIEW DATA FOR OTHER STUDENTS
button becomes available on the View My Advisees – Advisee Roster page in
Faculty Center. The check box is selected by default.
Advisors can access student data for non-advisees by clicking the VIEW
DATA FOR OTHER STUDENTS button, which takes them to a search page.
If the Allow access to non-advisees check box is cleared, advisors cannot
access student data for non-advisees. The VIEW DATA FOR OTHER
STUDENTS button is hidden. If, when viewing an advisee’s data, an advisor
clicks the Return to Search button, the advisor is taken to a search page on
which only their advisees are available.
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Faculty Search
Use this group box to control the data that you want to search against when you use the Locate a Faculty
Member page in Faculty Center.


You can search against the entire population in the database or against data in the Instructor/Advisor Table
component (INSTR_ADVSR_PERS).


Personal Data Select this option to search against the entire population in the database when
you use the Locate a Faculty Member page in Faculty Center.


Instructor/Advisor Table Select this option to search against data in the Instructor/Advisor Table
component when you use the Locate a Faculty Member page in Faculty Center.


Warning! You must be careful when setting up Self Service Faculty Search. You do not have to use the
Instructor/Advisor Table component to assign instructors to classes. You should therefore select the option
to edit the search for faculty members against data in the Instructor/Advisor Table component only if the
Instructor/Advisor option is selected in the Edit Instructor Against group box on the Academic Organization
Table page.


Student Textbook Information


Display Textbook
Summary link


If you select the Student Self Service and Instructor Self Service check boxes,
the View Textbook Summary link appears on the Student Self Service, My
Class Schedule page and the Faculty Center, My Schedule page. Students and
faculty staff can use the link to access a summary of the textbook assignments
for each of their classes for the term.
Clear the check boxes if you do not use the textbook feature or if you want to
disable access to the Textbook Summary page.


See Also
lsss, Using Faculty Center


lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Designating Approved Instructors and Advisors


Setting Up Weekly Schedule Time Periods
Access the Weekly Schedule Time Periods page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment,
Weekly Schedule Time Periods).


Time Enter a range of values to define the periods of time that you want to appear on
the self-service weekly schedule. The PeopleSoft application delivers a set of
time periods for every hour in a 24-hour period. You can modify these values.
This field also controls the self-service exam schedule weekly view, in both
the Student Center and Faculty Center. Hours can be subdivided into 30-
and 15-minute intervals.


Note. To print the weekly schedule in full color, Internet Explorer users must change their settings as follows:
Tools, Internet Options, Advanced, Printing, select "Print background colors and images." Without this setting,
the schedule will print, but without background color.
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Setting Up Self-Service Graduation Application and Tracking
Access the Academic Institution 8 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 8).


Academic Institution 8 page (1 of 2)
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Academic Institution 8 page (2 of 2)


Graduation Tracking


Graduation Tracking Select this check box to set up graduation values at the institution level. If
you select this check box, then all careers and programs will use graduation
tracking. If you do not, then a selection made at either the career or the
program level will determine whether graduation tracking is used. In addition,
if you select this check box, the system creates a graduation tracking row
during the self-service graduation application.


Graduation Review Status Select a value to be used during the self-service graduation application process.


Note. The remaining check boxes determine whether these grids appear on the Graduation Tracking page.
This is determined at the institution level.
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Graduation Self-Service
The Name Display framework provides a configurable solution that allows institutions to define
how a display name will appear for graduation. Note that this functionality only appears on the
View Graduation Status page in self service. The function called GetDegreeName is located in the
FUNCLIB_SR.NAME_DISPLAY_TYPE.FieldFormula. This function returns the degree name that is derived
using the Name Display Type settings on the Academic Institution Table component. The function requires an
institution value and an EmplID value as parameters, and returns a string value of the degree name. Use this
function to retrieve the derived Degree Name when needed for reporting or other processing.


Self Service Eligible to
Apply


When this check box is selected, the self-service Apply for Graduation process
looks for a degree checkout status of Eligible to Graduate on the student’s
academic program. The institution can set the degree checkout status using the
Graduation Processing process to limit the students who can apply to graduate.


Program Action Reason Enter the program action reason used in the self-service Apply for Graduation
process.


Show Name Select this check box to allow the student’s name to appear on the View
Graduation Status page.


Name Link Label Enter text that will appear as a link when the Show Name check box is
selected. It will direct students to the Self Service Campus Community page
where they can enter the name they want to use for graduation. The name type
identified in the setup will be the name type edited or created.


Name Display Type Click the Add Name Display Type link or manually enter a Name Display
Type, then click the Edit Name Display link.


Name Type This is the name type that will be added or edited through the Graduation
self-service page. The system formats this name type based on the name
display type entered above.


Show Address Select this check box to allow the student’s address to appear on the View
Graduation Status page.


Address Usage Identify value to use for the display of the address on the View Graduation
Status page.


Address Link Label Enter text that will appear as a link when the Show Address check box is
selected. It will direct the student to the Self Service Campus Community page
where addresses can be changed in self service.


Graduation Name Addr
Message


Enter text to direct the student how to make name and address changes. These
directions appear on the View Graduation Status page.


Grad Status Alternate Label
The fields in this group box allow the institution to display a different message for the various degree
checkout values.


Defining a Name Type Display
Access the Name Display Type page.
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Name Display Type page


The Name Display framework provides a configurable solution that allows institutions to define how a
display name will appear for graduation. Note that this functionality only appears on the View Graduation
Status page in self service.


There are four delivered Style choices; these are currently not enabled for the View Graduation Status page.


Click the Edit Parameters button to access the Name Display Type Parameters page, where you can further
define how names will appear.


Configuring Name Display Rules
Access the Name Display Type Parameters page.


Name Display Type Parameters page
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Name Types


Name Type Select a name type, which is defined on the Name Type Table page. You
can assign multiple name types (such as Primary, Preferred, and Legal) to
each Name Display Type.


Order Rank the Name Type in the Name Type hierarchy for the Name Display Type.


Default Name Field Select from three delivered options: Use Formal Name, Use Name, or Use
Name Display.


Country Rules
You can define multiple sets of country rules for each Name Type. For example, your institution might define
English country rules for the primary name type and Belgian country rules for the preferred name type. If you
specify country rules, then you must select an option in the Name Field group box.


Format Using The system only displays PeopleSoft-supported countries in this list.


Test EmplID Add person IDs to this grid, which allows you to select test IDs to see how
a name will actually appear on a page based on the rules entered. You can
only add IDs whose names include parts associated with the country. The
test EmplID must have the name type you are formatting to see anything in
the displays as area.


Name Field
Use the fields in this group box to override the Default Name Field option in the Name Types group box and
customize names for a specific country format. You can define the name’s appearance part by part, as you go;
the appearance of each ID added to the Name Display Test group box will refresh on any field change you
make. There are four options in this group box: Use Name Display, Use Formal Name, Use Name, and Use
Name Parts. If you select the Use Name Parts option, the Name Parts grid appears. The grid displays name
fields specific to the country selected.


Part Type Available options are: Name Field, Space, or User Defined.
Name Field: contains values that are dependent on the selected country format
such as First Name, Middle Name, Last Name.
Space: allows you to add a single space between other part types. Spaces can
only be specified from Part 2 onward.
User Defined.: allows you to define other characters (such as commas or
periods), or a character string up to 35 characters long.


Name Field The values that appear in this column are country-specific, based on your
selection in the Format Using field.


Dependency Enter a number to specify a dependent part, so that parts will only be displayed
when their dependent parts contain a value. For example, if a prefix is listed
but a person has no prefix associated with their name record, the system
ignores the entire prefix (name part, punctuation, and spaces) and moves
to the next part in the list.
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Ignore Criteria
This group box is hidden by default; select the Ignore Rules check box to make it appear. Use the fields here to
ignore any Name Field parts of a name. For example, you can make selections here to remove any special
characters (such as * or !) used as placeholders for people with single names in your database.


Setting Up Self-Service Graduation Options
Access the Self Service Options page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Career Table, Self Service Options).


Self Service Options page


Override Institution Setup If you select this check box, the Graduation Tracking and Graduation
Self-Service group boxes appear.


Use Graduation Tracking Select this check box to add a row to the graduation tracking process during
self-service apply for graduation. Then select the appropriate Graduation
Review Status.


Program Action Reason Select the appropriate program action reason.
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Setting Up Other Graduation Options
Access the Graduation page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program
Table, Graduation).


Graduation page


Override Inst & Career
Setup (Override Institution
and Career Setup)


If you select this check box, the Graduation Tracking and Graduation
Self-Service group boxes appear.


Use Graduation Tracking Select this check box to add a row to the graduation tracking process during
self-service apply for graduation. Then select the appropriate Graduation
Review Status.


Program Action Reason Select the appropriate program action reason.


Setting Up a Self-Service Student Center
To set up a student center, use the Student Center component (SSS_STDNCTR_OPT).


This section provides an overview of defining student center setup options and discusses how to define
self-service Student Center setup options.


Understanding Defining Student Center Setup Options
The Student Center page is a self-service page that provides students a single entry point from which to
navigate to student-related transactions. It also provides a single location where students can see information
that is important to them, such as their class schedule, enrollment dates, and account information.
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Using the Student Center Options page in conjunction with security setup, you can configure the Student
Center page to control the user’s experience. On the Student Center Options page, you can decide which major
sections will appear on the Student Center page. You can also use the Student Center Options page to configure
some of the individual items that will appear on the Student Center page. Using security setup, you can limit
student access to self-service transactions. You must use the Student Center Options page in conjunction
with security setup to create a self-service experience for students. For example, if your institution uses the
enrollment functionality in PeopleSoft Student Records but does not use swap functionality, you can show the
Academics section by selecting the Show Academic Section option on the Student Center Options page but not
grant students access to the Swaps page using security. In this case, the Academic section would appear on the
Student Center, but the swap functionality would not. Also, not displaying a feature on the Student Center does
not remove it from the navigation. To remove a feature from the navigation, you must use security.


Page Used to Set Up a Self-Service Center
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Center Options SSS_STDNCTR_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Center


Define the sections that you
want to appear to your
students in the self-service
Student Center.


Defining Self-Service Student Center Setup Options
Access the Student Center Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Center).
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Student Center Options page 1 of 2
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Student Center Options page 2 of 2


Note Enter a note. This field is for informational purposes only.


Major Sections to Be Displayed on the Student Center


Show Academic Section Select to show the Academic Section on the self-service Student Center page.
This section contains links to My Class Schedule, Wish List, enrollment, and
other Student Records functionality.


Show Finances Section Select to show the Finances Section on the self-service Student Center page.
This section contains links to PeopleSoft Student Financials and PeopleSoft
Financial Aid functionality, such as Account Summary and View My Financial
Aid.


Show Personal Info Section
(show personal information
section)


Select to show the Personal Info Section on the self-service Student Center
page. This section contains links to biographical information features, such
as addresses, phone numbers, email address, emergency contacts, and user
preferences. If you select this check box, the fields in the Personal Information
Section group box become available for edit.


Show Admissions Section Select to show the Admissions Section on the self-service Student Center
page. This section contains links to PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions
functionality, such as applying to another academic program, requesting
admissions information from your institution, or checking on the status of an
application. If you select this check box, the fields in the Admissions Section
group box become available for edit.


Show Holds Section Select to show the Holds Section on the self-service Student Center page. If
you select this check box, the fields in the Holds Section group box become
available for edit.
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Show To Do List Section Select to show the To Do List Section on the self-service Student Center page.
If you select this check box, the field in the To Do List Section group box
becomes available for edit.


Show Milestone List
Section


Select to show the Milestones section on the self-service Student Center page.
In the Milestones section, students click the details link to access the Student
Milestones self-service page. Advisors can also access milestone information
from the Advisor Center.
The Milestone Table setup controls which milestones are available in the list
on the Student Center page.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student
Data, Setting Up Milestones


Show Enrollment Dates
Section


Select to show the Enrollment Dates Section on the self-service Student Center
page. This section contains enrollment appointments, validation appointments,
and open enrollment dates.


Show Advisor Section Select to show the Advisor Section on the self-service Student Center page.
This section displays academic advisors and committees assigned to the
student. Within the Advisor Section, students click the Details link to go to the
View My Advisors page.


Show Links Section Select to show the Links Section on the self-service Student Center page. If
you select this check box, the fields in the Links Section group box become
available for edit.


Personal Information Section


Address Box 1 (left) and
Address Box 2 (right)


Enter the address types to display in the Personal Information Section of the
Student Center page. Only address types that are set up on the Type Control
page as Display Only, Edit - No Delete, or Full Edit are available.


Address Box 1 Link Label
and Address Box 2 Link
Label


Enter the label to be displayed for the address links on the Student Center page.


Display Phone Select to display the student’s phone number on the Student Center page.


Type Enter a phone type to display. Only phone types that are set up on the Type
Control page as Display Only, Edit - No Delete, or Full Edit are available.


Phone Link Label Enter the label to be displayed for the phone link on the Student Center page.


Display E-mail Select to display the student’s email address on the Student Center page.


Type Enter email types to display. Only email types that are set up on the Type
Control page as Display Only, Edit - No Delete, or Full Edit are available.


Email Link Label Enter the label to be displayed for the email link on the Student Center page.


Privacy settings link If you do not use Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), enter a
URL to your institution’s privacy site. When you enter a URL in this field
(starting with http://) a Privacy Settings link appears on the self-service
Student Center page. It will direct users to the website you defined.
If your institution uses FERPA, leave this field blank and give your self-service
users access to the FERPA self-service page. In this case, users will access
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FERPA from the Personal Information prompt by selecting the Privacy
Settings option.


Admissions Section


Display Action Column Select to display the Action column in the Admissions section on the Student
Center page. The Action column—which displays the View Status and
Accept/Decline links—appears only when there is an allowable action for
the applicant to take. If Display view status link is selected here on the setup
page and a checklist is associated with the application and the checklist is
incomplete, the View Status link appears on the Student Center page. If
Display Accept or Decline link is selected here on the setup page and the
applicant is admitted, the Accept or Decline link appears on the Student
Center page.


Display view status link Select to display the View Status link, which accesses the to-do list(s)
associated with the application.


Display Accept or Decline
link


Select to display the Accept or Decline link, which accesses the Accept
Admissions page.


Holds Section


Show <> holds at a time Select the number of holds that you want to display at one time. You can
display all holds or from 1 to 10 holds. The system sorts holds by date—most
current to oldest—on the Student Center page.


Display monetary value Select to display the monetary value of the holds on the Student Center page.


To Do List Section


Show <> To Do’s at a time Select the number of to-do items that you want to display at one time. You can
display all to-do items or from 1 to 10 to-do items. The system sorts to-do
items by earliest due date on the Student Center page.


Advisor Section


Show advisor phone
number


Select to indicate whether to use an advisor’s preferred phone number or a
particular phone type when displaying the advisor’s phone number in the
Advisor section of the Student Center. This setup controls the phone number
on the Student Center page only.


Note. You should select the same Advisor phone number value on this page
and on the Other page in the Student Records component.


Milestone List Section
Select the number of milestones that you want to display at one time. The system sorts milestone items based
on the order in which the milestones were added to the student’s record.
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Links Section
Use this group box to define link sections that will be available on the Student Center page. By defining
sections and URLs, you can provide links to institution websites such as University Library, Campus Directory,
University Home Page, Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), and others. You can define three
sections with a maximum of three URLs per section.
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(GBR) HESA Updates for Bundle 29 


Key Information Set (KIS) 
With Bundle 29, the ability to generate Key Information Set (KIS) return for 2013/14 (C13061) is 


introduced.  


See also 


HESA specification for KIS on the HESA website 


Fields not included in KIS 
All the entities and fields for the KIS return are included in this bundle except for the following: 


 Fields not included in the 2013/14 return by HESA: 
o KISCourse.UCASPROGID 


 


 Fields specific to institutions in Wales: 
o Location.ACCOMURLW 
o Location.LOCNAMEW 
o KISCourse.ASSURLW 
o KISCourse.CRSEURLW 
o KISCourse.EMPLOYERURLW 
o KISCourse.LTURLW 
o KISCourse.SUPPORTURLW 
o KISCourse.TITLEW 
o KISCourse.WELSH 
o Accreditation.ACCDEPENDURLW 


 


 Fields specific to Further Education colleges (FEC): 
o KISCourse.LDCS 


 


 Fields specific to 4 joint medical and pharmaceutical schools: 
o HESACourse.JOINTUKPRN 


Updates to Importing HESA Codes 
Access the Import HESA Codes page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, 


Import HESA Codes). The Import HESA Codes process has been updated to import codes and 


descriptions for the KIS fields from C13061CodeLists.xsd. 
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Access the Codes page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Codes). Some 


codes are not provided in C13061CodeLists.xsd and you need to manually add them via the Codes page. 


The codes that you need to manually add are: 


 ACCTYPE 


 ILRAIMID 


 KISAIM 


Updates to the Fields page 
Access the Fields page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Fields). 
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A new ‘Institution’ read-only checkbox field is added below ‘Available at’ and above ‘Student’. 


LEVELK – has K appended to distinguish it from the LEVEL field in the Aggregate Offshore return. 


TITLEK – has K appended to distinguish it from the TITLE field in the ITT return. 


JACSA, JACSB and JACSC – has A, B and C appended to allow three values to be returned and to 


distinguish the fields from the JACS field in the DLHE return. 
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Updates to the Institution Data Capture page 
Access the Institution Data Capture page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, 


Data Capture Setup). 


 


Two new ‘Institution’ read-only checkbox fields are added below ‘Available at’ and ‘Include at’ and 


above ‘Student’. 


The ‘Available at: Institution’ checkbox is displayed as selected if the institution flag 


(SSR_HE_INSTTN_FLAG) for the field is set to ‘Y’ in the seeded HESA field data, otherwise the checkbox is 


displayed as not selected. 


As with the other ‘Include at’ checkboxes, the ‘Include at: Institution’ checkbox is enabled and updatable 


if the associated ‘Available at: Institution’ checkbox is displayed as selected. You can deselect the 
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‘Include at: Institution’ checkbox for any fields that you do not wish to be available for selection on the 


new Institution HESA Data page (see below section for the new Institution HESA Data page). 


When new fields are created, either by adding a new row or by clicking the ‘Create Fields’ button, the 


‘Include at: Institution’ flag is set to ‘Y’ where the field record has ‘Available at: Institution’ set to ‘Y’, 


otherwise the flag is set to ‘N’. 


Updates to the HESA Returns Setup 
Access the HESA Returns page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Returns 


Setup, HESA Returns). 


 


For returns with return type of ‘KIS’ the following validations are applied: 


 INSTAPP: the field is disabled (as per DLHE, ITT and Offshore returns) 


 Program Statuses region: not displayed 


 Research Supervisor Roles region: not displayed 


 Account Types region: not displayed 


 Survey Details region: not displayed 


 Survey Statuses region: not displayed 


 HESA Types tab: not displayed 


 HESA Action Reasons tab: not displayed 


Like the other return types, clicking the ‘Create Fields’ button will create the entities and fields for the 


KIS return from the seeded data. 
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The existing ‘Copy’ functionality can be used to create a new KIS return by copying from an existing KIS 


return.  


Access the HESA Fields page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Returns 


Setup, HESA Fields). 


 


Note: The Constant Value and Default Value fields can each take a maximum of 30 characters. These 


two fields cannot be used in the derivation of the new KIS fields that exceed 30 characters (for example, 


URL fields). 


Institution HESA Data page (New) 
Access the Institution HESA Data page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, 


Institution Data). 
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Use this new page to capture KIS fields and KIS Location data for the academic institution. A record is 


entered in this page for an academic institution and effective date to allow details to be defined for a 


particular HESA reporting periods and to be changed over time as the institution data changes. 


Key Information Set 


Use this group box to capture KIS Institution fields. 


Locations 


Use this group box to capture multiple KIS Location records for the institution. 
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The Field prompt values in both these group boxes are restricted to fields that are defined in Institution 


Data Capture page as ‘Include at’ Institution level. 


Updates to the Program HESA Data page 
Access the Program HESA Data page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic 


Program Table, Program HESA Data). 
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New group boxes have been added to enable you to capture data for KIS fields: 


 KIS Course Data 


 KIS Course Links 


 Course Stages 


 Accreditation 


In the Program HESA Subjects group box, a new JACS2 field is added to store the JACS2 coding for the 


2013/14 KIS return. A value needs to be added for this field if the JACS3 value entered in the Subject 


field is not valid in JACS2, i.e. is a JACS3 code that does not also appear in JACS2. 


In the Accreditation group box, Dependency URL must be provided if the Dependency check box is 


selected. 
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Updates to the Plan HESA Data page 
Access the Plan HESA Data page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Plan 


Table, Plan HESA Data). 
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Like the Program HESA Data page, new group boxes have been added to the Plan HESA Data page for 


capturing KIS fields’ data: 


 KIS Course Data 


 KIS Course Links 


 Course Stages 


 Accreditation 


 HESA Course 


 ILR Aims 
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The new group boxes are only displayed on the page if “KIS Type” has a value or at least one of the child 


Sub-Plans has a “KIS Type” value. 


A new optional field — KIS Title — is added to allow a value for KISCourse.TITLE to be defined if the 


value required for the KIS return is different from the value required for the Student return. 


A new field — KIS Type — is added: 


o The KIS Type field is only enabled if the “KIS Type” values of all the Sub-Plans associated 


with the Plan are blank. Note: This is similar to the existing validation for the “Report to 


HESA” checkbox that is only enabled if the checkboxes of all the associated Sub-Plans 


are unchecked. 


o The KIS Type field value is used to determine whether the Plan should be included in the 


KIS Course entity. Blank indicates that the Plan is not included in the KIS return. 


Like the Program HESA Data page, the JACS2 field is added to the Plan HESA Subjects group box. 


In the HESA Course region, the combination of “HESA Year” and “Course ID” value for each row must be 


unique.  


In the ILR Aims region, the combination of “ILR Year” and “ILR Aim” value for each row must be unique. 


Updates to the Sub-Plan HESA page 
Access the Sub-Plan HESA page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic 


SubPlan Table, Sub-Plan HESA). 
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Like the Plan HESA Data page, new group boxes have been added to Sub-Plan HESA page for capturing 


KIS fields’ data: 


 KIS Course Data 


 KIS Course Links 


 Course Stages 


 Accreditation 


 HESA Course 


 ILR Aims 


The new regions are only displayed on the page if the “KIS Type” field has a value. 


A new optional field — KIS Title — is added to allow a value for KISCourse.TITLE to be defined if the 


value required for the KIS return is different from the value required for the Student return. 
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A new field — KIS Type — is added: 


 The KIS Type field is only enabled if the “KIS Type” value of the parent Plan is blank. Note: This is 


similar to the existing validation for the “Report to HESA” checkbox that is only enabled if the 


checkbox for the parent Plan is unchecked. 


 The KIS Type field value is used to determine whether the Sub-Plan should be included in the KIS 


Course entity. Blank indicates that the Sub-Plan is not included in the KIS return. 


Like the Plan HESA Data page, the JACS2 field is added to the Sub-Plan HESA Subjects group box. 


Updates to the Create Extract Data page 
Access the Create Extract Data page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing, 


Create Extract). 
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 Academic Career: This field is disabled for KIS returns. 


 Include Course Entities: This checkbox is enabled and defaults to selected for Student and KIS 


returns. 


 Null Errors Only (Course): Optional checkbox to restrict the Student return Course or KIS Course 


extract to just those records where a NULL ERROR value has been derived in the previous run of 


the process.  


 Validation Errors Only (Course): Optional checkbox to restrict the Student return Course or KIS 


Course extract to just those records where a validation error has been identified by the HESA 


Validation Kit and imported. 
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 Academic Plan – optional parameter: If a value is provided the Student return Course or KIS 


Course extract will be restricted based on the value provided.  


 Academic Sub-Plan – optional parameter:  A value can only be entered if the ‘Enable Sub-Plan 


Reporting’ checkbox is set to ‘Y’ for the selected Return Name. If a value is provided the Student 


return Course or KIS Course extract will be restricted based on the value provided.  


 Include Module Entities check box is unselected for KIS returns. 


 Include Student Entities check box is unselected for KIS returns. 


 KIS derivation details are given in the KIS Field Derivation section of this document. For KIS 


returns INSTAPP is not derived like the other non-Student returns. 


Updates to the Institution Extract Data page 
Access the Institution Extract Data page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Data, 


Institution Extract Data). 


This page is updated to display the institution level fields and Location entities for a KIS return. 


Updates to the Course Extract Data page 
Access the Course Extract Data page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Data, Course 


Extract Data). 


The page is updated to display the KIS Course records. 


Updates to the Create XML page 
Access the Create XML page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing, Create XML). 


The Create XML process is updated to allow an XML file for a KIS return to be generated. 


The tags for the following fields are converted from the field name for the KIS return as follows: 


 OTHERINST2 to OTHERINST9 converted to <OTHERINST> 


 SSR_HE_COURSEID converted to <KISCOURSEID> 


 SSR_HE_CTITLE is converted to <TITLE> and a value is only included in the XML if KISTYPE = 
1 or 2 


 JACSA, JACSB and JACSC converted to <JACS> 


 LEVELK converted to <LEVEL> 


 LOCID2  and LOCID3 converted to <LOCID> 


 RELATEDKIS2 and RELATEDKIS3 converted to <RELATEDKIS> 


 TEACHUKPRN2 and TEACHUKPRN3 converted to <TEACHUKPRN> 
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KIS Field Derivation 
A single Institution entity is created and saved to the Institution Extract record (SSR_HE_INST_EXT). 


Field Derivation: Institution 


Where fields are derived from Institution HESA Data, values are selected from the most recent effective 


dated record where the effective date falls on or before the end of the reporting period. Values are 


stored in the Institution Fields Extract record (SSR_HE_INTEX_FL). 


Existing Field: Institution.RECID 


Field Definition 


Description: Record Type Indicator 


Entity: Institution 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: RECIDCodeType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Reporting Period Record Year Reporting Period 


Seeded Return Record ID Returns 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all Institution entities. 


Derivation Steps: 1 Derive as YYNNN, where YY is the final 2-dgits of the Record Year (e.g. 09 for 
2009) and NNN is the 3-digit Record ID for the seeded return. 


Notes: 
 


The seeded record ID for the KIS return is ‘061’.  
 


Existing Field: Institution.UKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: UK Provider Reference Number  


Entity: Institution 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution UKPRN HESA Configuration 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all Institution entities. 


Derivation Steps: 1 Derive from the UKPRN value defined for the institution. 


2 Derive as NULL ERROR. 
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Institution.NSP 


Field Definition 


Description: National Scholarship Programme participation 


Entity: Institution 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: NSPCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution NSP Institution HESA Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Country = England 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


Institution.OTHERINST 


Field Definition 


Description: Franchise UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: Institution 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 100 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution OTHERINST Institution HESA Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data. 


2 Derived as null. 


Notes: 
 


Nine fields are provided rather than the maximum 100 available. 


 


Institution.OTHERINST2 to 9 


Field Definition 


Description: Franchise UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: Institution 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 
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Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 100 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution OTHERINST2 to OTHERINST9 Institution HESA Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data. 


2 Derived as null. 


 


Institution.SUURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Student union URL 


Entity: Institution 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution Student Union URL Institution HESA Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


Entity Selection: Location 


One or more Location entities are created in the Location Extract Data record (SSR_HE_LOCN_EXT) for 


the single Institution extract record for the KIS return. As with the Institution entity fields, values are 


selected from the most recent effective dated Institution HESA Data record where the effective date is 


on or before the reporting period end date. 


Field Derivation: Location 


The LOCID and LOCNAME are derived as part of the initial entity selection and stored in the Location 


Extract Data record (SSR_HE_LOCN_EXT). The remaining fields are derived and stored in the Location 


Fields Extract record (SSR_HE_LOC_EXFL). 


Location.LOCID 


Field Definition 


Description: Location identifier 


Entity: Location 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCIDType 
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Field Length: 2 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution Location ID Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


Location.LOCNAME 


Field Definition 


Description: Location identifier name 


Entity: Location 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCNAMEType 


Field Length: 100 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution Location Name Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


 


Location.ACCOMURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Accommodation cost URL 


Entity: Location (previously part of Institution) 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution ACCOMURL Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


Location.INSTBEDS 


Field Definition 


Description: Institution bed number 


Entity: Location (previously part of Institution) 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: BEDSType 
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Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution INSTBEDS Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derive as null. 


 


 


Location.INSTLOWER 


Field Definition 


Description: Institution beds – lower quartile cost 


Entity: Location (previously part of Institution) 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ANNCOSTSType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution INSTLOWER Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields Location.INSTBEDS 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Location.INSTBEDS exists 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


Location.INSTUPPER 


Field Definition 


Description: Institution beds – upper quartile cost 


Entity: Location (previously part of Institution) 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ANNCOSTSType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution INSTUPPER Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields Location.INSTBEDS 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Location.INSTBEDS exists 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 
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Location.LATITUDE 


Field Definition 


Description: Location latitude 


Entity: Location 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCType 


Field Length: 9 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution LATITUDE Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


Location.LOCUKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: Location UKPRN 


Entity: Location 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution LOCUKPRN Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as null. 


 


Location.LONGITUDE 


Field Definition 


Description: Location longitude 


Entity: Location 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCType 


Field Length: 9 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution LONGITUDE Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  
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Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


Location.PRIVATELOWER 


Field Definition 


Description: Private beds – lower quartile cost 


Entity: Location (previously part of Institution) 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ANNCOSTSType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution PRIVATELOWER Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


Location.PRIVATEUPPER 


Field Definition 


Description: Private beds – upper quartile cost 


Entity: Location (previously part of Institution) 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ANNCOSTSType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Institution PRIVATEUPPER Institution HESA Data - Locations 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from the Institution HESA Data – Locations. 


2 Derived as NULL ERROR. 
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Entity Selection: KISCourse 


Records are created in the Course Extract Data record (SSR_HE_CRS_EXT) in a similar way to the Course 


entity in the student return, except that Academic Plans and Academic Sub-Plans are included based on 


whether “KIS Type” has been defined rather than whether “Report to HESA” has been selected. For each 


Academic Plan or Sub-Plan the effective dated record relevant to the start date of the reporting period is 


considered.  


When selecting records, the “Null Errors Only”, “Validation Errors Only”, “Academic Plan” and 


“Academic Sub-Plan” parameters of the Create Extract process are considered. 


Field Derivation: KISCourse 


The KISCOURSEID is derived as part of the initial entity selection and stored in the Course Extract Data 


record (in SSR_HE_COURSEID). The value is derived as the Sub-plan or Plan code. The remaining fields 


are derived and stored in the Course Fields Extract record (SSR_HE_CRS_EX_FL). 


Dependent fields are derived first including KISTYPE and UCASCOURSEID that are required for the 


derivation of a number of other fields. 


The most recent effective dated records on or before the reporting period end date are considered for 


Programs, Plans or Sub-Plans. The exception to this is KISTYPE that is derived from the effective dated 


record relevant to the start of the reporting period to be consistent with the logic for including Plans and 


Sub-Plans in the KISCourse entity. 


KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Definition 


Description: KIS Type 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: KISTYPECodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan KIS Type Plan HESA Data 


Sub-Plan KIS Type Sub-Plan HESA Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 
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KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID 


Field Definition 


Description: UCAS course code for the course 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UCASCOURSEIDType 


Field Length: 4 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan UCASCOURSEID Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan UCASCOURSEID Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Coding 


Code Mapping: UCAS Course mapping (Setup SACR > Product Related > Recruiting and Admissions > 
UCAS > Mappings > UCAS Course) 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, UCASCOURSEID value from Sub-Plan 
HESA Data. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, map the combination of Sub-Plan and Plan 
to a UCAS course code via the UCAS mappings – see below. 


3 UCASCOURSEID value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Map the Plan code to a UCAS course code via the UCAS mappings – see below. 


5 Derive as null. 


Notes: 
 


UCAS Course mappings: the UCAS course code (SAD_UC_COURSE) is selected from 
the most recent record (by entry year and entry month) in SAD_UC_COURSE where the 
sub-plan (for step 2) or the plan (for step 4) is defined for the UCAS Course.  
 
Step 2 - For Sub-Plans, records are selected from SAD_UC_COURSE where the 
Academic Institution matches the institution of the KIS return, the Academic Sub-Plan 
matches the KISCOURSEID and the Active flag is ‘Y’. If multiple records are found the 
record with the highest entry year (SAD_UC_ENTRYYEAR) is selected. If multiple 
records for the same Entry Year are found, the record with the highest Entry Month is 
selected. If multiple records for the same Entry Year and Entry Month are found (i.e. more 
than one UCAS Course Code is found), NULL ERROR is derived. 
 
Step 4 - For Plans, records are selected from SAD_UC_COURSE where the Academic 
Institution matches the institution of the KIS return, the Academic Plan matches the 
KISCOURSEID and the Active flag is ‘Y’. If multiple records are found the record with the 
highest entry year (SAD_UC_ENTRYYEAR) is selected. If multiple records for the same 
Entry Year are found, the record with the highest Entry Month is selected. If multiple 
records for the same Entry Year and Entry Month are found (i.e. more than one UCAS 
Course Code is found), NULL ERROR is derived. 
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KISCourse.ASSURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Assessment methods URL 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan Assessment Methods URL  Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Plan Assessment Methods URL  Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Program Assessment Methods URL  Program HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 3 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.CRSEURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Course page URL 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan Course Page URL 
  


Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Plan Course Page URL 
 


Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Program Course Page URL 
  


Program HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 If KISTYPE = 1 or 2, derive as NULL ERROR. 


5 Derive as null. 
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KISCourse.DISTANCE 


Field Definition 


Description: Distance learning only 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: DISTANCECodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan DISTANCE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan DISTANCE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program DISTANCE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.EMPLOYURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Employment details URL 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan Employment Details URL  Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Plan Employment Details URL  Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Program Employment Details URL  Program HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 3 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as NULL ERROR. 
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KISCourse.ENGFEE 


Field Definition 


Description: Maximum fee for England domicile 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: FeeType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan ENGFEE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan ENGFEE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program ENGFEE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID, KISCourse.FEETBC 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID is null 


 KISCourse.FEETBC = 1 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.FEETBC 


Field Definition 


Description: Fees confirmation 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: FEETBCCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan FEETBC Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan FEETBC Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program FEETBC Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID is null 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 
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2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.FOUNDATION 


Field Definition 


Description: Foundation year availability 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: FOUNDATIONCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan FOUNDATION Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan FOUNDATION Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program FOUNDATION Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.HONOURS 


Field Definition 


Description: Honours award provision 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: HONOURSCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan HONOURS Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan HONOURS Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program HONOURS Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 
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Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 
 


KISCourse.JACSA 


For JACSA, JACSB and JACSC records are selected from Course Subjects defined at Sub-Plan, Plan or 
Program level (maximum 3 records) in the same way as for the CourseSubject entity in the Student 
return. Records are ordered with the highest percentage first and then used in order for JACSA, JACSB 
and then JACSC. 
 
 


Field Definition 


Description: Subject of course – full JACS 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: JACSCodeType 


Field Length: 4 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 3 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan HESA Year Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Plan HESA Year Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan ILR Year Sub-Plan HESA Data – ILR Aims 


Plan ILR Year Plan HESA Data – – ILR Aims 


Sub-Plan JACS2 Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Sub-Plan Subject Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Plan JACS2 Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Plan Subject Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Program JACS2 Program HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Program Subject Program HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1  


 HESA Year is not defined for Sub-Plan or Plan (i.e. HESACourse does not exist) 


 ILR Year is not defined for Sub-Plan or Plan (i.e. ILRAims does not exist) 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KISCourse entity is based on a sub-plan, JACS2 value from Sub-Plan HESA 
Data – Course Subject.  


2 If KISCourse entity is based on a sub-plan, Subject value from Sub-Plan HESA 
Data – Course Subject.  


3 JACS2 from Plan HESA Data – Course Subject. 
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4 Subject from Plan HESA Data – Course Subject. 


5 JACS2 from Program HESA Data – Course Subject. 


6 Subject from Program HESA Data – Course Subject. 


7 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.JACSB, JACSC 


Field Definition 


Description: Subject of course – full JACS 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: JACSCodeType 


Field Length: 4 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 3 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan JACS2 Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Sub-Plan Subject Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Plan JACS2 Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Plan Subject Plan HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Program JACS2 Program HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Program Subject Program HESA Data – Course Subjects 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.JACSA 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.JACSA is not null or NULL ERROR  
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If JACSA is derived from a Sub-Plan (Steps 1 or 2), JACS2 value from Sub-Plan 
HESA Data – Course Subject. 


2 If JACSA is derived from a Sub-Plan (Steps 1 or 2), Subject value from Sub-Plan 
HESA Data – Course Subject. 


3 If JACSA is derived from a Plan (Steps 3 or 4), JACS2 value from Plan HESA Data 
– Course Subject. 


4 If JACSA is derived from a Plan (Steps 3 or 4), Subject value from Plan HESA Data 
– Course Subject. 


5 If JACSA is derived from a Program (Steps 5 or 6), JACS2 value from Program 
HESA Data – Course Subject. 


6 If JACSA is derived from a Program (Steps 5 or 6), Subject value from Program 
HESA Data – Course Subject. 


7 Derive as null. 


 
 


KISCourse.JACSL2 


Field Definition 


Description: Subject of course – JACS level 2 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 
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HESA DataType: JACSL2CodeType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan JACSL2 Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan JACSL2 Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program JACSL2 Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 3 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.KISAIM 


Field Definition 


Description: KIS Course qualification aim 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: KISAIMType 


Field Length: 2 3 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan KISAIM Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan KISAIM Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program KISAIM Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.KISMODE 


Field Definition 


Description: KIS Course mode 


Entity: KISCourse 
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Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: KISMODECodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan KISMODE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan KISMODE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program KISMODE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.LEVELK 


Field Definition 


Description: Level of award 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LEVELCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan COURSEAIM Sub-Plan HESA Data  


Plan COURSEAIM Plan HESA Data  


Program COURSEAIM Program HESA Data  


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 3 
Else field = null 


 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, and COURSEAIM value from Sub-
Plan HESA Data is H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, H23, H24, M22 or M26, derived as 
‘F’.  


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, and COURSEAIM value from Sub-
Plan HESA Data begins H, I, J or C, derived as ‘U’. 


3 If COURSEAIM value from Plan HESA Data is H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, H23, 
H24, M22, M26, derived as ‘F’. 


4 If COURSEAIM value from Plan HESA Data begins H, I, J or C, derived as ‘U’. 


5 If COURSEAIM value from Program HESA Data is H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, 
H23, H24, M22, M26, derived as ‘F’. 


6 If COURSEAIM value from Program HESA Data begins H, I, J or C, derived as 
‘U’. 


7 Derive as NULL ERROR. 
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KISCourse.LOCCHNGE 


Field Definition 


Description: Change of course location 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCCHNGECodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan LOCCHNGE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan LOCCHNGE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program LOCCHNGE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.LOCID 


Field Definition 


Description: Location identifier 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCIDType 


Field Length: 2 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 100 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan LOCID Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan LOCID Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program LOCID Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.DISTANCE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.DISTANCE = 0 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 
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3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


Notes: 
 


Three fields are provided rather than the maximum 100 available. 


 


KISCourse.LOCID2, LOCID3 


Field Definition 


Description: Location identifier 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LOCIDType 


Field Length: 2 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 100 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan LOCID2, LOCID3 Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan LOCID2, LOCID3 Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program LOCID2, LOCID3 Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.LOCID 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.LOCID is not null or NULL ERROR 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If LOCID is derived in Step 2, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 If LOCID is derived in Step 3, value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 If LOCID is derived in Step 4, value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derive as null. 


 


KISCourse.LTURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Learning and teaching methods URL 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan Learning/Teaching Methods URL  Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Plan Learning/Teaching Methods URL  Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Program Learning/Teaching Methods URL  Program HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 3 
Else field = null 
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Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.MEANSSUP 


Field Definition 


Description: Means tested support 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: MEANSSUPCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan MEANSSUP Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan MEANSSUP Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program MEANSSUP Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID is null 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.NHS 


Field Definition 


Description: NHS funded students 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: NHSCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan NHS Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan NHS Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program NHS Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, HESACourse, ILRAims 
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Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 HESACourse does not exist 


 ILRAims does not exist 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


KISCourse.NIFEE 


Field Definition 


Description: Maximum fee for Northern Ireland domicile 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: FeeType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan NIFEE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan NIFEE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program NIFEE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID, KISCourse.FEETBC 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID is null 


 KISCourse.FEETBC = 1 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.NONCREDITASSESS 


Field Definition 


Description: Non-credit assessment 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: NONCREDITASSESSCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 
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Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan NONCREDITASSESS Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan NONCREDITASSESS Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program NONCREDITASSESS Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 


KISCourse.NUMSTAGE 


Field Definition 


Description: Total number of stages 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: NUMSTAGECodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan NUMSTAGE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan NUMSTAGE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program NUMSTAGE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE =  2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as null. 


 


 


KISCourse.OTHSUP 


Field Definition 


Description: Non-means-tested support 


Entity: KISCourse 
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Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: OTHSUPCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan OTHSUP Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan OTHSUP Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program OTHSUP Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID, KISCourse.FEETBC 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID in null 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


 
 


KISCourse.RELATEDKIS 


Field Definition 


Description: Related KIS 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: KISCOURSEIDType 


Field Length: 30 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 3 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan RELATEDKIS Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan RELATEDKIS Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program RELATEDKIS Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 2 
Else field = null 


 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as NULL ERROR. 
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KISCourse.RELATEDKIS2, RELATEDKIS3 


Field Definition 


Description: Related KIS 2, 3 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: KISCOURSEIDType 


Field Length: 30 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 3 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan RELATEDKIS2, RELATEDKIS3 Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan RELATEDKIS2, RELATEDKIS3 Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program RELATEDKIS2, RELATEDKIS3 Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.RELATEDKIS 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.RELATEDKIS is not null or NULL ERROR 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If RELATEDKIS is derived from Step 2, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 If RELATEDKIS is derived from Step 3, value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 If RELATEDKIS is derived from Step 4, value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as null. 


 
 


KISCourse.SANDWICH 


Field Definition 


Description: Sandwich year availability 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: SANDWICHCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan SANDWICH Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan SANDWICH Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program SANDWICH Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 
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KISCourse.SCOTFEE 


Field Definition 


Description: Maximum fee for Scotland domicile 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: FeeType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan SCOTFEE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan SCOTFEE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program SCOTFEE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID, KISCourse.FEETBC 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID does not exist 


 KISCourse.FEETBC = 1 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.SUPPORTURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Support details URL 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan Support Details URL  Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Plan Support Details URL  Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Program Support Details URL  Program HESA Data – KIS Course Links 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 
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4 Derived as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.TEACHUKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: Teaching institution UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 50 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan TEACHUKPRN Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan TEACHUKPRN Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program TEACHUKPRN Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields HESACourse, ILRAims 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 HESACourse does not exist 


 ILRAims does not exist 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as null. 


Notes: Three fields are provided rather than the maximum 50 available. 


 


 


KISCourse.TEACHUKPRN2, TEACHUKPRN3 


Field Definition 


Description: Teaching institution UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 50 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan TEACHUKPRN2, TEACHUKPRN3 Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan TEACHUKPRN2, TEACHUKPRN3 Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program TEACHUKPRN2, TEACHUKPRN3 Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.TEACHUKPRN 
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Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.TEACHUKPRN is not null  
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derived as null. 


 


KISCourse.TITLEK 


Field Definition 


Description: Course title 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: TITLEType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan KIS Title Plan HESA Data 


Plan Course Title Plan HESA Data 


Plan Description (max 30) Academic Plan Table 


Sub-Plan KIS Title Sub-Plan HESA 


Sub-Plan Course Title Sub-Plan HESA 


Sub-Plan Description (max 30) Academic Sub-Plan Table 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If the KIS Course entity is based on a Subplan, derived as KIS Title from Sub-Plan 
HESA.  


2 If the KIS Course entity is based on a Subplan, derived as Course Title from Sub-
Plan HESA. 


3 If the KIS Course entity is based on a Subplan, derived as combination of Plan and 
Sub-Plan descriptions separated by a space. 


4 KIS Title from Plan HESA Data. 


5 Course Title from Plan HESA Data. 


6 Plan description. 


Notes: 
 


Because the Title is derived as part of the initial creation of the KIS Course entity the 
derivation step is not captured in the Course Extract Field record so is not be displayed 
on the Course Extract Data page. 


 


 


KISCourse.TTCID 


Field Definition 


Description: Teacher training course 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 
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HESA DataType: TTCIDCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan HESA Year Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Plan HESA Year Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan ILR Year Sub-Plan HESA Data – ILR Aims 


Plan ILR Year Plan HESA Data – – ILR Aims 


Sub-Plan TTCID Sub-Plan HESA Data 


Plan TTCID Plan HESA Data 


Program TTCID Program HESA Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1  


 HESA Year is not defined for Sub-Plan or Plan (i.e. HESACourse does not exist) 


 ILR Year is not defined for Sub-Plan or Plan (i.e. ILR Aims does not exist) 
Else field = null 


 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default.  


6 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


Notes: 
 


Derived as per Course.TTCID in the Student return. 
 


 


KISCourse.UKPRNAPPLY 


Field Definition 


Description: Application UKPRN 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan UKPRNAPPLY Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan UKPRNAPPLY Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program UKPRNAPPLY Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


4 Derive as null. 
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KISCourse.VARFEE 


Field Definition 


Description: Variable fee 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: VARFEECodeType 


Field Length: 2 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan VARFEE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan VARFEE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program VARFEE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID, KISCourse.FEETBC 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID in null 


 KISCourse.FEETBC = 1 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default.  


6 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


 
 


KISCourse.WAFEE 


Field Definition 


Description: Maximum fee for Wales domicile 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: FeeType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan WAFEE Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan WAFEE Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program WAFEE Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID, KISCourse.FEETBC 
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Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID does not exist 


 KISCourse.FEETBC = 1 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default.  


6 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.WAIVER 


Field Definition 


Description: Fee waiver availability 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: WAIVERCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan WAIVER Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan WAIVER Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program WAIVER Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE, KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 


 KISCourse.UCASCOURSEID does not exist 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default.  


6 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


 


KISCourse.YEARABROAD 


Field Definition 


Description: Year abroad availability 


Entity: KISCourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: YEARABROADCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 
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Data Capture Field: Page: 


Sub-Plan YEARABROAD Sub-Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Plan YEARABROAD Plan HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Program YEARABROAD Program HESA Data – KIS Course Data 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields KISCourse.KISTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 KISCourse.KISTYPE = 1 or 2 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Use constant. 


2 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


4 Value from Program HESA Data. 


5 Use default. 


6 Derived as NULL ERROR. 
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Entity Selection: Accreditation 


Up to ten Accreditation entities are created in the Accreditation Extract Data record (SSR_HE_ACR_EXT) 


for each KIS Course entity where the derived KISTYPE = 1 or 2. If no Accreditation records are defined for 


the Academic Plan or Sun-Plan then no entities are created.  


Field Derivation: Accreditation 


The fields are derived and stored in the Accreditation Fields Extract record (SSR_HE_ACREX_FL). 


Accreditation.ACCTYPE 


Field Definition 


Description: Accreditation type 


Entity: Accreditation 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ACCBODYType 


Field Length: 5 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Accreditation Type Program HESA Data – Accreditation 


Plan level Accreditation Type Plan HESA Data – Accreditation 


Sub-Plan Accreditation Type Sub-Plan HESA Data – Accreditation 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


Accreditation.ACCDEPEND 


Field Definition 


Description: Accreditation dependency 


Entity: Accreditation 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ACCDEPENDCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Dependency (checkbox) Program HESA Data – Accreditation 


Plan level Dependency (checkbox) Plan HESA Data – Accreditation 


Sub-Plan Dependency (checkbox) Sub-Plan HESA Data – Accreditation 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields Accreditation.ACCTYPE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If ACCTYPE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same 
Accreditation record. If the checkbox is selected ‘1’ is derived, otherwise ‘0’ is 
derived.  
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2 If ACCTYPE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Accreditation 
record. If the checkbox is selected ‘1’ is derived, otherwise ‘0’ is derived. 


3 If ACCTYPE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Accreditation 
record. If the checkbox is selected ‘1’ is derived, otherwise ‘0’ is derived. 


Accreditation.ACCDEPENDURL 


Field Definition 


Description: Accreditation dependency URL 


Entity: Accreditation 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: URLType 


Field Length: 254 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Dependency URL Program HESA Data – Accreditation 


Plan level Dependency URL Plan HESA Data – Accreditation 


Sub-Plan Dependency URL Sub-Plan HESA Data – Accreditation 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields Accreditation.ACCTYPE, Accreditation.ACCDEPEND 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Accreditation.ACCDEPEND = 1  
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If ACCTYPE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same 
Accreditation record. 


2 If ACCTYPE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Accreditation 
record.  


3 If ACCTYPE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Accreditation 
record. 
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Entity Selection: CourseStage 


Up to seven Course Stage entities are created in the Course Stage Extract Data record 


(SSR_HE_CST_EXT) for each KIS Course entity where the derived KISTYPE = 1 or 3. If no Course Stage 


records are defined for the Academic Plan or Sun-Plan then no entities are created. 


Field Derivation: CourseStage  


The fields are derived and stored in the Course Stage Fields Extract record (SSR_HE_CSTEX_FL). 


CourseStage.STAGE  


Field Definition 


Description: Learning, teaching and assessment stage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: STAGEType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Stage Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Stage Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Stage Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If KIS Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Value from Program HESA Data. 


CourseStage.ASSACT 


Field Definition 


Description: Assessment method indicator 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ASSACTCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Assessment Method Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Assessment Method Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Assessment Method Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 
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2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 


CourseStage.COURSEWORK 


Field Definition 


Description: Coursework assessment percentage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: IntPrcntType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Coursework Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Coursework Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Coursework Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 


 


CourseStage.INDEPENDENT 


Field Definition 


Description: Independent study percentage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: IntPrcntType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Independent Study Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Independent Study Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Independent Study Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 
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CourseStage.LTACT 


Field Definition 


Description: Learning and teaching method indicator 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: LTACTCodeType 


Field Length: 1 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Learning/Teaching Method Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Learning/Teaching Method Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Learning/Teaching Method Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 


 


CourseStage.PLACEMENT 


Field Definition 


Description: Placement study percentage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: IntPrcntType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Placement Study Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Placement Study Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Placement Study Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 
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CourseStage.PRACTICAL 


Field Definition 


Description: Practical exam assessment percentage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: IntPrcntType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Practical Exam Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Practical Exam Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Practical Exam Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 


 


CourseStage.SCHEDULED 


Field Definition 


Description: Scheduled learning and teaching study percentage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: IntPrcntType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Scheduled Study Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Scheduled Study Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Scheduled Study Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 
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CourseStage.WRITTEN 


Field Definition 


Description: Written exam assessment percentage 


Entity: CourseStage 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: IntPrcntType 


Field Length: 3 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Program level Written Exam Program HESA Data – Course Stage 


Plan level Written Exam Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Sub-plan level Written Exam Sub-Plan HESA Data – Course Stage 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields CourseStage.STAGE 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If STAGE is derived from Step 1 (Sub-Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


2 If STAGE is derived from Step 2 (Plan), derived from the same Course Stage 
record.  


3 If STAGE is derived from Step 3 (Program), derived from the same Course Stage 
record. 
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Entity Selection: HESACourse 


One or more HESA Course entities are created in the HESA Course Extract Data record 


(SSR_HE_HCR_EXT) for each KIS Course entity where the derived KISTYPE = 1. If no HESA Course records 


are defined for the Academic Plan or Sun-Plan then no entities are created. 


Field Derivation: HESACourse 


The fields are derived and stored in the HESA Course Fields Extract record (SSR_HE_HCREX_FL). 


HESACourse.HESACOURSEID 


Field Definition 


Description: HESA course identifier 


Entity: HESACourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: HESACOURSEIDType 


Field Length: 30 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan Course ID Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan Course ID Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


Notes: Course ID is mandatory to define a HESA Course record. 


 


HESACourse.HESAYEAR 


Field Definition 


Description: Reporting year of HESA course 


Entity: HESACourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: HESAYEARCodeType 


Field Length: 4 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan HESA Year Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan HESA Year Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 
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HESACourse.REGUKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: Registering institution UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: HESACourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan Registering Institution UKPRN Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan Registering Institution UKPRN Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Derive as null. 


Notes: Only non-zero values are derived. 


HESACourse.TEACHUKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: Teaching institution UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: HESACourse 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan Teaching Institution UKPRN Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan Teaching Institution UKPRN Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Derive as null. 


Notes: Only non-zero values are derived. 
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Entity Selection: ILRAims 


One or more ILR Aims entities are created in the ILR Aims Extract Data record (SSR_HE_ILR_EXT) for each 


KIS Course entity where the derived KISTYPE = 1. If no ILR Aims records are defined for the Academic 


Plan or Sun-Plan then no entities are created. 


Field Derivation: ILR Aims 


The fields are derived and stored in the ILR Aims Extract record (SSR_HE_ILREX_FL). 


ILRAims.ILRAIMID 


Field Definition 


Description:  LAD/LARA qualification aim course code 


Entity: ILRAims 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ILRAIMIDType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan ILR Aim Plan HESA Data – ILR Aims 


Sub-Plan ILR Aim Sub-Plan HESA Data – ILR Aims 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


ILRAims.ILRYEAR 


Field Definition 


Description: Year of ILR course 


Entity: ILRAims 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: ILRYEARCodeType 


Field Length: 4 


Min Occurrences: 1 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan ILR Year Plan HESA Data – ILR Aims 


Sub-Plan ILR Year Sub-Plan HESA Data – ILR Aims 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 
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ILRAims.REGUKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: Registering institution UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: ILRAims 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan Registering Institution UKPRN Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan Registering Institution UKPRN Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Derive as null. 


Notes: Only non-zero values are derived. 


ILRAims.TEACHUKPRN 


Field Definition 


Description: Teaching institution UK Provider Reference Number 


Entity: ILRAims 


Return: KIS 


HESA DataType: UKPRNType 


Field Length: 8 


Min Occurrences: 0 


Max Occurrences: 1 


Data Capture Field: Page: 


Plan Teaching Institution UKPRN Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Sub-Plan Teaching Institution UKPRN Sub-Plan HESA Data – HESA Course 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Course entity is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan HESA Data. 


2 Value from Plan HESA Data. 


3 Derive as null. 


Notes: Only non-zero values are derived. 
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HESA Code Mappings 
A new optional mapping is added to the existing HESA Code Mappings component to allow Gender 


values to be mapped to HESA Sex Identifier (SEXID) values. 


 


Other Field Derivation Changes 
The changes are in red. 


Student Return 


Student.SEXID 


Data Capture 


Level: Field: Page: 


Person Gender Personal Information (Student) > Add/Update a Person > 


Biographical Information > Biographical History 


Coding 


Code Mapping: Gender mapping 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields None 


Field Derivation Rule Include for all entities 


Derivation Steps: 1 The Gender value from the most recent effective dated active Biographical History 


record that falls within the reporting period is used and mapped to a HESA code via 


the Gender mapping. 


2 If no mapping is found, then the Gender value defaults as follows: 


 M (Male) to ‘1’ 


 F (Female) to ‘2’ 


3 Use default. 


4 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


Updates: Updated to consider the new Gender mapping and remove the default mapping of CS 


“Unknown” to HESA “Other”. The changes are made to the field in both the Student and 


ITT returns. 
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Instance.FESTUMK 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields REDUCEDI 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Country = England or Wales  


 REDUCEDI is not 07 00, 01, 03 or 04 
Else field = null 


Derivation Steps: 1 If Include FE = ‘N’ derive as ‘2’. 


2 Value from HESA Instance Data. 


3 If Instance.COURSEID is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan Instance 


HESA Data. 


4 Value from Plan Instance HESA Data. 


5 Value from Program Instance HESA Data. 


6 Use default. 


7 Derive as NULL ERROR. 


Updates: Update to coverage to ensure value is not derived for REDUCEDI = 08 and 09 as well as 


07. 


Instance.GROSSFEE 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields Instance.FEEREGIME, Instance.SSN 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Instance.FEEREGIME = 20, and  


 Instance.SSN is null, and 
Else, derived as null 


Note: FEEREGIME is derived depending on FEEELIG, EXCHANGE, MODE and 


COURSEAIM values, and for Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales only if SSN is null. 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from HESA Instance Data. 


2 Total of all the tuition fee charges for the Student Career for terms that start within 


the reporting period.  Fees records where the Item Type Code is ‘Charge’ and the 


Account Type is one of those defined with the Tuition checkbox selected in HESA 


Returns Setup. 


3 If Instance.COURSEID is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan Offering HESA 


Data for the Academic Load of the student instance. 


4 If Instance.COURSEID is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan Instance 


HESA Data. 


5 Value from Plan Offering HESA Data for the Academic Load of the student 


instance. 


6 Value from Plan Instance HESA Data. 


7 Value from Program Offering HESA Data for the Academic Load of the student 


instance. 


8 Value from Program Instance HESA Data. 


9 Use default. 


10 Derive as NULL ERROR. 
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Derivation Notes: Note: FEEREGIME is only derived if 


 Instance.FEEELIG = 1 or 3, and  


 Instance.EXCHANGE = 0, 7, B, C, D, E, Y, Z or null 
 


For Step 2: Fees records from PS_TUIT_CALC_TBL are matched for the Student Career 


being reported for the Instance with: 


 Business Unit (BUSINESS_UNIT) = Academic Institution 


 Academic Institution (INSTITUTION) = Academic Institution 


 EMPLID = EMPLID 


 Billing Career (BILLING_CAREER) = Academic Career 


 Academic Career  (ACAD_CAREER) = Academic Career 


 Student Career Nbr (STDNT_CAR_NBR) = Student Career Nbr 


 Term (STRM) = starts within reporting period  
 


The selection of tuition fee records is updated to map to the Academic Institution and 


Career rather than Business Unit and Billing Career. 


For GROSSFEE records are selected where ITEM_TYPE_CD = ‘C’ (Charge) and 


ACCOUNT_TYPE_SF is one of the types defined in HESA Returns Setup for Tuition 


(selected as ACCOUNT_TYPE_SF from PS_SSR_HE_RET_ACNT for the Institution and 


Return where SSR_HE_TUITION = ‘Y’). 


Instance.NETFEE 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields Instance.FEEREGIME, Instance.SSN, Instance.GROSSFEE 


Field Derivation Rule If all the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Instance.FEEREGIME = 20, and  


 Instance.SSN is null, and 
Else, derived as null 


Derivation Steps 1 Value from HESA Instance Data. 


2 If GROSSFEE is derived from Step 2, NETFEE is derived as GROSSFEE minus 


the total of all waivers for the Student Career for terms that start within the reporting 


period.  Fees records where the Item Type Code is ‘Waiver’ and the Account Type 


is one of those defined with the Waiver checkbox selected in HESA Returns Setup. 


3 If Instance.COURSEID is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan Offering HESA 


Data for the Academic Load of the student instance. 


4 If Instance.COURSEID is based on a sub-plan, value from Sub-Plan Instance 


HESA Data. 


5 Value from Plan Offering HESA Data for the Academic Load of the student 


instance. 


6 Value from Plan Instance HESA Data. 


7 Value from Program Offering HESA Data for the Academic Load of the student 


instance. 


8 Value from Program Instance HESA Data. 


9 Use default. 


10 Derive as NULL ERROR. 
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Derivation Notes: Note: FEEREGIME is only derived if 


 Instance.FEEELIG = 1 or 3, and  


 Instance.EXCHANGE – 0, 7, B, C, D, E, Y, Z or null 
 


NETFEE can be derived from HESA Instance in Step 1 even if GROSSFEE is derived 


from a later step (e.g. from program, plan etc). 


 


For Step 2: NETFEE records are selected from PS_TUIT_CALC_TBL where 


ITEM_TYPE_CD = ‘W’ (Waiver) and ACCOUNT_TYPE_SF is one of the types defined in 


HESA Returns Setup for Waiver (selected as ACCOUNT_TYPE_SF from 


PS_SSR_HE_RET_ACNT for the Institution and Return where SSR_HE_WAIVER = ‘Y’). 


 


The selection of tuition fee records is updated as per the change to GROSSFEE to map 


to the Academic Institution and Career rather than Business Unit and Billing Career. 


Instance.SSN 


Derivation 


Dependent Fields  Course.COURSEAIM 


Field Derivation Rule If the following conditions are met a value is derived: 


 Related Course.COURSEAIM does not end 90 or 99 
Else, derive as null 


Derivation Steps: 1 Value from HESA Instance Data. 


2 Derive the SSN from the most recent SSAR record (i.e. highest sequence number) 


for the EMPLID and Institution where the Financial Aid Year starts in the reporting 


period and then validate if all the following are true: 


 At least one related ACR record exists with the Attendance Indicator set to 
any value other than S (suspended) or X (not in attendance) or an  
Attendance Confirmation record exists 


 If the UCAS Course Code is defined in the SSAR, it can be mapped via a 
UCAS Course Mapping to the same Career and Program as the Instance. 
If the UCAS Course code is not defined in the SSAR, or there are no UCAS 
Course Mapping records for the UCAS Course Code, then the record is 
also assumed to be relevant to the Instance. 


3 Derive as null. 
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Derivation Notes: Step 2: The SSAR records (SFA_SLC_SSAR) are keyed on EMPLID, INSTITUTION, HEI 


Code (SFA_SLC_HEI_CD), Financial Aid Year (AID_YEAR) and Sequence 


(SFA_SLC_SEQ).  


 


The UCAS Course Code (SFA_SLC_UCAS_CRSCD) is used to map to Academic Career 


and Program via the UCAS Course mapping. As the UCAS Course Mapping includes 


Entry Year there will be multiple mappings for each UCAS Course Code, if the Career 


and Program for any of these mappings maps to the Instance then the record is 


considered relevant and included. Similarly if the UCAS Course Code is blank in the 


SSAR record; or a value is provided but no UCAS Course mappings exist then the SSAR 


is considered as being relevant to the Instance. 


 


The ACR records in SFA_SLC_ACR are mapped from the SSAR record on EMPLID, 


Institution, HEI Code and Aid Year to find an Attendance Indicator 


(SFA_SLC_ATTEND_IND) value that is not S or X. 


 


Updated to also consider SSAC attendance confirmation as well as ACR records. 


A first attendance confirmation record is created in SFA_SLC_ATD_CFR when a SSAC 


file is generated with ‘First Attendance Confirmation’ selected and this record is also 


mapped from the SSAR record on EMPLID, Institution, HEI Code and Aid Year. 


 


 


 








CHAPTER 1


Defining Student Records Installation Settings


This chapter discusses how to review or define Student Record installation settings.


Reviewing or Defining Student Records Installation Settings
To review or define Student Records installation settings, use the Student Records Installation component
(SSR_INSTALLATION). This chapter discusses:


• How to review or define Student Records default installation settings.
• How to review or define Enrollment Requirement Roster default installation settings.
• How to review or define Enrollment Requirement Processing default installation settings.


Pages Used to Review or Define Student Records
Installation Settings


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Student Records Installation SSR_INSTALLATION Set Up SACR, Install,


Student Records Installation,
Student Records Installation


Review or define Student
Records default installation
settings for general options,
class searches, and
enrollment requirement /
requisite checking.


Enrollment Requirement
Roster


SSR_INSTALLATION2 Set Up SACR, Install,
Student Records Installation,
Enrollment Requirement
Roster


Review or define default
installation settings for the
enrollment requirement
roster.


Enrollment Requirement
Processing


SSR_INSTALLATION3 Set Up SACR, Install,
Student Records Installation,
Enrollment Requirement
Processing


Review or define default
installation settings for
enrollment requirement
processing.
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Reviewing or Defining Default Installation Settings
Bundle 29
Documentation about the Administrative Class Details Option group box has been removed from
this chapter.
The Show Textbook Detail check box has been replaced by the Textbook Information check box on the
new Class Search Configuration component.
For further information, refer to the Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes chapter
included in this Student Records Bundle 29 documentation package.


Access the Student Records Installation page (Set Up SACR, Install, Student Records Installation, Student
Records Installation).


Student Records Installation page


Defaults & Options


Use SR Class Schedule
Facility Conflict Checking


Select to enable facility conflict checking when scheduling classes. The check
box value migrates from the Installation page to the Academic Institution 2
page to the Campus Table page. The system uses the value on the Campus
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Table page during processing. Clear this check box on the Campus Table page
to use an external facility conflict checking process.


Note. This check box has no relation to the Check for Facility Conflict check
box on the Facility Table page, which controls whether you can schedule
multiple events in the same facility.


Default Section Size Enter a number to use as a default for class size. This value is used in the
creation of new class sections. The value is originally rolled into the Catalog
record when it is created, and then it is used to enter the number by default
into the ENRL_CAP field in the CLASS_TBL.


Transcript Date Print Select the date on which you want the system to print when printing student
transcripts. Select a value to be the default value when a row is entered.
Select one value per term. Values are:
Print Class Dates: Prints the valid start and end dates for each class on a
transcript.
Print Session Dates: Prints the valid start and end dates for a session within a
term on a transcript.
Print Term Dates: Prints the valid start and end dates for the term on a
transcript.
Do Not Print Any Dates: No dates print on the transcript.


GPA Rounding/Truncating
Option (grade point average
rounding/truncating option)


Enter a value to indicate the number of decimal places to which you want to
round or truncate the grade point average displayed for a student throughout
the system. The maximum allowed is three decimal places.


Class Search


Class Search Results Limits Enter a value in the Warning Limit and Error Limit fields to indicate the
number of classes for the system to display when a student searches for a class.


• Warning Limit: When the limit is reached, the student receives a Warning
message. The student can continue to the search results or cancel and add
additional criteria to narrow the search.


• Error Limit: When the limit is reached, the student receives an Error
message requesting that the student specify additional search criteria.


Class Search Subject
Option


Select to indicate whether the Course Subject field on the Search for Classes
page appears as a drop-down list box or as a select subject button.


Note. Regardless of the option setting, the Course Subject field dynamically
changes to a select subject button if the selected institution has more than
300 course subjects.


Enrollment Requisite Checking
Use this group box to select how the requisite checking process validates programs, plans, and subplans for
requisites that specify program, plan, or subplan conditions—for example, if a student enrolls in a class for a
term and the class has a requisite condition of Plan = BIOCHEM, what is the maximum effective date that a
plan of BIOCHEM can have to meet the requisite for that term.
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Validate Conditions Using:


Max Prog Effdt for Term
(maximum program effective
date for term)


This option is selected by default.
The requisite checking process uses the following logic to establish if a student
meets program, plan, or subplan conditions:


• If the enrollment action date is before or equal to the term begin date,
use the term begin date to determine the program, plan, or subplan: Find
the maximum effective-dated row, where the effective date is before
or equal to the term begin date.
For example, on 05/30/07 a student tries to enroll in a Fall 2007 class that
has a requisite condition of the LAU program. Fall 2007 commences on
08/30/07. The student’s current program is FAU (with an effective date of
01/01/06), but the student has a future-dated program change of 07/01/07
for the LAU program. The student meets the requisite condition because
the maximum effective-dated program row (which is before or equal to
the term begin date) is for the LAU program.


• If the enrollment action date is after the term begin date and before or
equal to the maximum program effective date for Term, use the action
date to determine the program, plan, and subplan: Find the maximum
effective-dated row where the effective date is before or equal to the
enrollment action date.
For example, on 09/05/07, a student tries to enroll in a Fall 2007 class that
has a requisite condition of the LAU program. The student transferred
to the LAU program effective 09/02/07. Fall 2007 commences on
08/30/2007 but has a maximum effective for term of 09/14/07. The
student therefore meets the requisite condition.


• If the enrollment action date is after the maximum program effective date
for term, use the maximum program effective date for term to determine
the program, plan, or subplan: Find the maximum effective-dated row
where the effective date is before or equal to the maximum program
effective date for term.
For example, on 09/17/07, a student tries to enroll in a Fall 2007 class that
has a requisite condition of the LAU program. Fall 2007 commences on
08/30/07 but has a maximum program effective date for term of 09/14/07.
The student transferred to the LAU program effective 09/15/07. The
student does not meet the requisite condition, because FAU, not LAU is
the program for which the maximum effective date is before or equal to
the maximum effective date for term.


Action Date The requisite checking process uses the enrollment action date instead of the
maximum program effective date for term when the term begin date is reached:


• If the enrollment action date is before or equal to the term begin date,
the process uses the same logic as when the Max Program Effdt for
Term option is selected.


• If the enrollment action date is after the term begin date, use the enrollment
action date to determine program, plan, or subplan: Find the maximum
effective-date row where the effective date is before or equal to the
enrollment action date.
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For example, on 09/17/07, a student tries to enroll in a Fall 2007 class
that has a requisite condition of the LAU program. Fall 2007 commences
on 08/30/07 but has a maximum program effective date for term of
09/14/07. The student transferred to the LAU program effective 09/15/07.
The student meets the requisite condition because LAU is the program
for which the maximum effective date row is before or equal to the
enrollment action date.


When Enrollment Requirement Status is Conditionally Satisfied:


Return a warning message When requisite checking uses in-progress courses to satisfy an enrollment
requirement, the user receives a warning message indicating that the
prerequisite has been met conditionally and that the prerequisite must be
satisfied prior to the start of the class.


Success This option is selected by default. When requisite checking uses in-progress
courses to satisfy an enrollment requirement, a message of success is returned.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1]Setting Up Enrollment Requisites .


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1]Managing Post Enrollment
Requirement Checking.


Reviewing or Defining Enrollment Requirement Roster
Default Installation Settings
The Post Enrollment Requirement Checking feature:


• Provides the ability to capture the status of the enrollment requirement check at the time of enrollment
(satisfied, conditionally satisfied, overridden, permitted, enrollment component). Enrollments that do
not satisfy the requirement are rejected. The feature captures the status for both enrolled and wait
listed students.


• Provides the ability for users to re-run the Enrollment Requirement Checking process (where the
Enrollment Engine calls Academic Advisement for enrollment requirement evaluation) on enrolled and
wait listed classes after in-progress grades have been posted. The capability is delivered in on-line/remote
call mode as well as a batch process.


• Includes an administrative component that allows decision makers to identify and view students who are in
non-compliance of class enrollment requirements.


• Includes functionality to identify and process students that need to be dropped from classes for
non-compliance as a result of post-enrollment requirement checking.


• Through the use of communications, includes functionality to notify students when they have been
administratively dropped from a class for non-compliance.
If you plan to use communications for post enrollment requirement checking, use the instructions in the
following document to set up communications and then use the 3Cs process to create and generate the
communication:
See: PERC Communications Setup and Processing.pdf. This document is included in the PERC
Documentation Package which is posted to My Oracle Support.


• Includes a batch process to generate reports of students in non-compliance of enrollment requirements.


Access the Enrollment Requirement Roster page (Set Up SACR, Install, Student Records Installation,
Enrollment Requirement Roster).
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Enrollment Requirement Roster page
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Find documentation about the pages that are used to run Post Enrollment Requirement Checking—the
Enrollment Requirement Roster page and the Run Post Enrollment Requirement Checking page—in the
Managing Post Enrollment Requirement Checking chapter.


Collapsible Area Defaults


Collapse Course
Information group box,
Collapse Enrollment
Requirement group box,
and Collapse Filter group
box


Clear these check boxes if you want course information, enrollment
requirement description, and enrollment requirement roster filter to appear
expanded by default on the Enrollment Requirement Roster. Select if you
want the fields to appear collapsed.
Regardless of this setup, you can expand and collapse the fields on the
Enrollment Requirement Roster.


Roster and Batch Processing Filter Default Settings


Enrollment Status Select the enrollment statuses that you want to appear by default in the Set
Filter Options group box on the Enrollment Requirement Roster. You can
override the values on that page.


Most Recent Requirement
Status: Display Students in
non-compliance


Select the enrollment requirement non-compliance statuses that you want to
appear by default on the Enrollment Requirement Roster. You can override the
values on that page.


Most Recent Requirement
Status: Display other
students


Select any additional enrollment requirement statuses you want to appear by
default on the Enrollment Requirement Roster. You can override the values
on that page.


Drop Review for Batch Processing


Enrollment Requirement
Rosters must be reviewed
prior to batch processing
of drops


Select this check box to ensure that an enrollment requirement roster is set to
Review Complete before batch drop processing occurs. The Review Complete
for Batch Drop Processing check box appears on the Enrollment Requirement
Roster and the following message appears on the Process Drop Requests for
Post Enrollment Requirements batch processing page: Drops will only be
processed for classes where Drop Review is set to Complete.
Clear this check box if you do not use batch processing of drops or if you do
not want to ensure that the enrollment requirement roster is reviewed before
batch dropping students for non-compliance. The Review Complete for Batch
Drop Processing check box is not available on the Enrollment Requirement
Roster and the message does not appear on the batch drop processing page.


Enrollment Action Reason


When a student is dropped
for non-compliance of
enrollment requirements,
set Drop Action Reason to


Define a default drop action reason code value to be used when a student is
dropped for non-compliance of enrollment requirements. The value action
reason code of PERC is delivered but can be changed. The value should be
unique. When a class is dropped using the action reason code of PERC, the
enrollment record is retained regardless of the Academic Calendar date for
the drop delete deadline.
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Additional Student Information for Decision Makers


Provide link to student
Course History


Select this check box to allow decision makers and other users to access
student course history from a link on the Enrollment Requirement Roster (the
Course History link on the Audit / Information Links tab). Clear the check
box to hide the Course History link.


Provide link to Student
Statistics


Select this check box to allow decision makers and other users to access
student academic statistics from a link on the Enrollment Requirement Roster
(the Statistics link on the Audit / Information Links tab). Select an option to
identify whether the user links to the Academics page (recommended) as used
in the Student Services Center or the Administrative Term History page. Clear
the check box to hide the Statistics link.


Security


Enforce Academic
Organization Security


Select this check box to enforce academic organization security within the
Enrollment Requirement Roster and related processing.


Notes


Enable notes to be deleted Select this check box to enable notes to be deleted from the Enrollment
Requirement Roster: Tracking of Key Transactions & User Notes page. Clear
to prevent notes from being deleted.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1]Setting Up Enrollment Requisites .


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1]Managing Post Enrollment
Requirement Checking.


Reviewing or Defining Enrollment Requirement Processing
Default Installation Settings
Find documentation about the pages that are used to run Post Enrollment Requirement Checking—the
Enrollment Requirement Roster page and the Run Post Enrollment Requirement Checking page—in the
Managing Post Enrolment Requirement Checking chapter.


Access the Enrollment Requirement Processing page (Set Up SACR, Install, Student Records Installation,
Enrollment Requirement Processing).
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Enrollment Requirement Processing page (1 of 2)
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Enrollment Requirement Processing page (2 of 2)


Use the Page Processing group box to select the information and values that you want to appear by default
on the Enrollment Requirement Roster.


Page Processing: Run Post Enrollment Requirement Checking


Allow Post Enrollment
Requirement Checking to
be run from Enrollment
Requirement Roster


Select this check box to allow users to run post enrollment requirement
checking from the Enrollment Requirement Roster. If selected, the Run
Post Enrollment Requirement Checking group box appears on the roster. If
cleared, the group box is not available—users would instead run batch post
enrollment requirement checking.


Allow Drop Request
Indicator to be set
for Students in
Non-Compliance


If post enrollment requirement checking is enabled, select this check box to
allow the Drop Request Indicator to be set from the Enrollment Requirement
Roster processing page: If the check box is selected, the Set Drop Request
for Students in Non-Compliance options appear in the Run Post Enrollment
Requirement Checking group box on the roster. If the check box is cleared, the
options are hidden.


Default to: If process
results in a status of
Conditionally Satisfied and
Default to: If process
results in a status of Not
Satisfied


If you have selected the Allow Drop Request Indicator to be set for Students in
Non-Compliance check box, use these check boxes to set the status default
settings—Conditionally Satisfied and Not Satisfied—on the Enrollment
Requirement Roster.
You can override the values on the Enrollment Requirement Roster.
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Page Processing: Process Drops for Non-Compliance
The check boxes and values that are selected here appear by default on the Enrollment Requirement Roster but
can be overridden on that page.


Allow Drop Processing to
be run from Enrollment
Requirement Roster


Select this check box to allow users to run drop processing from the Enrollment
Requirement Roster. If selected, the Process Drops for Non-Compliance
group box appears on the roster page. If cleared, the group box is not
available—users would instead run batch drop processing.


Default drop process to: If drop processing is enabled from the Enrollment Requirement Roster,
define the default selection to:


• selected students: The drop process is run only for selected students.


• students where Drop Request Indicator is selected: The drop process is run
only for students for whom the Drop Request Indicator value is selected.


• students with a post enrollment requirement status of: The drop process is
run only for students with a post enrollment requirement status of either
Conditionally Satisfied or Not Satisfied. When this option is selected,
the Conditionally Satisfied and Not Satisfied check boxes become
available for selection.


Allow Override of Action
Date


If drop processing is enabled from the Enrollment Requirement Roster, select
this check box to allow a user to override the action date: the Override Action
Date check box is available on the Enrollment Requirement Roster. The user
must have enrollment security to override the action date.


Page Processing: Processing Limit


Return Warning Message
when processing more than


Set the maximum number of students that can be selected for page processing
before receiving a warning message. Our recommendation for a warning
message is for 15 students—you therefore receive a warning message when
16 students or more are selected.


Error Message - Limit page
processing to a maximum of


Set the maximum number of students that can be selected for page processing
before receiving an error message. To assist with response time, use batch Post
Enrollment Requirement Checking processing for large numbers of students.
Our recommendation for an error message is for 20 students—you therefore
receive an error message if 21 or more students are selected.


Batch Processing: Run Post Enrollment Requirement Checking


Allow Drop Request
Indicator to be set
for Students in
Non-Compliance


Select this check box to allow the Post Enrollment Requirement Checking
batch process to set the Drop Request Indicator for a student when the process
results in a non-compliant status. If you select this check box, the Action
group box which contains the Set Drop Request Indicator for Students in
Non-Compliance options is available on the Run Post Enrollment Requirement
Checking page.
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Default to: If process
results in a status of
Conditionally Satisfied and
Default to: If process
results in a status of Not
Satisfied


Use these check boxes to set the status default settings on the Run Post
Enrollment Requirement Checking page: Conditionally Satisfied status
and/or Not Satisfied.
You can override the values on the batch processing page.


Batch Processing: Process Drops for Non-Compliance


Default Non-Compliance
Selection To


Process administrative student drops for students who are non-compliant
with class enrollment requirements.


Process Drops for Set the default options that you want to appear in the Non-Compliance
Selection group box on the Process Drop Requests for Post Enrollment
Requirement page:


• students where Drop Request Indicator is selected: the process drops only
students for whom the drop request indicator is selected.


• students with a post enrollment requirement status of:When this option is
selected, the Conditionally Satisfied and Not Satisfied check boxes
become available for selection. The process drops only students that
have a non-compliant post enrollment requirement status that matches
the check box selection.


Allow Override of Action
Date


Select this check box to allow a user to override the action date for Process
Drop requests: the Override Action Date check box is available on the Process
Drop Requests for Post Enrollment Requirement page. The user must have
enrollment security to override the action date.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1]Setting Up Enrollment Requisites .


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1]Managing Post Enrollment
Requirement Checking.


Communication Category Default
This value default is used when creating communications for PERC. A value of PERC is delivered but can be
changed. The value should be unique.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook - Update 1]Defining
a Communication Category.


If you plan to use communications for post enrollment requirement checking, use the instructions in the
following document to set up communications and then use the 3Cs process to create and generate the
communication:


See: PERC Communications Setup and Processing.pdf. This document is included in the PERC
Documentation Package which is posted to My Oracle Support.
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Using Self-Service Course Catalog and Schedule


Students, instructors, and community members use the self-service Class Search feature to search the schedule of
classes for a specific institution and term, and the Browse Course Catalog feature to view courses offered at the
institution. Students can access class search from several places within PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, and they
can select classes directly from class search, even if they do not access class search through enrollment navigation.
Instructors can access class search through the Faculty Center in Campus Self Service. They can see classes in their
search results that do not appear to students because the Schedule Print check box for those classes has been cleared on
the Maintain Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page.


The navigation tabs that are used in self-service class search are defined on the Navigation Tabs Setup page.


See Also
lsss, Setting Up Self-Service Navigation


Searching for Classes Using Self-Service Pages
This section provides prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Select search criteria and search for classes.
• Review class search results.
• View class search details.
• Browse the course catalog.
• Select a course offering.
• Review course catalog details.


Prerequisites
Bundle 29
Documentation updated due to the new Class Search Configuration component.


Set up self-service class search in the Class Search Configuration component and the Display in Class Search
page (Term Values Table).


See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes,
Setting Up Class Search Profiles


lsfn, Establishing Terms and Sessions, Defining Term Values
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Pages Used to Search for Classes Using Self-Service Pages
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Search for Classes - Search
Criteria


SSR_CLSRCH_ENTRY • Self Service, Search,
Search for Classes


• Self Service, Student
Center


Click the Search link.


• Self Service, Academic
Planning, My Planner


Click the Search tab.


• Self Service, Academic
Planning, Enrollment
Shopping Cart


Click the Search link.


• Self Service, Class
Search/Browse Catalog


• Self Service, Enrollment,
Enrollment: Add Classes


Click the Class Search
option.


Click the Search link.


• Self Service, Enrollment,
Enrollment: Swap Classes


Click the Class Search
option.


Click the Search link.


Users specify the academic
institution and term in which
they want search for classes.
Users enter search criteria
and retrieve results.


Search for Classes - Search
Results


SSR_CLSRCH_RSLT Click the Search button on
the Search for Classes page.


Review all classes that
match the search criteria.


Search for Classes - Class
Detail


SSR_CLSRCH_DTL Click a class section on the
Search for Classes - Search
Results page.


Review detail for a specific
class.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Browse Course Catalog SSS_BROWSE_CATLG • Self Service, Search,


Browse Course Catalog


• Self Service, Class
Search/Browse Catalog,
Browse Course Catalog


• Self Service, Student
Center


Click the Search link.


Click the Browse Course
Catalog tab.


• Self Service, Academic
Planning, My Planner


Click the Browse Course
Catalog button.


Browse the course catalog to
see a list of courses offered
at the institution.


Browse Course Catalog -
Select Course Offering


SSS_BCC_SEL_CRSE On the Browse Course
Catalog page, click a course
title that includes this
message: *** view multiple
offerings.


Select the appropriate
offering when a course ID
has multiple offerings with
the same subject, course
number, and title, or when
multiple course IDs have
the same subject, course
number, and title.


Browse Course Catalog -
Course Detail


SSS_CRSE_OFFER_DTL Click a course title on the
Browse Course Catalog
page.


View course details and
access class sections.


Selecting Search Criteria and Searching for Classes
Access the Search for Classes page.
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Search for Classes – Enter Search Criteria (page 1 of 2)
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Search for Classes – Enter Search Criteria (page 2 of 2)


Bundle 29
Documentation updated due to the new Class Search Configuration component.


Use the Class Search Configuration component to configure the grouping of criteria and whether groups
appear expanded or collapsed.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes,
Setting Up Class Search Profiles


Note. Students can also search for classes through self-service My Planner, My Requirements, and Browse
Course Catalog pages. From those pages, students can select a course description to access the course detail;
from there they can view class sections that are offered for a specified term.


Institution When accessed by a student through self-service navigation, the institution
appears as default from the student’s row in the STD_CAR_TERM table.


Term When accessed by a student from Class Search, the student’s user preference
term appears. When accessed from Add Classes or Swap Classes, the term
selected appears here.
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When accessed by a student from Class Search, the term drop down only
includes terms that are valid as defined in the Display Term in Class Search
date range on the Term Values Table.


Note. The Term field on the Search for Classes page changes from a drop-down
list box to a search prompt if the selected institution has more than 300 terms.


Course Subject This field changes from a drop-down list box to a select subject button if
the selected institution has more than 300 course subjects or if the Class
Search Subject Option field on the Student Records Installation page is set
to Prompt Search.


Note. Users at multi-institution organizations can select the drop-drop list
box option on the Student Records Installation page. However the Course
Subject field on the Search for Classes page will dynamically change to a
select subject button for institutions with more than 300 course subjects.


Course Career The student’s academic career appears by default.


Meeting Start Time To narrow search results by meeting start time, select one of the following:
greater than: Finds classes with a meeting start time later than the specified
time. For example, if you enter greater than 1:00PM, the system would only
retrieve classes that have a meeting start time later than 1:00 PM.
greater than or equal to: Finds classes with a meeting start time at or after
the specified time.
less than: Finds classes with a meeting start time earlier than the specified time.
less than or equal to: Finds classes with a meeting start time at or earlier than
the specified time.
is exactly: Finds classed with a meeting start time that is exactly at the
specified time.


Meeting End Time To narrow search results by meeting end time, select one of the following:
greater than: Finds classes with a meeting end time later than the specified
time. For example, if you enter greater than 1:00PM, the system would
only retrieve classes that have a meeting end time later than 1:00 PM.,
such as 2:00 PM.
greater than or equal to: Finds classes with a meeting end time at or after
the specified time.
less than: Finds classes with a meeting end time earlier than the specified time.
less than or equal to: Finds classes with a meeting end time at or earlier than
the specified time.
is exactly: Finds classed with a meeting end time that is exactly at the
specified time.


Day of Week To narrow search results by day of week, select one of the following:


Include Only These Days: Finds classes that meet on the selected days. For
example, if you select Monday and Thursday, the system will retrieve all
classes that meet on Mondays and Thursdays only or Mondays, Thursdays,
and other days.
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Include Any of These Days: Finds classes that meet on at least one of
the selected days. So if you select Monday and Thursday, the system will
retrieve all classes that meet On Monday only, Thursday only, or Mondays or
Thursdays and other days.
Exclude Any of These Days: Finds classes that do not meet on either of
the selected days.
Exclude Only These Days: Finds classes that do not meet on both of the
selected days.


Minimum Units To narrow search results by minimum units, select one of the following:
greater than: Finds classes with minimum units greater than the specified units.
greater than or equal to: Finds classes with minimum units equal to or greater
than the specified units.
less than: Finds classes with minimum units less than the specified units.
less than or equal to: Finds classes with minimum units less than or equal to
the specified units.
is exactly: Finds classes with minimum units that are exactly the specified
units.


Maximum Units To narrow search results by maximum units, select one of the following:


greater than: Finds classes with maximum units greater than the specified units.


greater than or equal to: Finds classes with maximum units equal to or greater
than the specified units.


less than: Finds classes with maximum units less than the specified units.


less than or equal to: Finds classes with maximum units less than or equal to
the specified units.


is exactly: Finds classes with minimum units that are exactly the specified
units.


Reviewing Class Search Results
Bundle 29
The Start a New Search button is renamed — New Search.
The Modify Search button enables users to go back to the Enter Search Criteria page, and modify
their original search values.


Access the Search for Classes - Search Results page (click the Search button on the Search for Classes page).
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Search for Classes - Search Results page


Wait List This icon only appears in the legend if you select the Use Wait Listing check
box on the Self Service - Student Records Setup page. Likewise, if you
clear the Use Wait Listing check box, the search results will either have a
status of open or closed for classes.


Note. The Schedule Print check box on the Maintain Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page indicates whether
a class section appears in the student and visitor class search results or on the printed class schedule. For
instructors and advisors, all class sections are displayed in class search results. The message "Section not
shown to students" is displayed for those class sections for which the Schedule Print check box is cleared.
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Viewing Class Search Details
Access the Search for Classes - Class Detail page (click a class section on the Search for Classes - Search
Results page).


Search for Classes - Class Detail page


Bundle 29
Documentation updated due to the new Class Search Configuration component.


This page displays all information from the course catalog, plus class schedule information. Use the Class
Detail Options page in the Class Search Configuration component to determine which information appears on
this page to students and faculty.
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See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes,
Setting Up Class Search Profiles


Browsing the Course Catalog
Access the Browse Course Catalog page (Self Service, Class Search/Browse Catalog, Browse Course Catalog).
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Browse Course Catalog page
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Students and instructors can browse the course catalog by academic subject. Students can also select courses to
add to their planner. If they click a Course Nbr (course number) or course title, they can view the course details
and also view section information for the indicated term. Students with a single career are able to add courses
to their planner directly from the Browse Course Catalog page or from the Course Detail page. Students with
multiple careers are only able to add courses to their planner from the Course Detail page.


When a course ID has multiple offerings with the same subject, course number, and title, or when multiple
course IDs have the same subject, course number, and title, students and instructors are taken to the Select
Course Offering page when they click the course number or course title—see ART 130 in the previous page
example. Notice that the course title includes this message: *** view multiple offerings.


Selecting a Course Offering
Access the Browse Course Catalog - Select Course Offering page (on the Browse Course Catalog page, click a
course title that includes this message: *** view multiple offerings).


Browse Course Catalog - Select Course Offering page


Use this page to select the appropriate offering when a course ID has multiple offerings with the same subject,
course number, and title, or when multiple course IDs have the same subject, course number, and title.
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Reviewing Course Catalog Details
Access the Browse Course Catalog - Course Detail page (click a course title on the Browse Course Catalog
page or a course offering link on the Browse Course Catalog - Select Course Offering page).


Browse Course Catalog - Course Detail page (1 of 2)


Students and instructors can click the view class sections button to view the course schedule details on this page.


Course Schedule
Students and instructors can select a term and click the show sections button to view class sections for the
course. The Terms Offered drop down list box only includes: terms that are valid as defined in the Display
Term in Class Search date range on the Term Values table, and those with sections scheduled within the term.
For students, the select button only appears if the Enrollment & Shopping Cart date range on the Term Table
under Display in Self-Service in Term Drop Down is valid.


See lsfn, Establishing Terms and Sessions, Defining Terms, Sessions, and Session Time Periods.
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Browse Course Catalog - Course Detail page (2 of 2)
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CHAPTER 1


Processing Class Enrollment Transactions


After you schedule classes for a term, activated students into that term, and assigned enrollment appointments, you are
ready to enroll students into classes. Student Records has flexible and robust enrollment processing where all the rules
that you have set up in your schedule of classes and course catalog come to fruition.


This chapter provides an overview of class enrollment processing and discusses how to:


• Process enrollment transactions through the Quick Enroll component.
• Process enrollment transactions through the Enrollment component.
• Process enrollment transactions through the Block Enrollment feature.
• Process enrollment transactions through the Enrollment Request component.
• Process enrollment transactions through self service.
• Post mass enrollment requests.


Understanding Class Enrollment Processing
This section discusses:


• Class enrollment processing.
• Enrollment request processing for drops.
• Date and time stamps on student enrollment records.


Important! Numerous common page elements are shared between the various enrollment components. We
explain all page elements for the Quick Enroll component. For other enrollment components, however, we
refer you back to the discussion of the Quick Enroll component for descriptions of these common elements.
Therefore, a knowledge of the page elements in the Quick Enroll component is essential to understanding
the functionality of the page elements in all enrollment components.


Class Enrollment Processing
The class enrollment processing tools in Student Records provides maximum flexibility when dealing with
enrollment transactions and other enrollment-related activities. Five components and one self-service
application, all of which post enrollment records to the same table (STDNT_ENRL), are available for you to
process enrollment transactions.
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You can process enrollment requests on a student-by-student basis through the Quick Enroll and Enrollment
Request components. You can process enrollment requests for blocks of students and classes through the Block
Enrollment component. Through the Mass Enrollment component, you can post a range of enrollment requests.
Enrollment requests from all of these components go through the powerful enrollment engine during the
posting process. The enrollment engine verifies that for every class requested, the student meets all rules for
requisites, deadlines, permissions, and so on. Optionally, the enrollment engine also warns of potential repeats.


The Enrollment component, in contrast, bypasses the enrollment engine and all of its checkpoints, posting
enrollment transactions directly to a student’s enrollment record as soon as you save the data in the component.
The Enrollment component is intended for use by only a select few power users at your academic institution
and should not be made available to a wide user population.


If your academic institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, your students can also submit
enrollment requests over the internet during their scheduled enrollment appointment times. These requests
function the same as all other enrollment requests in your Student Administration system, writing data directly
to your application tables.


When a user submits an enrollment request for an open entry/exit (OEE) class, the enrollment engine evaluates
the student’s primary academic program to verify that the academic program permits OEE enrollment. If the
academic program does not permit OEE enrollment, the system returns an error message notifying the user
that enrollment is not allowed in the chosen class. If the academic program does permit OEE enrollment, the
enrollment engine then performs all of the existing edits as usual (such as class limits and requisite checks).


If the request successfully passes these edits, the enrollment process uses the OEE dynamic date rule assigned
to the class to calculate a class end date and all the other dynamic calendar dates for the student. If no OEE
dynamic date rule has been defined for the class, the enrollment process uses the rule established for the course
offering. If no rule exists for the course offering, the request fails and the process returns an error message.


If the request is successful, you can view the dates calculated by the process using the academic calendar link
on the Study List or by accessing the Student OEE Enroll Data page.


To submit an enrollment transaction for a student, the student must have a personal data record, have been
activated in an academic program within the academic career to which the classes belong, and have been
activated in the necessary term for that same academic career.


Diagram of Enrollment Engine Logic
The following diagram shows a high-level process flow of the enrollment engine:
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Enrollment engine logic (1 of 3)
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Enrollment engine logic (2 of 3)
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Enrollment engine logic (3 of 3)


See Also
lsfn, Defining Dynamic Academic Calendars


Enrollment Request Processing for Drops
When processing enrollment requests with an enrollment action of drop through the Quick Enroll, Enrollment
Request, and Block Enroll components or self-service enrollment, the enrollment engine must determine the
drop deadlines, reasons, grading bases, and grades with which to update the impacted student enrollment
records (STDNT_ENRL).


The enrollment engine determines drop deadlines, grading bases, and grades differently depending on the class
enrollment type (traditional, dynamic date, OEE).


When requesting to drop a traditional class enrollment, the enrollment engine:
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• Determines the deadlines according to the values set on the Academic Calendar 2 page.
• Determines if a drop or withdrawal grade has been defined for the grading basis (based on the student’s


grading basis in the class) on the Grading Scheme Table page.
If there is no grade set on that page, the enrollment engine uses the grading schemes and grades set on
the Session Calendar 2 page.
See lssr, Setting Up Grading, Setting Up Your System for Grading, Defining Grading Schemes.


When requesting to drop a dynamic date class enrollment, the enrollment engine:


• Determines the deadlines according to the values that the Dynamic Class Dates process calculates and
displays on the Dynamic Class Data page.
If you have not calculated the academic calendar dates for the class, the enrollment engine determines the
deadlines according to the values set on the Academic Calendar 2 page.


• Determines if a drop or withdrawal grade has been defined for the grading basis (based on the student’s
grading basis in the class) on the Grading Scheme Table page.
• If there is no grade set on that page and you have calculated the academic calender dates for this


class, the enrollment engine uses the grading schemes and grades set on the Dynamic Date page of the
Academic Program Table component.
If there is no grading scheme and grade set on that page, the enrollment engine uses the grading scheme
and grades set on the Session Calendar 2 page.


• If there is no grade set on the Grading Scheme Table page and you have not calculated the academic
calender dates for this class, the enrollment engine uses the grading scheme and grades set on the
Session Calendar 2 page.


When requesting to drop an OEE class enrollment, the enrollment engine:


• Determines the deadline according to the values it calculates upon enrollment and displays on the Student
Enroll OEE page.


If the deadlines have not been calculated, the request fails.


• Determines the grading scheme and grade, if applicable, according to the value set on the Grading Scheme
Table page.
If there is no grade set on that page, the enrollment engine uses the grading schemes and grades set on
the Dynamic Date page of the Academic Program Table component. If there is no grading scheme and
grade set on that page, the request fails.


Regardless of the class enrollment type, the enrollment engine determines the reason according to the
enrollment action reason that you enter on the enrollment processing page. If you do not enter a value on
the enrollment processing page, then, for drop transactions during the drop retain record period only, the
enrollment engine uses the reason set on the Session Calendar 2 page. Otherwise, the engine assigns no reason.


If your institution wants to retain student enrollment records during the drop delete period, you can add
an enrollment action reason to the drop and it will be retained subject to the time period associated with
the enrollment action reason.


Note. The enrollment engine does not prevent enrollment request transactions after the drop deadlines. If
you submit a request to drop after the latest drop deadline, the enrollment engine processes the request and
generates a message that says that the drop was processed after the deadline.
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See Also
Defining Traditional Academic Calendars, Setting Up Session Drop Dates


lsfn, Establishing Terms and Sessions, Defining Enrollment Action Reasons


Date and Time Stamps on Student Enrollment Records
Whenever you post an enrollment transaction that adds, drops, or updates a student enrollment record
(STDNT_ENRL), the system populates the appropriate, enrolled, dropped, or updated row with date and
time stamps based on the system date. These values are not viewable on any application pages. Student
Financials uses these date and time stamps to correctly calculate adjustments in situations where your
academic institution charges by term and adjusts by session. Classes are associated with sessions. The
date and time stamp fields are as follows:


Field Description


LAST_ENRL_DT_STMP The date of the last enroll action or equivalent action.


LAST_ENRL_TM_STMP The time of the last enroll action or equivalent action.


LAST_DROP_DT_STMP The date of the last drop action or equivalent action.


LAST_DROP_TM_STMP The time of the last drop action or equivalent action.


LAST_UPD_DT_STMP The date of the last action.


LAST_UPD_TM_STMP The time of the last action.


See Also
lssf, Setting Up Tuition Controls, Criteria, Equations, and Waivers, Setting Up Adjustment Calendars


Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the
Quick Enrollment Component


This section provides an overview of the Quick Enroll component and discusses how to:


• Add or update quick class enrollment requests.


• Inquire about enrollment request messages.


Understanding Quick Enroll
The Quick Admit component, Quick Enroll component, and Quick Admit process component are a variation
on the fuller processes of admitting students and enrolling them into classes. Typically, you’ll use these
components in conjunction with each other to accelerate admissions and enrollment procedures where
immediate formal processing is not required or is unavailable for students. In addition, collecting admissions
information on students who have been quick enrolled might be useful for various funnel reports.
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The Quick Admit component and Quick Enroll component, when used together, enable you to rapidly add or
update a student’s personal data in your system; activate the student in an academic career, academic program,
or term; and enroll the student in classes—all in a matter of minutes.


Important! The Recruiting and Admissions PeopleBook documentation for the Quick Admit use component
and Quick Admit process component is essential reading for understanding how to quickly admit and enroll
students. You should read that documentation to fully grasp the potential of the Quick Enroll component.


The Quick Enroll component enables you to enter, update, and post class enrollment requests for both new
and continuing students on a student-by-student basis. The Quick Enroll component has the exact same
functionality as the Enrollment Request component, using the same enrollment engine processing and
performing the same edit checks. Transactions entered into the Quick Enroll component can be accessed
through the Enrollment Request component and vice versa, giving you more flexibility and control over
your enrollment requests.


Note that you cannot use the Quick Enroll component to view enrollment transactions processed through
the Enrollment page because those transactions do not generate an enrollment request, nor can you view
enrollment transaction processed through the Block Enrollment component because those transactions have
more than one ID associated with the enrollment request. You can view the latter two enrollment sources
only through their respective components.


When you access the Quick Enroll component, a dialog box prompts you to enter the key values of the
transaction. The key values are:


ID Select from a list of existing student IDs.


Academic Career Select the academic career to which you want to add or update enrollment
requests for the specified student. The system prompts you with only the
academic careers in which the student is active. You can activate students in
academic careers through either the Quick Admit component or the Student
Program/Plan component.


Academic Institution Select the academic institution in which you want to add or update enrollment
requests for the specified student.


Term Select the term for which you want to add or update enrollment requests for
the specified student. The system displays only the terms in which the student
is active for the academic career that you selected.


Enrollment Request ID This identifies the enrollment request as unique from other enrollment
requests. The Quick Enroll component uses enrollment request as a key to
access transactions. In Add mode, this field is unavailable for edit because the
system generates a unique enrollment request ID for you when you save the
data in the Quick Enroll component. In other modes, select the enrollment
request ID that you want to access.


OK Click to open the component with the specified key values.


See Also
lsad, Adding and Updating Applications, Adding New Prospects and Applications with Quick Admit


lscc, Managing Service Indicators
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Pages Used to Process Enrollment Transactions Through
the Quick Enroll Component


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Quick Enrollment QUICK_ENROLL3 Records and Enrollment,


Enroll Students, Quick
Enroll a Student, Quick
Enrollment


Add or update enrollment
request transactions for
both new and continuing
students. The Quick Enroll
component has the exact
same functionality as the
Enrollment Request
component. Transactions
that you process through the
Quick Enroll component can
also be accessed through
the Enrollment Request
component and vice versa.


Enrollment Message Log ENRLREQ_MSGLOG_SBP Click the Errors link or
Messages link in the
Status field on the Quick
Enrollment page.


View error message text
for a specific row in the
enrollment request.


Adding or Updating Quick Enrollment Requests
Access the Quick Enrollment page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Quick Enroll a Student, Quick
Enrollment).


Quick Enrollment page - Class Enrollment tab


When you use this page for continuing students and a student has a positive or negative service indicator
assigned to his or her record, the system displays the corresponding Service Indicator button at the top of the
page. Click the button that appears to view the details of specific service indicators.


General Page Elements


Request ID Identifies the enrollment request as unique from other enrollment requests.
The Enrollment Request component uses an enrollment request as a key to
access transactions. In Add mode, this field is unavailable for edit because
the system generates a unique enrollment request ID for you when you save
the data in the Enrollment Request component. In other modes, select the
enrollment request ID upon accessing the component.


ID The ID of the student for whom you are submitting the enrollment request.
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Career The academic career of the student for whom you are submitting the
enrollment request.


Institution The academic institution for which you are submitting the enrollment request.


Term The term for which you are submitting the enrollment request.


Click the Show All Columns button to display all of the fields at the bottom of
the page in a single, scrollable grid rather than in separate tabs.


Click the Show Tabs button to display all of the fields at the bottom of the page
in separate tabs rather than a single, scrollable grid.


Submit Click to process all nonposted rows of the enrollment request for the student.
The enrollment engine performs validations as necessary at this time. If the
enrollment engine encounters any errors, the system displays an enrollment
request status of Errors on the corresponding row of the request. You can view
the error messages in the appropriate row’s Error Messages group box.


Note. You can also save the enrollment request and post groups of them on
the Mass Enrollment page.


Class Enrollment Tab


Action An enrollment action is the action performed on the enrollment record. The
system by default sets the enrollment action for the request to Enroll, but
you can override this default value. Values for this field are delivered with
your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any way.
Any modifications to these values require a substantial programming effort.
Select from the following choices.
Add Grd (add grade): Select to add a grade to the student’s enrollment record
for the corresponding class.
Change Grd (change grade): Select to change a grade on the student’s
enrollment record for the corresponding class.
Chg WL Pos (change wait list position): Select to change the student’s wait list
position for the corresponding class.
Drop: Select to drop the student from the corresponding class.
Drop to WL (drop to wait list): Select to drop the student from the
corresponding class and move the student to the wait list for that class.
Enroll: Select to enroll the student into the corresponding class.


Warning! Enrollment request transactions with an action value of Add Grade
or Change Grade, are the only types of transactions that create Student
Incomplete rows when you assign an Incomplete grade (as defined on the
Academic Program Table—Incomplete page). If you use an action of Enroll
and populate the grade with an incomplete grade, the system does not create a
Student Incomplete row.


Norm Maint (normal maintenance): Select to update the student’s enrollment
record for the corresponding class in normal maintenance mode. Items
available for update include grading basis, units, permission, course count,
notes, requirement designation, repeat code, and instructor ID. You can use the
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normal maintenance action to update these items, rather than dropping the
class and re-adding it with the new information.
Remove Grd (remove grade): Select to remove a grade from the student’s
enrollment record for the corresponding class.
Swap: Select to enable the student to swap the corresponding class in which he
or she is enrolled for a different class. The Change To field becomes available
for you to enter the new class section in which the student wants to enroll. You
can also use this option to swap a student’s enrollment from one related class
section to another related class section. List the enrollment class section in
both the Class Nbr (class number) and Change To fields, select a different
related class, then post the enrollment transaction.
You cannot use the swap option to add or drop optional nonenrollment
component sections. For example, if a student enrolls in a class section
without designating the optional nonenrollment component section as a related
class, then you cannot use the swap option to add the optional nonenrollment
component section to the student’s enrollment record. Instead, you must drop
the student from the enrollment section, then process another enrollment
request to add the student back into the enrollment section and also the optional
nonenrollment component section. Likewise, if a student initially enrolls in
both the enrollment section and the optional nonenrollment component section
but wants to drop the optional nonenrollment component section altogether,
you must drop the student from both sections and process another enrollment
request to add the student back into the enrollment section only.


Class Nbr (class number) If you are submitting a new enrollment transaction, enter the number of the
class for the term. The system generates a class number when you schedule
classes for a term. The class number also appears on the schedule of classes.


If you do not know the class number from the schedule of classes, click the
Search button to view the Basic Class Search page, where you can search
the schedule of classes for the class that you want to use for the enrollment
transaction.


Change To This field becomes available when you select an enrollment action of swap.
Enter the number of the new class in which the student wants to be enrolled.


Class Description The Class Description link becomes available after you enter a class number.
The text for this link changes according to the title of the class that you
selected. Click this link to access the Class Detail page, where you can
view detail about the selected class.


Sect (section) The system displays the section of the class that you selected.


Start Date When a student attempts to enroll in a class scheduled within an OEE session,
the system prompts you to enter a class start date. The date that a student starts
an OEE class drives the open entry/open exit processing. A class start date is
required for enrollment in OEE classes.


Status (unlabeled) The system displays the status of the enrollment request.
Errors: The enrollment engine was unable to post the submitted enrollment
request due to errors. Click this link to view the errors on the Enrollment
Message Log page.
Pending: The enrollment request is pending submission for enrollment
processing.
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Messages: The enrollment engine was able to successfully post the enrollment
request and has returned an informational message, such as the student’s
wait list position. Click this link to view the messages on the Enrollment
Message Log page.
Success: The enrollment engine was able to successfully post the enrollment
request.


Academic Program Enter the student’s academic program for this enrollment. This field appears if
you select the Select Acad Prog During Enroll check box on the Academic
Institution 5 page. This field is editable only if the student is active in more
than one academic program for this term. In this case, the student’s primary
academic program for this term appears by default. You can change this value.


Related 1 If you have select an enrollment action of Enroll or Swap, the Related 1 and
Related 2 fields become available for edit. If the class has a related class that
is not an auto-enroll class, select that class number in this field. The values
that appear are those associated sections that are scheduled for the class
in the schedule of classes.


Related 2 If the class has another related class that is not an auto-enroll class, select that
class number in this field.


Units and Grade Tab
Select the Units and Grade tab.


Quick Enrollment page - Units and Grade tab


Unit Taken The system uses units taken to calculate the transcript GPA and the enrollment
load. The enrollment engine uses units taken to calculate the number of units a
student can take in a term. Units taken appear by default from minimum units
on the Class Associations page. If minimum units and maximum units are
different on the Class Associations page, then the class is defined as having
variable units. This field becomes active, and you must enter the number of
units the student selects in this field.


Course Count Indicates the value of the course towards a degree. Some institutions count
courses towards a degree as well as units towards a degree. This field indicates
the value of the course towards degree progress. This field appears by default
from the Course Count field on the Class Associations page.


Grade Base The system displays the grading basis for the class according to the value
set in the corresponding field on the Class Components page of the Class
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Associations component. If your institution has set the grading basis of
the class to student option on the Class Components page, then this field
becomes available for edit and students can select their own grading basis. The
system determines the prompt values according to the grading scheme for the
academic career to which the course belongs, as defined on the Academic
Career Table page. However, if your institution has mapped the grading basis
from one academic career to another through a grading basis mapping rule
(on the Career Pointer Exception Rule page), then the system determines the
prompt values according to the grading basis attached to the mapping rule.


Grade Input This is the final grade given to the student for the class. You can enter the
grade here, or you can use the grade roster generator. When a grade is entered
and posted, the system displays the grade here.


Note. Posting grades through the Quick Enroll, Enrollment Request, and
Block Enrollment components automatically runs the repeat checking
process if the Repeat Grade Check option is set to all crse (all courses) for
the student’s academic program.


Repeat Code Select a repeat code for the enrollment transaction, if applicable.
Repeat codes work in conjunction with repeat rules to determine whether a
repeated class violates your repeat policies. When the repeat checking process
runs, it searches the student’s enrollment history to find class enrollments with
matching course IDs. When it finds a match, it determines whether the repeat
is legal based on the repeat rules that you define.
As part of your repeat rule criteria, you can specify that any class enrollment
into a course with a particular repeat code should be ignored by the repeat
checking process. So, even if the class enrollment violates the total attempts
criteria (for example) as defined in the repeat rule, the process does not
consider it in violation of the rule, as long as the class enrollment contains
the required repeat code.
For example, a repeat rule could specify that courses can be repeated only
three times. However, you could stipulate that students can repeat the course
more than three times if they have permission from the instructor. Thus, you
could define a PERM (permission) repeat code and assign it to the class
enrollment here. When the repeat checking process identifies this class
enrollment as a repeat course, it looks to see if the PERM repeat code is
assigned. If PERM is assigned, the repeat checking process does not consider
this class enrollment in violation of the repeat rule.
You can also define your repeat rules so that the repeat checking process
requires that a particular repeat code be assigned to a class enrollment for the
repeated course to be evaluated in a particular repeat rule. For example, you
could specify that any class enrollment with the ILGL repeat code assigned to
it is in violation of the rule.
When the repeat checking process identifies a course that violates a repeat
rule, the process assigns the class enrollment a repeat code. This repeat code
determines how the class enrollment is treated in the student’s academic
statistics, such as whether the grade is used to calculate the student’s grade
point average. The repeat code that the repeat checking process assigns
appears here.


Requirement Designation Use this field to select a requirement designation for the class enrollment.
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Requirement Designation
Option


If there is a requirement designation specified for the corresponding row of the
enrollment transaction and that requirement designation is at the student’s
option, select whether the student elects to take the requirement designation.


RD Grade (requirement
designation grade)


You can enter the student requirement designation grade for the class
enrollment on this page or through the grade roster. Usually, it is more
convenient for you to enter grades for groups of students and classes through
the grade roster. Values are Satisfied or Not Satisfied.


Other Class Info Tab
Select the Other Class Info tab.


Quick Enrollment page - Other Class Info tab


Permission If the student has a general permission for enrollment, enter the number in this
field. The system reserves the permission number for the student.


Drop if Enroll The system displays this field only when the Action field is set to Enroll. Enter
the class section that the student wants to drop. The system drops the student
from this class section only if the student is successfully enrolled in the
class section that the student is currently requesting. The system does not
drop the student if he or she is put on a wait list. So if you select the Wait List
Okay check box and the student is put on the wait list, the system will not
drop the student. When you later run the Wait List process (SRPCWAIT) for
the requested class section and the process successfully enrolls the student
in that section, the Wait List process then drops the student from the class
section that you specify in this field.


Ind Study Instructor
(independent study
instructor)


If the Instructor Edit field on the Class Associations page is set to anything but
No Choice, then this field becomes available for edit. Select the instructor ID
responsible for the class if the class is an independent study.


Action Reason Select the enrollment action reason for the enrollment action. If you select a
reason, the enrollment engine automatically retains the student enrollment
record even if you are dropping a student from a class during the drop delete
period. If you do not select a reason and you are dropping a student from a
class during the drop retain record period, the enrollment engine uses the
default reason set on the Session Calendar 2 page subject to the time period
associated with that reason.


Create Transcript Note Click to access the Transcript Note page, where you can enter a free-form text
that prints on the student’s transcript for the class enrollment.
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General Overrides Tab
Select the General Overrides tab.


Quick Enrollment page - General Overrides tab


Note. Only overrides that you are authorized to access are available.


Appointment Select to override the student’s enrollment appointment date, time, and
maximum enrollment units. This enables you to enroll the student in the
class on the corresponding row of the enrollment request, regardless of the
student’s enrollment appointment.


Unit Load Select to have the enrollment engine skip all unit limit checks, including the
unit load for the student’s enrollment appointment, the term and session
unit load, the term and session course count load, the term and session no
grade point average (GPA) units, the term and session audit units, and the
minimum unit enrollment check.


Time Conflict Select to disable time conflict checking for class sections when you process
the enrollment request.


Action Date Select to override the action date. The Action Date field becomes available to
edit.


Action Date Select the date that you want to use as the action date for processing this
enrollment transaction. The action date is the date that you process the
corresponding row of the enrollment transaction. The system records the action
date to track the date that you process information. By default, the system uses
the current system date. When you are processing an enrollment request and
you select to override the action date, this field becomes available for edit.


Requirement Designation Select to override the requirement designation for the corresponding row of an
enrollment request. The Requirement Designation field becomes available to
edit.


Career Select to override academic career pointers and career pointer exception rules
for the student’s academic career.


Service Indicator Select to override service holds that have been placed on the student’s record.


Requisites Select to have the enrollment engine bypass requisite checking when you
submit the corresponding row of an enrollment request for processing.
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Class Overrides Tab
Select the Class Overrides tab.


Quick Enrollment page - Class Overrides tab


Note. Only overrides that you are authorized to access are available.


Closed Class Select to indicate that the class is closed due to capacity size.


Class Links Select to allow students to add and drop class sections without having to do
likewise for the required related component sections in a class association
group, to allow students to enroll in a nonenrollment type section, and to allow
multiple student enrollment in a course.


Class Units Select to override the Units Taken field value for both fixed and variable
unit classes.


Grading Basis Select to allow students to enroll into a class with a grading basis other than
the one established for the class. The Grading Basis field becomes available
for edit so that you can select a different grading basis for the class enrollment.


Note. If you select the Grading Basis check box on the Class Overrides tab
when you add or change a grade using the Enrollment Request or Quick Enroll
components, the STDNT_ENRL.OVRD_GRADING_BASIS is set to Y
if the request posts successfully.


If you perform an enrollment action on an existing STDNT_ENRL
row (that is, the action is not Enroll or Swap), the Grading Basis
check box on the Class Overrides tab is automatically selected
(ENRL_REQ_DETAIL.OVRD_GRADING_BASIS is set to Y), if the class
has an overridden grading basis (STDNT_ENRL.OVRD_GRADING_BASIS
= Y).


If the enrollment action is Remove Grade, the Grading Basis check box is
not available for edit, regardless of a user’s enrollment override security, to
prevent a grade override being reversed.


For actions other than Remove Grade, if you clear the Grading Basis check
box on the Class Overrides tab for a class that has an overridden grading basis,
the STDNT_ENRL.OVRD_GRADING_BASIS is updated to N.


Class Permission Select to override general permission and student-specific permission
requirements, academic career pointers, and career pointer exception rules.
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Note. A student with a valid class permission can override course consent,
academic career pointers, career pointer exception rules, class capacity size,
and requisite checking.


Wait List Okay Select to allow the student to wait list into a class section even if the class
section, combined section, and reserve capacity are full provided that space is
available on the wait list and the last date to wait list has not passed.


Wait List Pos (wait list
position)


Click this link to access the Wait List Position page, where you can view the
student’s position on the wait list. This link is available only for enrollment
requests in which the student is already on the wait list for the specified
class section.


(AUS) Australian Data Tab
Select the Australian Data tab.


Note. This tab is available only if you select the Australia DEST, HECS, Centrelink, TAC check box on
Academic Institution 6 page.


Quick Enrollment page - Australian Data tab


Student Career Nbr
(student career number)


Select the student’s career number.


Liability Status If the student has a liability status on the Term Activation - Loan Election
page, the system enters that value here.
You can override that value for this course enrollment.


Cohort Year If the student has a cohort year on the Student Program/Plan - AUS Student
Program page, the system enters that value here.


New Zealand Data Tab
Select the New Zealand Data Tab.


Note. This tab is available only if you select the New Zealand Catalog, SDR, EFTS, StudyLink check box on
the Academic Institution 6 page.
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Quick Enrollment page - New Zealand Data tab


Funding Source The system enters this value from the student’s program.
Enter the funding source for the student’s program on the Student Program
page.


Course Classification The system enters this value from the Acad Prog NZL (academic program
New Zealand) page for course classifications defined with the type Program.
For course classifications defined with the type Course, the system enters
the value from the course catalog.
Set up course classifications on the Course Classifications page.


See lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting, Preparing for SDR
Reporting, Defining Course Classifications.


Funding Category If the student’s program has a course classification type of Program, the first
character on the Academic Program table is concatenated with the second
character of the course catalog value, otherwise the course catalog value is
used.


EFTS Factor The system enters this value from the course catalog.


Go To Links


View Enrollment Access If your enrollment security is by enrollment access ID, click this link to access
the Access to Enrollment Functions page, where you can view your security
status for each enrollment function possibility.


Calculate Tuition Click to access the Tuition Calculation page, where you can calculate tuition
for the student.
Tuition calculation is located within the Quick Enroll component because
when you have changes to a student’s academic status that can affect
their charges for tuition and fees, you can perform the tuition calculation
immediately without having to defer the task. However, tuition calculation is
most likely performed by your Student Financials department and should be
done by other users only if it concurs with your business rules.
The student must be active in at least one career and at least one term before
you can use this page, but the student does not necessarily have to be enrolled
in any classes. It is possible to calculate tuition for a student if your term fees
are set up to use anticipated (projected) billing units. Also, you must have
defined appropriate term fees and at least one tuition group.


Study List Click to access the Student Study List page, where you can view the student’s
class schedule for the specified term.
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Enrollment Appointments Click to access the Student Enrollment Appointment page, where you can
view the student’s enrollment appointments for the specified term.


Term/Session Withdrawal Click to access the Term History component, where you can view all of
a student’s term statistics for each term of the student’s academic career,
withdraw the student from the specified term or session, and more.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Enrollment
Request Component, Adding Transcript Notes to Enrollment Requests


lsfn, Securing Student Records, Setting Up Enrollment Security for Self-Service Enrollment


lssr, Managing Enrollment and Validation Appointments, Assigning and Maintaining Appointments for
Individual Students, Assigning and Maintaining Appointments for Individual Students


lssr, Using Enrollment-Related Processes, Processing Withdrawals and Cancellations


lsss, Using Self-Service Enrollment


lssr, Working with Enrollment Request Messages


lssf, Calculating Tuition and Fees


lssr, Performing Repeat Checking


lssr, Grading Students


lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Searching for Classes


lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Defining Class Permissions, Understanding Class Permissions


lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Defining Auto Enroll Options and Capacity


lsfn, Securing Student Records


lsfn, Defining Dynamic Academic Calendars


lssr, (AUS) Setting Up Government Reporting


lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting


Inquiring About Enrollment Request Messages
Access the Enrollment Message Log page (click the Errors link or Messages link in the Status field on the
Quick Enrollment page).


Message Severity The posting process displays the severity of each message that it writes to the
message log for the corresponding request. For example, if the posting process
is unable to post a request due to errors, it displays a severity value of Error.


Message Text The posting process displays the message text and a detailed explanation
of each message that it writes to the message log for the corresponding
request. You can view and update messages in the Message Catalog within the
appropriate message set.
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Requisite Checking for Adds
When a student fails to satisfy either a catalog requisite or class association requisite while enrolling in a class,
the system returns not only a "requisites not met" error but also the Requirement Group long description for
both on the Enrollment Message Log page. If a class has a course catalog level requisite and a class association
level requisite, the system returns the requirement group description for both, even if the student has met one
or the other. Catalog and class association requisites are set up on the Class Requisites page.


For example, a student has failed to satisfy either a catalog or a class association requisite. Depending on how
class requisites are set up, the system displays both descriptions if the student satisfies the catalog requisite
but not the class association requisite.


Requisite Checking for Drops
When a student attempts to drop a class, the Requisite Checking process runs if one or more of the student’s
other enrolled classes has a Requirement Group with a requisite type of Co-Requisite. If the dropped class is
required as a co-requisite for another enrolled class, the system returns an error message. The system now
returns the description for the Requirement Groups with the Co-Requisite requisite type. Catalog and class
association requirement groups are set up on the Class Requisites page.


For example, a student is trying to drop class A and class A is a co-requisite for enrolled classes B and C. The
system returns the enrollment requirement group description for both of those classes.


Requisite Checking for Self Service
The system displays the long description of the requirement group in error messages not only for administrative
but also for student self-service enrollment pages. The PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook
provides details about how to set up self service to enable this functionality.


See lsss, Setting Up Student Records Self-Service.


Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the
Enrollment Component


The Enrollment component is similar to the Enrollment Request and Quick Enroll components but has some
unique features that make it the most powerful component in which to process enrollment transactions. The
Enrollment component enables you to:


• Bypass all requisite, requirement, deadline, and other rules.
• Post enrollment immediately when you save the transaction.


It does this quickly because the system does not check the enrollment against all the rules that you set up.
• Skip the enrollment request process and post enrollment immediately.


To keep the powerful capability of this component secure and avoid complications in your enrollment business
practices, grant access for this component only to a limited number of users, and these select few should use
the component infrequently.


This section discusses how to:


• Enter class enrollment information.
• View enrollment transaction information.
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• Add transcript notes and text.
• Indicate requirement designation options and independent study instructors.
• View last enrollment action information.
• (AUS) Enter HECS data.
• (CAN) Enter ESIS student data.
• (NZL) Enter funding information.
• (NLD) Indicate student paper information.


Pages Used to Process Enrollment Transactions Through
the Enrollment Component


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Student Enrollment 1 STDNT_ENRL1 Records and Enrollment,


Enroll Students, Enrollment,
Student Enrollment 1


Enter class enrollment
information by student,
bypassing all enrollment
rules and requirements.
Saving this page posts the
enrollment transaction to the
student’s enrollment record.


Student Enrollment 2 STDNT_ENRL2 Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
Student Enrollment 2


View information about
adds, drops, and other items
for enrollment transactions
processed through the
Enrollment component.


Student Enrollment 3 STDNT_ENRL3 Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
Student Enrollment 3


Add transcript notes and text
to a student’s enrollment
record for an enrollment
transaction processed
through the Enrollment
component.


Student Enrollment 4 STDNT_ENRL4 Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
Student Enrollment 4


Indicate options for
requirement designations
and assign an independent
study instructor to
enrollment transactions
processed through the
Enrollment component.


Last Enrollment Action STDNT_ENRL_LAST Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
Last Enrollment Action


View information about
the last enrollment action
processed on a student’s
enrollment record through
the Enrollment component.
The page provides a basic
audit trail of information
about the most recent
enrollment action.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
AUS Student Enroll
(Australian student
enrollment)


SSR_STDNT_ENRL_AUS Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
AUS Student Enroll


Enter HECS data for a
student.


Note. This page appears
only if you select the
Australia DEST, HECS,
Centrelink, TAC check box
on the Academic Institution
6 page.


Cdn Student Enrollment
(Canadian student
enrollment)


CAN_RPT_STDNT_CRSE Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
Cdn Student Enrollment


Define ESIS student
enrollment data.


Note. This page appears
only if you select the
Canadian Government
Reporting check box on the
Academic Institution 6 page.


NZL Student Enroll (New
Zealand student enrollment)


SSR_STDNT_ENRL_NZL Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
NZL Student Enroll


Enter funding information
for the student.


Note. This page appears
only if you select the New
Zealand Catalog, SDR,
EFTS, StudyLink and
NZQA check boxes on the
Academic Institution 6 page.


NLD Student Paper (Dutch
student paper)


SAD_BR_SPAP_NLD Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Enrollment,
NLD Student Paper


This page appears if you
select the Use Dutch
Functionality check box
on the Student Admin
Installation page. Use
this page to record the
student’s end thesis for
BRON reporting purposes.
This information is used in
the exam result data set for
VAVO, which is the 331 file
sent to BRON.


Entering Class Enrollment Information
Access the Student Enrollment 1 page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, Student
Enrollment 1).
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Student Enrollment 1 page


Calculate End Date This button becomes available when you select to add a class section within an
OEE session and you enter a value in the Start Date field. Click this button to
have the system calculate the end date of the OEE class section based on the
start date that you enter.


Class Nbr (class number) Select the class in which you want to add or drop the student. Class values for
other fields appear according to the schedule of classes and class associations.


Status The system displays the student’s current enrollment status in the class section.
The system sets the student’s status based on the enrollment action that you
process. If you have added or are adding the student to the specified class
section through this component, the system displays the status as Enrolled. If
you have dropped the student from the specified class section through this
component, the system displays the status as Dropped up through the drop
retain record period. After this period has passed, the system displays the
status as Enrolled and assigns the corresponding penalty grade to the student
enrollment record.


Statuses are: Enrolled, Waiting, and Dropped.


Reason The system displays the reason associated with the student’s current enrollment
status in the class section. If you have added or are adding the student to
the specified class section through this component, the system displays
the reason as Enrolled. If you have dropped the student from the specified
class section through this component, the system displays the reason as
Dropped (was enrolled).


Status Date The date that you process the enrollment transaction for the corresponding
row of the request. The system records the status date to track the date that
you process information. The system uses the current system date for new
enrollment transactions.


Action Select from the following choices the action to perform on the enrollment
record. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values.
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Do not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values
require a substantial programming effort. Choices are as follows:
Drop: Select to drop the student from the corresponding class section.
Manual Add: Select to manually enroll the student into the corresponding
class section, bypassing all enrollment rules and requirements.


Reason If you are dropping the student from the specified class section, select the
reason for the enrollment action, such as whether the student is dropping the
class or the class has been canceled. A reason value is not required.


Program Enter the student’s academic program for this enrollment. This field appears if
you selected the Select Acad Prog During Enroll check box on the Academic
Institution 5 page. This field is editable only if the student is active in more
than one academic program for this term. If this is the case, the student’s
primary academic program for this term appears by default. You can change
this value.


Grade In / Official The grade in is the final grade given to the student for the class. You can enter
the grade here, or you can use the grade roster generator. When a grade is
entered and posted, the system displays the grade here.


Note. Posting grades on the Student Enrollment 1 page does not automatically
run the repeat checking process.


The grade lapse process does not include incomplete grades entered on the
Student Enrollment 1 page.
The grade official is the official grade for calculation and transcript purposes.
The Grading Basis automatically translates the grade In to another value in
this field, if appropriate.


Units Earned The system uses units earned to determine academic level, as well as to
grant actual credit to the student. This field is separate from units taken to
accommodate the granting of partial credit for a class while continuing to have
the class count fully towards GPA, academic load, or billing. Units earned
default from units taken. When you add an enrollment for a student using
another enrollment component, the units earned also defaults to the same value
as units taken. Regardless of the enrollment component, you must adjust units
earned on the Student Enrollment 1 page.


Note. Units earned can be entered at any time, although they do not apply
to a student’s transcript until the class is graded.


Progress Indicates the number of units the system uses, in conjunction with the billing
factor, to calculate billing units. The system also uses progress units to
calculate academic load. The system by default sets the value of this field to
the academic progress units value on the Class Associations page.


Billing Units In Student Financials, all per unit term fees, per unit course fees, and per unit
class fees are driven off of the billing units. Billing units are calculated for an
enrollment record by multiplying the billing factor, which is set on the Class
Associations page, and the academic progress units for the selected class.
Because the system by default sets the billing factor 1, billing units are usually
equal to academic progress units. The Student Enrollment 1 page is the only
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place where you can override billing units for an individual enrollment. For
example, if you set the billing factor to 2 and the academic progress units to 3,
the billing units would be 6. This would be multiplied by whatever amount per
billing unit you establish in Student Financials. But if you want to discount the
class for a specific student, you could change the billing units here on the
Student Enrollment 1 page back to 3.


FA Progress (financial aid
progress)


Indicates units towards financial aid progress.


Term History link Click to access the Term History component, where you can view all of
a student’s term statistics for each term of the student’s academic career,
withdraw the student from the specified term or session, and more.


Enrollment Summary link Click to access the Enrollment Summary component, where you can view a
summary of a student’s enrollment information and term statistics.


Save Click to post enrollment immediately to the student’s enrollment record.


Warning! The system performs no checks against your enrollment rules.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Quick
Enrollment Component


lssr, Viewing Class Enrollment Data, Viewing Student Statistics


lssr, Performing Repeat Checking


lssr, Grading Students


lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings, Defining Course Catalog Data


lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Defining Class Associations, Adjusting Units


Viewing Enrollment Transaction Information
Access the Student Enrollment 2 page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, Student
Enrollment 2).
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Student Enrollment 2 page


Note. The system bases tuition calculation on the following dates. These dates are critical for initial billing as
well as refunds.


Enrollment Add Date The date that you added the class section to the student’s enrollment record.


Enrollment Drop Date If you have dropped the student from the class section, the system displays the
date that you processed the drop.


Grade Date The date that you graded the student.


Primary Program The student’s primary academic program for the specified career and term
combination.


Grading Basis Date The date that you last changed the grading basis on the Student Enrollment 1
page. If you have not changed the grading basis, the system sets this field to
the date that you added the class section to the student’s enrollment record. To
avoid potential repeat checking problems, this date must always be greater
than or equal to the session first date to enroll value. The repeat checking
process uses this value to determine which effective-dated grading basis row to
use for the student. This value is also available as a Student Financials fee
calculation variable on the Equation Detail page.


Note. The grade posting process does not reference this field to determine
which grading basis row to use for grading. Instead, the grade posting process
uses the term begin date.


Repeat Date The date that you last changed the repeat code on the Student Enrollment 1
page.


Grade Points Per Unit The system bases this value on the grade definition that corresponds to the
grading basis and grade for this enrollment row. The system sets the value of
this field to 0 until the student receives a grade for the class.
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Repeat Scheme The repeat scheme for the student’s academic career, as defined on the
Academic Career Table component. The repeat scheme controls how the
system evaluates this course for repeat checking.


Grade Points The system bases this value on the grade definition that corresponds to the
grading basis and grade for this enrollment row. The value of this field equals
the grade points per unit multiplied by the units taken.


Units Attempted The status of the student’s progress in the class. The units attempted value
remains In Progress until the student receives a grade for the class, in which
case the value updates to Yes.


Grading Scheme The system displays the value of this field according to the grading scheme of
the student’s primary academic program for the specified academic career and
term, as defined on the Academic Program Table component.


Include in GPA The system displays the value of this field according to the grading basis on
the Student Enrollment 1 page, as defined on the Grading Scheme Table page.


Audit Grading Basis The system displays the value of this field according to the grading basis on
the Student Enrollment 1 page, as defined on the Grading Scheme Table page.


Earn Credit The system displays the value of this field according to the grading basis on
the Student Enrollment 1 page, as defined on the Grading Scheme Table page.


Mandatory Grading Basis The system selects this check box if the grading basis for the class is mandatory.
The system clears this check box if the grading basis for the class is elective.


Adding Transcript Notes and Text
Access the Student Enrollment 3 page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, Student
Enrollment 3).


Student Enrollment 3 page
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Student Position The student’s enrollment position in the class section, which it uses for
wait list processing.


Tuition Group The tuition group to which this class section is tied. A tuition group is the
shared characteristics among students. When you register students, the system
automatically assigns them to the appropriate tuition groups. When you run
the tuition calculation process, it sees that this class section is associated with
the tuition group that you specify, and thus charges all students in the tuition
group the fees for this class section of the course offering. You can tie all
class sections of a course offering to a tuition group on the Course Catalog
- Offerings page. You can tie specific class sections of a course offering to
a tuition group on the Class Associations page.


Note ID Select a standard transcript note for the class, if applicable.


Transcript Note Enter additional free-form text about the specified transcript note. The system
prints the text that you enter onto the student’s transcript.


Transcript Note Sequence
Nbr (transcript note
sequence number)


Enter the sequence number of the transcript note. The sequence number
indicates the printing order of the transcript notes that you specify.


Note From Incomplete
Process


The system automatically selects this check box when the note is added during
the incomplete/grade lapse process.


See Also
lssr, Grading Students


lssf, Calculating Tuition and Fees


Indicating Requirement Designation Options and
Independent Study Instructors
Access the Student Enrollment 4 page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, Student
Enrollment 4).
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Student Enrollment 4 page


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Quick
Enrollment Component


Viewing Last Enrollment Action Information
Access the Last Enrollment Action page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, Last
Enrollment Action).


Last Enrollment Action page


Action The last enrollment action taken for this student through the Enrollment
component.


Process The process used for the last enrollment action. The possible values for this
field are Enrollment, which refers to this page; Enrollment Request, which
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refers to the enrollment engine; Grade Post, which refers to the grade posting
process; and Class Cancelled.


User ID The user ID of the user who performed the last enrollment action for this
class enrollment.


ID The individual ID of the user who performed the last enrollment action
for this class enrollment.


(AUS) Entering HECS Data
Access the AUS Student Enroll page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, AUS Student
Enroll).


AUS Student Enroll page


HECS Band ID The system enters this value from the course catalog.


HECS Band Charge The system enter the HECS band charge for the band ID.


HECS Load Factor Enter the HECS load factor for this enrollment.


EFTSL Load Enter the equivalent full-time student load for this enrollment.


Student Career Number The system enters the value from the Student Term Activation page.


Cohort Year The system enters this value from the Student Term Activation page.


Liability Status The system enters this value from the Student Term Activation page.


CAN Print Date
(Commonwealth Assistance
Notice print date)


The date the CAN was printed for this student.
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(CAN) Entering ESIS Student Data
Access the Cdn Student Enrollment page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, Cdn Student
Enrollment).


See lssr, (CAN) Setting Up Government Reporting, Defining ESIS Student Data, Defining ESIS Student
Enrollment Data.


(NZL) Entering Funding Information
Access the NZL Student Enroll page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, NZL Student
Enroll).


NZL Student Enroll page


Funding Source The system enters this value from the student’s program.
Enter the funding source for the student’s program on the Student Program
page.


EFTS Factor The system enters this value from the course catalog.


Course Classification The system enters this value from the Acad Prog NZL (academic program
New Zealand) page for course classifications defined with the type Program.
For course classifications defined with the type Course, the system enters
the value from the course catalog.
Set up course classifications on the Course Classifications page.


See lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting, Preparing for SDR
Reporting, Defining Course Classifications.


Funding Category If the student’s program has a course classification type of Program, the
first character from the Academic Program table is concatenated with the
second character of the course catalog value, otherwise the course catalog
value is used.
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(NLD) Indicating Student Paper Information
Access the NLD Student Paper page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment, NLD Student
Paper).


NLD Student Paper page


BRON Course ID Select a BRON course ID to link to the student’s end thesis.


Title Paper Enter the title of the student’s end thesis.


Result Paper Select the result of the student’s end paper. Values are Adequate, Good,
and Insufficient.


Grade Date Enter the date the student received the grade for the end paper.


Application Paper Enter whether the student completed the paper In exam Year, or, if not, whether
the reason was Dispensation—meaning the student was excused from
completing the paper—Exchanged for Diploma, or Passed without Grade.


See Also
lsad, (NLD) Managing the BRON Interface


Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the
Block Enrollment Feature


This section provides an overview of the Block Enrollment feature and discusses how to:


• Predefine student enrollment blocks.
• Predefine class enrollment blocks.
• Set class enrollment block defaults.
• Merge, retrieve, and post data for block enrollment requests.
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• Create custom student enrollment blocks.
• Create custom class enrollment blocks.
• View block enrollment request details.
• Maintain detail for a student’s block enrollment request.
• Maintain additional detail for a student’s block enrollment request.


Understanding the Block Enrollment Feature
Student Records provides robust functionality to process groups of enrollment requests at one time. These
groups of enrollment requests are known as block enrollment requests. Through the Block Enrollment feature,
you can merge a block of students with a block of classes and post these merged blocks as enrollment
requests all in one procedure.


After merging student blocks with course blocks, you can opt to use the Block Enrollment component to
retrieve and review this data before posting the block enrollment request.


Student and Class Enrollment Blocks
This section discusses how to predefine blocks of classes and blocks of students for use in the block enrollment
request processing. You can predefine student blocks by adding students one by one on the Block Enrollment
Students page, or you can predefine student blocks based on specified criteria using the Mass Change feature.


Later when you process a block enrollment request, you can merge blocks of classes with blocks of students
and submit a single enrollment transaction. Because you store predefined blocks in your database when you
save them, you can reuse the blocks for any later block enrollment request. This is especially useful in
professional schools where all students enroll in the same classes year to year, or in certain undergraduate
curricula where multiple classes are clustered as first year corequisites.


If you need to use the block of students or the block of classes only one time and you will not be editing the
blocks at a later time, then as an alternative you can create custom blocks during processing.


Block Enrollment Requests
This section also discusses how to process block enrollment requests, which is done through the Block
Enrollment component. The Block Enrollment component is the core of the block enrollment functionality.
You can merge predefined student blocks with predefined course blocks, create and merge custom blocks of
students and custom blocks of classes, or any combination of the two. When you run the Structured Query
Report (SQR) process to perform the merge, the process combines the students in the student block with the
courses in the course block, thus creating an enrollment request that contains all of the merged records. This
enrollment request is keyed by an enrollment request ID.


When you are ready, you can, with the click of a button, process all of the individual enrollment requests
included in the block enrollment request. Alternatively, you can note the enrollment request ID and run
the enrollment posting process using the Mass Enrollment page. The button enables you to process block
enrollment requests directly through the Block Enrollment component by Remote Call, while the Mass
Enrollment component enables you to process block enrollment requests through PeopleSoft Process Scheduler.


After running the posting process, use the Block Enrollment component to review the processing results to see
whether each student got enrolled into the requested classes or whether the enrollment engine encountered
errors. To correct errors, adjust each affected student’s enrollment request or term record as necessary, save
your changes, then post the block enrollment request again—either through the Block Enrollment component
or the Mass Enrollment page.
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Note. The Block Enrollment feature is not intended as a vehicle for converting historical enrollment records,
nor should it be used as a vehicle to convert these records.


Mass Change and Enrollment Blocks
Using the Mass Change feature, you can create enrollment blocks based on specified criteria. The PeopleSoft
system delivers the Create Student Block mass change type and Create Student Block mass change template,
which you use to create a mass change definition. The Create Student Block mass change template contains
the following fields:


• Academic plan
• Academic program
• Academic load
• Academic level - projected
• Term
• Total grade points


Using these fields you can select specific criteria by which to create a student enrollment block. For
example, you can specify that the academic plan equals English, the academic program equals Liberal Arts
Undergraduate, and the term equals 0550. When you run the mass change the system creates an enrollment
block with every student active in program Liberal Arts Undergraduate, plan English, and term 0550. You
also select default values for academic institution, academic career, student enrollment block, and definition.
These are the key values for the enrollment block that you are creating.


See Also
lsfn, Using Mass Change


Pages Used to Process Enrollment Transactions Through
the Block Enrollment Feature


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Block Enrollment Students STDNT_BLOCK Records and Enrollment,


Enroll Students, Block
Enrollment, Create Student
Block, Block Enrollment
Students


Define groups of students for
block enrollment purposes.
You can then merge blocks
of students with blocks of
classes by using the Block
Enrollment component.


Block Enrollment Classes CRSE_BLOCK Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Block
Enrollment, Create Class
Block, Block Enrollment
Classes


Define groups of classes for
block enrollment purposes.
You can then merge blocks
of classes with blocks of
students by using the Block
Enrollment component.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Class Block Defaults CRSE_BLOCK_DEFAULT Click the Class Block


Defaults link on the Block
Enrollment Classes page.


Set defaults for each class
that you add to the course
block. You can set up
defaults for the enrollment
action, action reason, and
enrollment overrides.
Enrollment security is
enforced so that you cannot
override anything to which
you do not have access.


Block Enroll Merge BLOCK_ENROLL_MERGE Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Block
Enrollment, Block Enroll
Merge, Block Enroll Merge


Create custom student
blocks and course blocks,
merge predefined or
custom student blocks
with predefined or custom
course blocks, post block
enrollment requests, and
retrieve data and process
results about merged blocks
and posted blocks.


Create Custom Student
Block


BLK_ENRL_STDNT_SEC Click the Detail/Create link
under the Student Block
field on the Block Enroll
Merge page.


Create a custom block of
students to use for block
enrollment. This feature
enables you to enroll one or
more students into a class or
block of classes without
having to predefine a student
enrollment block on the
Block Enrollment Students
page, thus simplifying the
block enrollment process.
You can also use this
feature to perform class
maintenance where only a
few students need changes to
their enrollment records.


Create Customized Class
Block


BLK_ENRL_CRSE_SEC Click the Detail/Create link
under the Class Block
field on the Block Enroll
Merge page.


Create a custom block of
classes to use for block
enrollment. This feature
enables you to enroll
students into one or more
classes without having to
predefine a class enrollment
block on the Block
Enrollment Classes page,
thus simplifying the block
enrollment process. You
can also use this feature to
perform class maintenance
where only a few students
need changes to their
enrollment records.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Block Enroll Detail BLOCK_ENRL_DETAIL Records and Enrollment,


Enroll Students, Block
Enrollment, Block Enroll
Merge, Block Enroll Detail


View, for a specific block
enrollment request, a list
of the student and class
combinations that have been
merged or that have been
posted to the students’
records. The list appears
in grid format with a row
for each student and class
combination. These student
and class combinations are
term specific.


Block Enrl Detail1 (block
enroll detail 1)


BLOCK_ENRL_DTL1 Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Block
Enrollment, Block Enroll
Merge, Block Enrl Detail1


Maintain the details of a
block enrollment request for
a specific student and class.


Block Enrl Detail2 (block
enroll detail 2)


BLOCK_ENRL_DTL2 Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Block
Enrollment, Block Enroll
Merge, Block Enrl Detail2


Maintain the details of a
block enrollment request for
a specific student and class.


Predefining Student Enrollment Blocks
Access the Block Enrollment Students page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Block Enrollment,
Create Student Block, Block Enrollment Students).


Block Enrollment Students page


Academic Institution The academic institution to which the student enrollment block belongs. Select
an academic institution upon entering the page.


Student Enrollment Block Enter a description of the student enrollment block code.


ID Select the identification code of the student you want to include in the group.
The system prompts you with IDs from the STDNT_ID_SRCH table.
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Academic Career Select the student’s academic careers that you want to include in the block.
The system prompts you with values from the STDNT_CAREER table. This
field is required whenever you select an ID.


Academic Program Select the student’s academic programs that you want to include in the block.


Add Merge Process Click to access the Block Enrollment component, where you can process
block enrollment requests.


Note. You can also create student blocks based on specified criteria using the Mass Change feature.


See lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature, Understanding the Block Enrollment Feature.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature


lsfn, Using Mass Change


lssr, Creating Student Blocks


Predefining Class Enrollment Blocks
Access the Block Enrollment Classes page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Block Enrollment,
Create Class Block, Block Enrollment Classes).


Block Enrollment Classes page
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Academic Institution The academic institution to which the class enrollment block belongs. Select
an academic institution upon entering the page.


Class Enrollment Block Enter a description of the class enrollment block code.


Class Block Defaults Click to access the Class Block Defaults page, where you can set default
values for security access overrides of enrollment functions. The overrides
that you set on this page are used for each new class enrollment block detail
that you enter.


Term Select the term for which you want to enroll students in a specific class. Later
on this page you specify the specific class in theClass Nbr field. You can add
classes from multiple terms to the enrollment course block. Define terms
on the Term Table page.


Add Merge Process Click to access the Block Enrollment component, where you can process
block enrollment requests.


Overrides
This group box contains multiple check boxes that identify what aspects of enrollment validation you want
to override for this particular class enrollment block. Only overrides that you are authorized to access are
available.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature, Setting Class Enrollment Block Defaults


lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Quick
Enrollment Component


Setting Class Enrollment Block Defaults
Access the Class Block Defaults page (click the Class Block Defaults link on the Block Enrollment Classes
page).
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Class Block Defaults page


Action Select a value for this field to set the default enrollment action for the class
enrollment block. The system by default sets the enrollment action to Enroll,
but you can change this default value.


Reason Select the reason for the enrollment action, such as whether the students are
adding or dropping classes in this class enrollment block.


Overrides
This group box contains multiple check boxes that identify what aspects of enrollment validation you want
to override for this particular class enrollment block. Only overrides that you are authorized to access are
available.


Access ID The system displays the access ID, which describes the amount of enrollment
access you have.


OK Click to return to the Block Enrollment Classes page.


See Also
lsfn, Securing Student Records


Merging, Retrieving, and Posting Data for Block
Enrollment Requests
Access the Block Enroll Merge page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Block Enrollment, Block
Enroll Merge, Block Enroll Merge).
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Block Enroll Merge page


With block enrollment, you can use any combination of custom student blocks and class blocks with predefined
blocks. For example, you might have a predefined course block for first year law students that you want to
merge with some late admits to the law school. Instead of predefining a student block for the new students, you
might choose to merge the predefined course block for first year law students with a custom student block.


General Fields


Enrollment Request ID The system displays the identification number for the block enrollment
request. As soon as you merge the student enrollment block with the class
enrollment block, the system generates an enrollment request ID that is unique
to the block enrollment request. The same number is assigned to each student
and class combination in the block enrollment request.


Request Status The status of the block enrollment request:
Errors: The enrollment engine was unable to post the submitted enrollment
request due to errors.
Pending: The request is pending submission for enrollment processing.
Success: The enrollment engine successfully posted the request.


Merging Student and Class Enrollment Blocks


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for which you want to process this block
enrollment request.


Student Block Select a predefined student enrollment block, or leave this field blank and
click the Detail / Create link beneath the field to define a custom student
enrollment block.


Important! If you create a custom student enrollment block, the system does
not store the block for future retrieval.
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Detail / Create Click this link below the Student Block field either to view the detail for the
student enrollment block that you selected, or to define a custom student
enrollment block.
To view the detail for a predefined student enrollment block, select a value
for the Student Block field and then click this link. The system launches a
new application window to display the Student Enrollment Block page.
Edit the student block as necessary.
To define a custom student enrollment block, leave the Student Block field
blank and click this button. The system displays the Create Custom Student
Block page, where you can define the students that you want to include in the
student enrollment block.


Class Block Select a predefined class enrollment block, or leave this field blank and click
the Detail / Create link below the field to define a custom class enrollment
block.


Important! If you create a custom class enrollment block, the system does not
store the block for future retrieval.


Detail / Create Click this link below the Class Block field either to view the detail for
the class enrollment block that you selected, or to define a custom class
enrollment block.
To view the detail for a predefined class enrollment block, select a value
for the Class Block field, then click this link. The system launches a new
application window to display the Class Enrollment Block page. Edit the
class block as necessary.
To define a custom class enrollment block, leave the Class Block field blank
and click this button. The system displays the Create Customized Class Block
page, where you can define the classes that you want to include in the class
enrollment block.


Merge Click to run the SQR process that merges the student block with the class
block. Your process request is scheduled in PeopleSoft Process Scheduler. You
can view the status of your merge using the process monitor. After the process
completes the merge, the merge process updates the enrollment status of the
block enrollment request to pending and the fields in the Merge Blocks group
box become available for entry. You are now ready to retrieve and review the
results of the merge process (optional) and post your block enrollment request,
all of which can be done using the Block Enrollment component.


Note. The merge process combines student blocks with course blocks for all
students in the student block, regardless whether a student activated in the term
to which the class belongs. When you post the block enrollment request, if the
enrollment engine encounters a student not activated in the term to which the
class belongs, it cancels processing of that student’s enrollment request and
logs an error message. You can retrieve and view the error message through
the Block Enrollment component.


Retrieving Data for Merged Blocks or Posted Block Enrollment Requests
Use the fields in the Filtering Criteria group box to retrieve the results of the merging process or the posting
process. To narrow your search, enter specific filtering criteria.
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Academic Career Select the academic career for which you want to retrieve detail for this block
enrollment request. If you want to search for detail in all academic careers,
leave this field blank.


Term Select the term for which you want to retrieve detail for this block enrollment
request. If you want to search for detail in all terms, leave this field blank.


Note. If your filtering criteria include a term, you must enter an academic
career value prior to selecting a term.


Class Nbr (class number) If you want to retrieve detail for a specific class within this block enrollment
request, select the class. Otherwise, leave this field blank to retrieve all classes
within this block enrollment request.


Note. If your filtering criteria include a class number, you must enter the valid
academic career and term prior to entering or searching for the class number.


Click the Enter Search Criteria button to access the Basic Class Search page,
where you can search the schedule of classes for the class that you want to
retrieve.


Detail Status Select from the following choices the status of the block enrollment request for
which you want to retrieve detail lines.
None: The system retrieves all detail lines within this block enrollment request.
Errors: The system retrieves all detail lines within this block enrollment
request that the system was unable to post due to errors.
Pending: The system retrieves all detail lines within this block enrollment
request that are pending submission for enrollment processing.
Success: The system retrieves all detail lines within this block enrollment
request that the enrollment engine has successfully posted.


ID If you want to retrieve detail lines within this block enrollment request for a
specific student, enter the student’s ID.


Retrieve Click to retrieve the results of the merging process or the posting process that
match your filtering criteria. The system displays the Block Enroll Detail
page, where you can view the results of your selection. If you want to view
all detail lines within this block enrollment request, click this button without
entering any filtering criteria. To narrow your search, enter values for any of
the filtering criteria on the Block Merge Enroll page. For example, if you
want to view only the errors found during the posting process, select Errors
in the Detail Status field , then click this button.


Note. While you can view several thousand rows of merged data through
the Block Enrollment component, it is possible to merge more data than the
component can display. If you have merged more than several thousand
rows of data, you should specify some filtering criteria before clicking the
Retrieve button.
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Posting Block Enrollment Requests


Submit Click to process the block enrollment request for all detail lines within this
block enrollment request. The enrollment engine posts all successful class
enrollment requests to the appropriate student’s enrollment record. Whenever
you post a block enrollment request a subsequent time, the enrollment engine
processes all requests within a block enrollment request that are not yet
posted. The enrollment engine does not process detail lines within the block
enrollment request that have already posted successfully.
If you want to post the block enrollment request later, you can set up
PeopleSoft Process Scheduler to run the posting process automatically, or you
can use the Mass Enrollment page to post the block enrollment request. To
successfully complete a block enrollment request, however, you first must
merge the student enrollment block with the class enrollment block on the
Block Enroll Merge page.
If any entry in the block enrollment request fails to post to the student’s
enrollment record, the entire block enrollment request has an error status
because all requests within the block are tied to the same enrollment request
ID. This, however, does not mean that everything was in error. Some detail
lines within the block enrollment request might be successful, while some
others have errors.
To correct errors, adjust each affected student’s detail line of the block
enrollment request or term record as necessary, then post the block enrollment
request again.


Note. The posting process can handle as much data as you want to send to it. However, if the posting process
takes too long to complete, you might get a remote call timeout error that prevents the process from completing
successfully. The remote call timeout error depends on your timeout settings and the size of the batch you
are posting. A system administrator can increase the timeout setting on the Remote Call tab of PeopleSoft
Configuration Manager. Alternatively, if the block enrollment request is too large, you can note the enrollment
request ID and use the Mass Enrollment page to post the block enrollment request. The Mass Enrollment page
uses PeopleSoft Process Scheduler and is therefore not subject to remote call timeout errors.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature, Predefining Student Enrollment Blocks


lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature, Predefining Class Enrollment Blocks


lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature, Creating Custom Student Enrollment Blocks


lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Block
Enrollment Feature, Predefining Class Enrollment Blocks


lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Posting Mass Enrollment Requests


lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Searching for Classes
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Creating Custom Student Enrollment Blocks
Access the Create Custom Student Block page (click the Detail/Create link under the Student Block field on
the Block Enroll Merge page).


Note. When you create a custom student enrollment block, the list of students that you enter is valid only
for one-time merging of students into classes. After you run the merging process, you cannot retrieve the
custom student enrollment block that you have created. Also, make sure that you have a finalized list of
students before you create a custom student enrollment block because the only way to save your list after you
enter it into the page is to run the merging process.


ID Select the identification code of the student you want to include in the custom
student enrollment block. The system prompts you with IDs from the
STDNT_ID_SRCH table.


Academic Career Select the student’s academic careers that you want to include in the block.
The system prompts you with values from the STDNT_CAREER table. This
field is required whenever you select an ID.


OK When you have entered all of the students and their academic careers for this
custom student enrollment block, click this button to return to the Block
Enroll Merge page.


Creating Custom Class Enrollment Blocks
Access the Create Customized Class Block page (click the Detail/Create link under the Class Block field on
the Block Enroll Merge page).


Create Customized Class Block page
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Note. When you create a custom class enrollment block, the list of classes that you enter is valid for only
one-time merging of students into classes. After you run the merging process, you cannot retrieve the custom
class enrollment block that you have created. Also, make sure that you have a finalized list of classes before
you create a custom class enrollment block because the only way to save your list after you enter it into
the page is to run the merging process.


Term Select the term for which you want to enroll students in a specific class. Later
on this page, you’ll specify the specific class in the Class Nbr field. You can
add classes from multiple terms to the enrollment course block.


Overrides This group box contains multiple check boxes that identify what aspects of
enrollment validation you want to override for this particular class enrollment
block. Only overrides that you are authorized to access are available.


OK Enter the appropriate class data that you want to include in the custom class
enrollment block, adding a new row for each class. Then click this button to
return you to the Block Enroll Merge page.


Viewing Block Enrollment Request Details
Access the Block Enroll Detail page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Block Enrollment, Block
Enroll Merge, Block Enroll Detail).


Block Enroll Detail page


If the enrollment engine posting process encounters errors and cannot post the student’s enrollment request,
you can drill down to the enrollment request detail for any student and class combination found on the list
to view the errors. Change the individual’s enrollment request or career term record, then post the block
enrollment request again.
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Enrollment Request ID The system displays the identification number for the block enrollment
request. As soon as you merge the student enrollment block with the class
enrollment block, the system generates an enrollment request ID that is unique
to the block enrollment request. The same number is assigned to each student
and class combination in the block enrollment request. View an individual
student’s request within a block enrollment request through this component, or
use this enrollment request ID to view an individual student request through
the Enrollment Request and Quick Enroll components.


Seq # (sequence number) Indicates the sequence in which the student and class combination resides in
the block enrollment request. It is for internal processing purposes only.


ID The identification number of the student to which this detail line of the
block enrollment request relates.


Name The name of the student to which this detail line of the block enrollment
request relates.


Term The term in which this detail line of the block enrollment request relates. A
block enrollment request can have student and class combinations in multiple
terms for the same student.


Career The academic career to which this detail line of the block enrollment request
relates.


Class Nbr (class number) The specific class in which this detail line of the block enrollment request
relates. Each class requested for a student appears on its own detail line.


Action The enrollment action for the student’s requested class.


Status The enrollment status for the student’s requested class.


Detail After you merge a student enrollment block with a course enrollment block,
click this button for a specific student and class combination to view and edit
the details of that detail line of the block enrollment request. The system
populates the Block Enrl Detail1 and Block Enrl Detail2 pages, then displays
the Block Enrl Detail1 page for you to view the information.


After you post the block enrollment request, you can click this button for a
specific student and class combination to review the detail results of the
enrollment posting process. If the detail line of the block enrollment request
successfully posted to the student’s record, you can view the details on the
Block Enrl Detail1 and Block Enrl Detail2 pages (they are unavailable for
edit). If the enrollment posting process encounters errors for any of the detail
lines of the block enrollment request, you can view the message text about
the errors, change the affected student’s enrollment request or career term
record as necessary, and then go to the Block Enroll Merge page and post
the block enrollment request again.


Note. If you encounter errors for multiple students in the block enrollment request and you want to override
these errors, you must save the overrides for each student and class combination before proceeding to the
next error.


Maintaining Detail for a Student’s Block Enrollment Request
Access the Block Enrl Detail1 page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Block Enrollment, Block Enroll
Merge, Block Enrl Detail1).
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Block Enrl Detail1 page
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(AUS) Block Enrl Detail1 page


Important! After you merge the student and class enrollment blocks but before you post the block enrollment
request, you can use this page to edit each individual student’s enrollment request. However, you must save
your changes for each student and class combination of the block enrollment request prior to posting to
have the changes included in the posting process.


(AUS) Australia Data
The system enters values in the Student Career Nbr, Liability Status, and Cohort Year fields from the student’s
primary academic program and term of enrollment.


Maintaining Additional Detail for a Student’s Block
Enrollment Request
Access the Block Enrl Detail2 page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Block Enrollment, Block Enroll
Merge, Block Enrl Detail2).
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Block Enrl Detail2 page


Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the
Enrollment Request Component


The Enrollment Request component has the exact same functionality as the Quick Enroll component.
Transactions that you process through the Enrollment Request component can also be accessed through the
Quick Enroll component and vice versa. You’ll use the Enrollment Request component most often to enter
enrollment information on a student-by-student basis either through an Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
interface or through the pages themselves. You generate enrollment requests, which you can post in the page
or in a background process. The enrollment engine posting process validates the requests against all of the
rules that you have created, such as rules for requisites and requirements. Depending on how you set up your
enrollment security, you might be permitted to override just certain aspects of your enrollment rules, such as
class limits or prerequisites.


Enrollment security plays an important role in defining who has access to add class enrollments to a student’s
enrollment record. Use the Update/Display mode to post unsuccessful enrollment requests or to view the
enrollment request data.


This section discusses how to:


• Add or update student enrollment request transactions.
• Add transcript notes to enrollment requests.


See Also
lsfn, Securing Student Records
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Pages Used to Process Enrollment Transactions Through
the Enrollment Request Component


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Enrollment Request ENRL_REQUEST Records and Enrollment,


Enroll Students, Enrollment
Request, Enrollment Request


Add or update enrollment
request transactions for
students.


Transcript Note ENRL_REQ_NOTE Click the Transcript Note
link on the Enrollment
Request page or the Create
Transcript Note link on the
Quick Enrollment page.


Add and update transcript
notes on an enrollment
request.


Access to Enrollment
Functions


ENRL_REQ_ACCESS Click the Operator
Enrollment Access link on
the Enrollment Request page
or the View Enrollment
Access link on the Quick
Enrollment page.


View your security access to
enrollment functions.


Adding or Updating Student Enrollment Request Transactions
Access the Enrollment Request page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Enrollment Request,
Enrollment Request).


Enrollment Request page (1 of 2)
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Enrollment Request page (2 of 2)


User ID The system displays the identification code of the user who created the
enrollment request, providing you with a visible audit trail of the changes
made to enrollment requests.


Sequence Nbr (sequence
number)


The system sets the sequence number to 1 and increases it by one for each
class section added to the enrollment request. The number specifies the order
in which the enrollment engine processes rows within the request.


End Date
If an OEE enrollment transaction successfully posts to a student’s enrollment record, the system displays the


calculated end date of the OEE class. The enrollment process calculates the
end date and all the other dynamic calendar dates for the student based on the
OEE dynamic date rule assigned to the class. If no OEE dynamic date rule has
been defined for the class, the enrollment process uses the rule established for
the course offering. If no rule exists for the course offering, the enrollment
process fails the transaction and the system returns an error message.


You can view the other dynamic academic calendar dates that the enrollment process calculates for the
student’s OEE enrollment by clicking the academic calendar link on the Study
List or by accessing the Student OEE Enroll Data page.


Error Messages


Message Sequence The posting process displays a sequence number for each message that it
writes to the message log for the corresponding request.


Severity The posting process displays the severity of each message that it writes to the
message log for the corresponding request. For example, if the posting process
is unable to post a request due to errors, it displays a severity value of Error.


Last Update Date Time The posting process displays the last date and time that it updated the message
log for the corresponding request.


Message Text (unlabeled) The posting process displays the message text and a detailed explanation
of each message that it writes to the message log for the corresponding
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request. You can view and update messages in the Message Catalog within the
appropriate message set.


Important! The remaining page elements are described in context of the Quick Enrollment page.


(AUS) Entering Australia Data
When enrolling students in an Australian institution, the Australia Data group box appears.


Enrollment Request page, Australia Data group box


The system enters the field values on this page from the Student Term Activation page.


(NZL) Entering New Zealand Data
When enrolling students in a New Zealand institution, the New Zealand Data group box appears.


Enrollment Request page, New Zealand Data box


The system enters the field values on this page from the Course Catalog component.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Quick
Enrollment Component


lssr, Using Enrollment-Related Processes, Managing Wait Lists


lssr, Managing Enrollment and Validation Appointments, Assigning and Maintaining Appointments for
Individual Students, Assigning and Maintaining Appointments for Individual Students


lssr, Viewing Class Enrollment Data, Viewing Student Statistics


Adding Transcript Notes to Enrollment Requests
Access the Transcript Note page (click the Transcript Note link on the Enrollment Request page or the Create
Transcript Note link on the Quick Enrollment page).


Transcript Note ID Select a standard transcript note for the class, if applicable.


Transcript Note Enter additional free-form text about the specified transcript note. The system
prints the text you enter onto the student’s transcript.
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Tscrpt Note Nbr (transcript
note number)


Enter the sequence number of the transcript note. The sequence number
indicates the printing order of the transcript notes that you specify.


Processing Enrollment Transactions Through Self Service
If your institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, your students can perform enrollment
transactions directly over the web.


See Also
lsss, Using Self-Service Enrollment


Posting Mass Enrollment Requests
This section discusses how to post enrollment requests in mass.


Page Used to Post Mass Enrollment Requests
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Mass Enrollment RUNCTL_SRPCEMSS Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Mass
Enrollment, Mass
Enrollment


Post a group of enrollment
requests. Although
enrollment processing is
designed for you to generate
and post requests online,
the PeopleSoft system also
provides this batch posting
process as a means to speed
data entry for registration
officials who want to post
large groups of enrollments
at the same time rather than
waiting for the enrollment
engine to post each request at
the time it is made.


Posting Enrollment Requests in Mass
Access the Mass Enrollment page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Mass Enrollment, Mass
Enrollment).


You can also use the Mass Enrollment page to post block enrollment requests, especially larger requests that
might be subject to a remote call timeout error if you were to click the Post button on the Block Enroll Merge
page. Because the mass enrollment process uses PeopleSoft Process Scheduler to post enrollment requests,
you avoid possible remote call timeout errors.


Run the Mass Enrollment COBOL/SQL process (SRPCEMSS) as needed. All the rules checking (requisites,
permissions, repeat checking, and so on) still occur.
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Note.
Bundle 29


If you are using Program Enrollment or Activity Management, you must run the PSJob process (SREMSSJB).


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing Program Planning and Enrollment


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing Activities


Note. You should use the Mass Enrollment page and its corresponding process for converting historical
enrollment records.


From Enrollment Request
ID and To Enrollment
Request ID


Enter the start enrollment request ID in the From Enrollment Request ID field,
and enter the last enrollment request ID to post in the To Enrollment Request
ID field. Enrollment request ID values are generated by the system when you
enter student enrollment requests. If you are entering only one enrollment
request ID, such as for posting a single block enrollment request, enter the
value in the From Enrollment Request ID field.
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CHAPTER 1


Preparing for the Course Catalog and
Schedule of Classes


This chapter discusses how to:


• Set up catalog and schedule options.


• Define buildings, rooms, and classroom facilities.


• Designate approved instructors and advisors.


• Define requirement designations.


• Set up unit conversions.


• Define standard meeting patterns.


• Define modes of instruction.


• Set up class search profiles.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog


lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes


Setting Up Catalog and Schedule Options
When you first create or update the course catalog and schedule of classes, the system prompts you for various
types of optional course and class data. This section discusses how to:


• Define class notes.
• Define global notes.
• Define course attributes.
• Define exam codes.
• Define course material types.
• Define course material type order.
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Pages Used to Set Up Catalog and Schedule Options
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Class Notes Table CLASS_NOTES_TBL Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Class
Notes Table, Class Notes
Table


Define class notes.


Global Notes Table GLOBAL_NOTES_TBL Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Global
Notes Table, Global Notes
Table


Define global notes.


Course Attributes CRSE_ATTR_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Course Attributes, Course
Attributes


Define course attributes and
attribute values.


Exam Code Table EXAM_CODE Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Exam
Code Table, Exam Code
Table


Define exam time codes
for different types of
examinations.


Course Material Type SSR_CRSE_MAT_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Course Material Type,
Course Material Type


Define course material
types.


Course Material Type Order SSR_CRSE_MAT_ORD Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Course Material Type Order,
Course Material Type Order


Organize course material to
be displayed in a specific
order.


Defining Class Notes
Access the Class Notes Table page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Class Notes Table, Class
Notes Table).


Note. Class notes differ from global notes in that class notes are attached to classes on the Notes page, whereas
global notes are attached to entire academic subject areas or academic groups.


Effective Date Enter an effective date for the class note. The effective date determines when
the status that you select is valid.


Status Select a status for the class note. Select Active when adding a new class note.
Select Inactive if your institution no longer uses this class note.


Description In the Description field, enter a short, informative description for the note.
This is used for internal processes only.


Long Description In the Long Description field, enter a detailed description for the note.


This text appears in the schedule of classes if you assign this note to a class
on the Notes page.
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Defining Global Notes
Access the Global Notes Table page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Global Notes Table,
Global Notes Table).


Note. You always associate global notes with an academic institution, academic group, and term. You can
further associate global notes with a subject area. If you do not specify a subject area, the global note appears
on the top of every corresponding schedule of classes page, before or after the academic group or subject area.


Print Location Indicates whether the note text appears on the schedule of classes report before
or after the subject area (if you specify a subject area), or whether the note
text appears before or after the academic group for the term (if you do not
specify a subject area). Available values are Print After and Print Before.
You should not change these values because doing so requires a substantial
programming effort.


Description Enter a short description for the global note.


Long Description Enter a detailed description for the global note.
This text appears on the schedule of classes report in the location that you
specify.


Defining Course Attributes
Access the Course Attributes page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, Course Attributes, Course Attributes).
Bundle 29
Show in Class Search check box added to this page.


Course Attributes page
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Note. Use course attributes for institutional research purposes and to print repetitive text in the schedule of
classes or course catalog, such as Offered in Fall Only. Course attributes are attached to courses on the Catalog
Data page and to classes on the Basic Data page. Unlike requirement designations, course attributes do
not transfer to PeopleSoft Academic Advisement.


Status Select a status for this course attribute. Select Active when adding a new
course attribute. Select Inactive if your institution no longer uses this attribute
and any of the corresponding attribute values.


Description The description that you enter here appears on the schedule of classes report or
the course catalog report if you select the Schedule Print check box or the
Catalog Print check box.


Course Attribute Value When you attach attributes to courses and classes, you can also specify
attribute values. Therefore, you can define parent course attributes that
have one or more attribute values.


Insert rows to create multiple attribute values.


Catalog Print Select to display the course attribute formal description in the course catalog
report.


Note. The SSR_COURSE (Course Catalog) web service is one of a
number of delivered Enrollment Web Services. The service operation
SSR_GET_COURSES: Browse Course Catalog Summary obeys the Catalog
Print setup that you select on the Course Attributes page and on the
Requirement Designation Table page.


For detailed information about Enrollment Web Services:


See Enrollment Web Services Developers Guide and Enrollment Web Services
Users Guide on My Oracle Support (Doc ID 1371391.1).


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook]Using Enrollment
Web Services.


Schedule Print Select to display the course attribute formal description in the schedule of
classes report.


Show in Class Search Bundle 29


If this check box is selected for a Course Attribute and the Class Search Profile
(for example, STDNT) includes a search criteria of Course Attribute, then a
student can search by the Course Attribute in Self Service.


If this check box is selected for a Course Attribute Value, the Class Search
Profile (for example, STDNT) includes a search criteria of Course Attribute,
and the Include Course Attribute Value check box is selected for the profile,
then a student can search by the Course Attribute Value in Self Service.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course
Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up Class Search Profiles


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service
Course Catalog and Schedule
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See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule
of Classes, Searching for Classes


Description Enter a description of the attribute values.


Formal Description Enter the text that you want to appear on the schedule of classes report or
the course catalog report if you select the Schedule Print check box or the
Catalog Print check box.


Defining Exam Codes
Access the Exam Code Table page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Exam Code Table, Exam
Code Table).


Exam Code Table page


Note. Define exam time codes for each term and session. The system uses these codes when you run the exam
scheduling process on the Exam Scheduling page. You can also manually post these codes to individual classes.


Exam Time Code Enter an exam time code to define (in an abbreviated manner) the exam code.


Exam Date Enter the date for the exam.


Exam Starting Time Enter the start time of the exam.


Exam Ending Time Enter the end time of the exam.


Exam Type Select the exam type. Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. You can modify these translate values.


Class Start Time From Enter the minimum start time for classes with which you want to associate
the exam time code. The system uses the value during the exam scheduling
process. The system schedules exams for classes that fall within the two start
times (and days) that you designate.


Class Start Time To Enter the maximum start time for classes with which you want to associate the
exam code. The system uses the value during the exam scheduling process.
The system schedules exams for classes that fall within the two start times
(and days) that you designate.
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M (Monday), T (Tuesday),
W (Wednesday), T
(Thursday), F (Friday), S
(Saturday), and S (Sunday)


Select the days of classes that you want to associate with the exam code.


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling Examinations


Defining Course Material Types
Access the Course Material Type page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, Course Material Type, Course Material Type).


Course Material Type page


Status Select a status for this course material type. Select Active when you add a new
course material type. Insert a new effective date and select Inactive if your
institution no longer uses this course material type.


Description The description that you enter here appears in the Textbook Assignment group
box on the (Schedule of Classes) Textbook page and is used on the Class Detail
page and the Faculty and Student Center Textbook Summary page.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Defining Textbooks for Classes.


See lsss, Using Self-Service Course Catalog and Schedule.


See lsss, Using Self-Service Enrollment.


See lsss, Using Faculty Center.


Defining Course Material Type Order
Access the Course Material Type Order page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, Course Material Type Order, Course Material Type Order).
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Course Material Type Order page


Note. The system uses the display order that you define here to determine the order in which course materials
appear on the Class Detail page and on the self-service Faculty and Student Textbook Summary pages. If you
do not define a course material display order, the course material appears at the end of the list.


Display Order Define the order in which you want the course material type to appear on Class
Detail page and on the faculty and student Textbook Summary pages.


Course Material Type Select a value based on the course material type values that you defined
on the Course Material Type page.


Description The description appears by default from the Course Material Type page.


Defining Buildings, Rooms, and Classroom Facilities
To set up facilities, use the Building Table (BLDG_TBL), Room Characteristics Table
(ROOM_CHRSTC_TBL), and Facility Table (FACILITY_TBL) components.


During the class scheduling process, you will probably need to assign classes to classrooms, and you should set
up your classroom facilities in advance. This section discusses how to:


• Define buildings.
• Define room characteristics.
• Define facilities and rooms.
• Define facility components.
• Define facility characteristics.
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Pages Used to Define Buildings, Rooms, and
Classroom Facilities


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Building Table BLDG_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation


Tables, Facilities, Building
Table, Building Table


Define all campus buildings
that you might use in class
and event scheduling.
Building codes that you
create here are prompt
values on the Facility
Table page.


Room Characteristics Table ROOM_CHRSTC_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Facilities, Room
Characteristics Table, Room
Characteristics Table


Define room characteristics,
such as types of seating
and resources that are
available. You attach room
characteristics to facilities on
the Facility Characteristic
page and you can use them
when you:


• Define courses.


• Schedule classes.


• Plan events.


You must enter a numeric
room characteristic code
from 01 to 96.


Facility Table FACILITY_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Facilities, Facility
Table, Facility Table


Define facilities and facility
components.


Facility Component FACILITY_COMPONENT Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Facilities, Facility
Table, Facility Component


Link components of
facilities to parent facilities.


Facility Characteristic FACILITY_CHRSTC Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Facilities, Facility
Table, Facility Characteristic


Define room characteristics
and facility blackout times.


Defining Buildings
Access the Building Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Facilities, Building Table, Building Table).


Status Select the status of the building. Select Active when the building is being used
on the Facility Table page. Select Inactive when you no longer use the building.


Description Enter a description of the building.


Short Description Enter a short description of the building.


Defining Room Characteristics
Access the Room Characteristics Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Facilities, Room
Characteristics Table, Room Characteristics Table).
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Status Select a status for this room characteristic. Select Active when adding a new
room characteristic. Select Inactive only if your institution no longer uses
this room characteristic.


Description Enter a description.


Short Description Enter a short description.


Defining Facilities and Rooms
Access the Facility Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Facilities, Facility Table, Facility Table).


Facility Table page


As an example, you might want to define Angel Hall Room 125 and its components, Angel 125A, 125B, and
125C. You cannot link components to parent facilities on the Facility Component page unless you first define
both the parent facility and the facility components on the Facility Table page.


Status Select a status for this facility. Select Active when adding a new facility. Select
Inactive only if your institution no longer uses this facility.


Facility Group If this check box is selected and unavailable for entry, the facility is a parent
facility with facility components.


Building Enter the building in which the facility is located. Define buildings on the
Building Table page.


Room Enter the room number.


Capacity Enter the maximum number of people that a facility accommodates.


Location Code You can specify locations such as a building cluster on campus or satellite
campuses. Define location codes on the Location Table in the Human
Resources menus in your system.


Facility Type Select a facility type to further define the space. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.
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Partition Select a partition field value to indicate the section of the campus where the
facility is located, such as First, Second, Third, or Fourth quadrant. Use
the Partition field to interact with Universal Algorithm Schedule25, which
can look at where an instructor’s office is located and attempt to schedule
the instructor’s classes in facilities within the same partition. The maximum
number of partitions for Universal Algorithm Schedule25 is 96. Therefore,
be sure that you select a value between 01 and 96. Values for this field
are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these
values. For more information about the interface with Universal Algorithm
Schedule25, refer to the Universal Algorithm Schedule25 documentation.


Academic Organization Enter an academic organization to indicate that this facility is reserved for the
sole use of that academic organization. Locations might be reserved by an
academic organization so that only classes for that academic organization are
assigned to that location when you are using the Universal Algorithm product,
Universal Algorithm Schedule25. When using the PeopleSoft internal facility
search and assignment feature, the system does not use academic organization.


General Assignment Select to open the location for general assignment. When you select this check
box, the Academic Organization field becomes unavailable.


Minimum Utilization
Percent


Enter the minimum usage that a facility should experience. This field is for
internal record keeping only, and has no programming associated with it.


Check for Facility Conflict Select to have the system allow only one class to be scheduled for this facility
at any given period of time. If you want to schedule more than one class at
the same time in this particular facility, such as a field or gymnasium, do
not select this check box.


Defining Facility Components
Access the Facility Component page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Facilities, Facility Table, Facility
Component).


Facility Component page
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As an example, Angel 125A, B, and C might be linked as components of Angel 125. To link facility
components to a parent facility, you must first define all facilities on the Facility Table page. As soon as
components are linked to a parent facility, the system calculates the capacity of that facility by adding up the
capacities of all components. If a class is scheduled in a component of a facility and someone attempts to
schedule a class in the parent facility, the system prevents the new scheduling.


Component Facility ID Select the component facility ID for a component that you want to link to this
facility. All facilities on the Facility Table page are available for selection. To
link more than one component to a parent facility, add rows.


Defining Facility Characteristics
Access the Facility Characteristic page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Facilities, Facility Table, Facility
Characteristic).


Facility Characteristic page


Room Characteristic Select characteristics for this room. Room characteristics are defined on
the Room Characteristic Table page. Insert rows to add characteristics.
The system uses the Room Characteristic field to interact with Universal
Algorithm Schedule25. The maximum number of room characteristics for
Universal Algorithm Schedule25 is 96. Therefore, be sure that you select
values between 01 and 96.


Quantity Enter the quantity of the room characteristic. For example, enter 2 to indicate
that the room has two white boards.


Facility Black-Out Nbr
(facility black-out number)


You can define periods when a facility is unavailable. The facility blackout
number is system-generated. This number indicates the number of blackout
periods that exist for a facility. You can override the system-assigned facility
blackout number.
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Start Time and End Time Enter a start and end time for the blackout period.


M (Monday), T (Tuesday),
W (Wednesday), T
(Thursday), F (Friday), S
(Saturday), and S (Sunday)


Select the days of the week for which the blackout period applies.


Note. Student Records provides the facility blackout structure for compatibility with Resource 25. When using
Resource 25, the system prevents class and event scheduling during blackout periods. When using PeopleSoft
internal conflict checking logic, the system does not use this structure.


Designating Approved Instructors and Advisors
This section discusses how to:


• Assign faculty rank and advisor status.
• Designate approved course instructors.


Pages Used to Designate Approved Instructors and Advisors
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Instructor/Advisor Table INSTR_ADVISOR Curriculum Management,
Instructor/Advisor
Information,
Instructor/Advisor Table,
Instructor/Advisor Table


Indicate faculty rank,
advisor status, instructor
availability, and the courses
that an instructor can teach.


Note. You are not adding
new people to the database
on this page, but updating
information for individuals
who are already in the
database. The IDs that are
available depend upon the
way that you set up your
instructor edit.


Approved Courses INSTR_ADVISOR2 Curriculum Management,
Instructor/Advisor
Information,
Instructor/Advisor Table,
Approved Courses


Indicate courses that an
instructor can teach. The
system uses the values
that you enter as part
of the Instructor Edit
feature, which is an option
that enables you to link
instructors to specific
campuses, subjects, or
courses within an academic
organization. This way,
when you schedule classes,
only the relevant instructors
appear as choices.
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Assigning Faculty Rank and Advisor Status
Access the Instructor/Advisor Table page (Curriculum Management, Instructor/Advisor Information,
Instructor/Advisor Table, Instructor/Advisor Table).


Instructor/Advisor Table page


Instructor Type Select an instructor type. Values for this field are delivered with your system
as translate values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any modifications
to these values require a substantial programming effort. If you select a
value of Advisor Only, the system selects the Advisor check box by default
and you cannot change it.


Advisor Select to indicate that the individual is also an advisor and to place the
individual into the system’s Advisor view. You can later select the Advisor
view as a search tool on various pages.


Academic Institution Select the academic institution with which you want to associate this record.


Primary Acad Org (primary
academic organization)


Select a primary academic organization for this instructor. Academic
organization values are defined on the Academic Organization Table page.


Instructor Available Select the instructor’s availability to teach within the effective dates. Select
Available, Sabbatical, or Unavailable. If the instructor has an advisor type
of Advisor Only, the system populates the Instructor Available field with
Unavailable by default. You can override this value.


Instructor/Advisor Role
Use the Instructor/Advisor Role scroll area to indicate the academic career, program, plan, and subplan to
which the instructor or advisor is linked.
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Advisor Number The system populates this field with 1 by default. If an instructor advises
students in more than one academic career, program, plan, or subplan, you can
have multiple advisor numbers by adding rows.


Percent of Appointment Enter a percent of appointment value that this instructor has for the indicated
academic career, program, plan, and subplan. Instructors with dual
appointments can have different percentages reflecting their responsibility.
The total percentage must equal 100.


Academic Career Select the academic career to which the instructor or advisor is linked.
Academic career values are defined on the Academic Career Table page.


Academic Program Select the academic program to which the instructor or advisor is linked.
Academic program values are defined on the Academic Program Table
component.


Academic Plan Select the academic plan to which the instructor or advisor is linked. Academic
plan values are defined on the academic plan pages.


Academic Sub-Plan Select the academic subplan to which the instructor or advisor is linked.
Academic subplan values are defined on the academic subplan pages.


Designating Approved Course Instructors
Access the Approved Courses page (Curriculum Management, Instructor/Advisor Information,
Instructor/Advisor Table, Approved Courses).


Approved Courses page


To make use of the values on this page, enable the Instructor Edit feature. To do so, on the Academic
Organization Table page, choose to edit instructors against the Instructor/Advisor table rather than the Personal
Data table for the related academic organization. You must also select this option on the Course Catalog
Description page for the courses involved.


Having done this, when you schedule classes on the Class Meeting Pattern/Instructor page and have to assign
an instructor to a class that falls within the academic organization and courses that you have set up in this
manner, the system displays only the relevant instructors in the ID field.
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In the lower portion of the page, select the subjects, courses, or campuses at which the instructor is approved
to teach based on effective date. The availability of these fields depends on the options that your institution
selects by which to edit instructors on the Academic Organization Table page.


Seq Nbr (sequence number) The system populates the Seq Nbr field by default. Sequence numbers are
sequential numbers that the system assigns to identify rows in the table.


Acad Org (academic
organization)


Select the academic organization to indicate that the instructor is approved to
teach all courses within the academic organization that you specify. If your
institution has set up the academic organization to edit instructors by campus,
subject, and course, you can further narrow the courses. This field is required.


Subject Area If available, select the subject area that the instructor is approved to teach.
Subject area values are defined for each academic institution on the Academic
Subject Table page.


Course ID If available, select the course ID of the course that the instructor is approved to
teach. You are prompted from the course catalog. If your course catalog has
only one offering number, the system supplies the offering number by default.


Offer Nbr (offering number) If available, select the offering number of the class that the instructor is
approved to teach.


Catalog Nbr (catalog
number)


The system displays the catalog number, based on the course catalog definition.


Campus Select the campus for which the instructor can teach. Campus values are
defined for each academic institution on the Campus Table page.
Add rows to further specify courses that the instructor is approved to teach.


Defining Requirement Designations
To set up requirement designations, use the Requirement Designation Table component
(RQ_DESIGNATION_TBL).


This section provides an overview of requirement designations and discusses how to define requirement
designations.


Understanding Requirement Designations
Requirement designations, unlike course attributes, transfer to PeopleSoft Academic Advisement. A
requirement designation can be extra credit that a student has done for a course, such as design credit. For
example, you can attach a requirement designation of Design to all first-, second-, third-, and fourth-year
architecture studio courses that carry the optional add-on enrollment of Design Credit. When students enroll in
any of these studios, they can elect to take the course to fulfill their design credit certification. Requirement
designations are intended as optional add-on credit for a course in which some students are taking the class
alone, and others in the same class are taking both the class and attempting to pass the requirement designation
portion. In this way, the requirement designation reflects extra credit. Some students in the class attempt
it, while others do not.
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Requirement designations should be used sparingly, and are not intended to track general advisement
requirements. They are meant as additional qualifiers that alone may be a requirement. With relation to the
previous example, you may require a total of six hours of design credit across four years of architecture
study, in addition to the minimum unit and grade-point-average requirements for the courses. By using a
requirement designation, you enable students to complete their design credit at any stage and pace across four
years. Student A might attempt design credit during second and fourth years, in the spring term. Student B
might complete all six design hours while enrolled in the fourth-year studio, during the fall and spring terms.
Although these two students are in the same studio classes across the four years, they pace themselves and
complete assignments differently. Student A begins to explore design practices as a sophomore (by doing some
type of additional design work in consultation with a professor), while student B decides to wait and load up on
design work the last year of his or her career as an architecture student. Typical requirement designations may
include Counts Toward Design Certification, Preparation for Licensing Exam, Electing course to be the basis
of Liberal Arts Thesis Credit, and so on. Requirement designations can be graded as Satisfied or Not Satisfied.


In the previous example, the design credit requirement designation was set up as an enrollment option.
Students can elect to take the design credit requirement designation at the time of enrollment in certain
architecture studio classes. You can also create a requirement designation that is not optional at enrollment.
This type of requirement designation is strictly attached to a class. Taking the class, along with the requirement
designation, is required of all students who enroll. The distinction between a requirement designation that is
elective at enrollment and one that is automatically added to a student’s enrollment request is the way that
you set the At Student’s Option check box on the Requirement Designation Table page. This option and
others like it are discussed in the following section.


See Also
lsaa, Setting Up Academic Course Lists


lssr, Grading Students


Page Used to Define Requirement Designations
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Requirement Designation
Table


RQ_DESIGNATION_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Requirement Designation
Table, Requirement
Designation Table


Define requirement
designations.


Defining Requirement Designations
Access the Requirement Designation Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, Requirement Designation Table, Requirement Designation Table).
Bundle 29
Show in Class Search check box added to this page.
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Requirement Designation Table page


Status Select a status for this requirement designation. Select Active when adding a
new requirement designation. Select Inactive only if your institution no longer
uses this requirement designation.


Description, Short
Description, and Formal
Description


Enter a description, short description, and formal description. The formal
description appears on the course catalog report, schedule of classes report,
and transcript if specified.


Academic Institution Select an academic institution with which to associate the requirement
designation. This affects the availability of this requirement designation on the
course catalog and schedule of classes prompts.


Academic Plan Select an academic plan if you want to link the requirement designation to a
specific plan. At enrollment, a student must be active in the specified plan to
enroll in any class with the related requirement designation. The Enrollment
Request 1 page includes overrides that enable you to override this general rule
if you have the appropriate security permissions. On the Enrollment page,
the system does not validate this.


At Student’s Option Select to indicate that the student can select the requirement designation at
enrollment. You can indicate a student’s choice of requirement designation
on the Enrollment Request Page, the Student Enrollment 4 page, or the
Block Enrl Detail 2 page.
If you do not select this check box, students who enroll in classes that have
this requirement designation are required to take the course and attempt the
additional requirement designation credit.


See lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions.


Catalog Print Select to enable the display of the formal description of the requirement
designation and the course in the course catalog report.
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Note. The SSR_COURSE (Course Catalog) web service is one of a
number of delivered Enrollment Web Services. The service operation
SSR_GET_COURSES: Browse Course Catalog Summary obeys the Catalog
Print setup that you select on the Requirement Designation Table page and on
the Course Attributes page.


For detailed information about Enrollment Web Services:


See Enrollment Web Services Developers Guide and Enrollment Web Services
Users Guide on My Oracle Support (Doc ID 1371391.1).


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook]Using Enrollment
Web Services.


Schedule Print Select to enable the display of the formal description of the requirement
designation and the course in the schedule of classes report.


Print in Transcript Select to print the requirement designation and requirement designation
grade on the student’s transcript.


Separate Course Grade Select to indicate that the requirement designation involves work that someone
must grade separate from the course. If this check box is cleared, students who
earn credit for the course will, by default, earn a grade of Satisfied for the
requirement designation. The professor does not need to assign two grades for
every student (for example, a letter grade of B for the course, and a grade of
Satisfied for the requirement designation).


Alternatively, should the professor want to evaluate a student on each of
these two areas independently, select the check box. This setting is optimal
in the event that a student receives a passing grade for the class, but fails to
successfully complete the requirement designation. In this instance, the
professor could assign a letter grade of B to the class, and assign a grade of
Not Satisfied for the requirement designation. The class would not fulfill an
advising requirement that requires both a class and a requirement designation
for the class. It would fulfill only an advising requirement that requires
the class alone.


See lssr, Grading Students, Entering Grades Online, Using the Grade Roster
Page to Enter Grades.


Display in AA Reports Select to enable the system to display the requirement designation code and
description in the advisement report.


Show in Class Search Bundle 29


If this check box is selected for a Requirement Designation and the Class
Search Profile (for example, STDNT) includes a search criteria of Requirement
Designation, then a student can search by the Requirement Designation in
Self Service.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course
Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up Class Search Profiles


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service
Course Catalog and Schedule
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See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule
of Classes, Searching for Classes


Setting Up Unit Conversions
To set up unit conversions, use the Unit Conversion Table component (UNIT_CONVR_TBL).


This section provides an overview of unit conversions, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to set up unit
conversion rules within your institution.


Understanding Unit Conversions
If students at your institution take classes outside of their current career, you should define unit conversions.
You should especially do this if some careers are on a quarter system and other careers are on a semester system
(for example, if an MBA student takes a law course, but the MBA program is on a quarter system and the law
program is on a semester system). The system also uses the unit conversion rules when you process internal
transfer credit for students, which can include students with internal coursework that transfers from one career
to another career, or students with internal coursework that transfers from one program to another program.


Prerequisites
If you want to use term types other than the translate values that are delivered by PeopleSoft, you must first
create them in the TERM_TYPE_CONVR_TO translate table.


Page Used to Set Up Unit Conversions
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Unit Conversion Table UNIT_CONVR_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Enrollment, Unit Conversion
Table, Unit Conversion Table


Set up unit conversions
within your institution.


Setting Up Unit Conversion Rules within Your Institution
Access the Unit Conversion Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment,
Unit Conversion Table, Unit Conversion Table).


Unit Conversion Table page
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Term Type Convert To Select the value to which you want to convert the value in the Term Unit
Type field.


Unit Multiplier Enter the number for the system to use to multiply the term unit type units by
to convert them to the term type convert to value, for example, (term unit type
units) × (unit multiplier) = (term type convert to units).


Defining Standard Meeting Patterns
Define class meeting patterns for your classes on the Standard Meeting patterns page on the Academic
Group Table.


See Also
lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Groups, Defining Standard Class Meeting
Patterns


Defining Modes of Instruction
To set up instruction modes, use the Instruction Mode component (INSTRUCT_MODE).


You need to set up instruction mode values that you use when you define courses and schedule classes. This
section discusses how to define instruction modes.


Page Used to Define Modes of Instruction
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Instruction Mode INSTRUCT_MODE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Instruction Mode, Instruction
Mode


Define instruction modes.


Defining Instruction Modes
Access the Instruction Mode page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum Management,
Instruction Mode, Instruction Mode).


Important! Set up an instruction mode value of P for every institution in your system. You can enter any
description and short description; however, you should use In Person for both fields. The system uses this
value as a default for the Instruction Mode field on the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page (when you
enter the page in Add mode). In addition, you can generate rosters only for those classes with an instruction
mode value of P on the Basic Data page.


Effective Date and Status The effective date determines when the status that you select is valid. The
active effective date must be equal to or before the effective date of the course
component to which you assign the instruction mode.
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Description Enter the description of the instruction mode. The system displays this value
on the Course Catalog report and the Schedule of Classes report, as well as on
the Course Catalog component and Schedule of Classes online pages.


Short Description Enter a short description for the instruction mode.


Print On Course Catalog Select to display the instruction mode on the course catalog report.


Print On Schedule of
Classes


Select to display the instruction mode description on the schedule of classes
report, as well as on the online schedule of classes.


Print On Transcript No programming is attached to this field.


Setting Up Class Search Profiles
Bundle 29
New documentation section: for the new Class Search Configuration component which replaces the
Class Search (SSR_SS_CLSRCH_OPT) page.
Changes include:
You can configure Administrative Class Search.
The new design uses Class Search Profiles: STDNT – Student/Visitor Self Service, INSTR –
Instructor/Advisor Self Service, ADMIN which allows you to configure Administrative Class Search,
and SSAPT which is used for Program Enrollment.
New search fields: Course Attribute and Requirement Designation.
NOTE: A delivered script (Upgrade script UPD892055_A8) will move your setup from the existing
Class Search page to the appropriate class search profile — for example, if your Student Self Service
search criteria excludes searching by session, the new STDNT Profile will exclude session as a
search criteria. The script will also move your Show Textbook Detail setting from the Student Records
Installation page to the new Class Detail Options page for the ADMIN profile.


The delivered Class Search Profiles are:


• STDNT (Student/Visitor Self Service)
• INSTR (Instructor/Advisor Self Service accessed through Faculty and Advisor Centers)
• ADMIN (Administrative class search)
• SSAPT (for use with Program Enrollment)


This section discusses how to:


• Define class search criteria.
• Define class detail options.


For information about other Class Search setup such as search results limits,


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Defining Student Records Installation Settings
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Pages Used to Set Up Class Search Profiles
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Search Config SSR_CLSRCH_CONFIG Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Class Search Configuration,
Search Config


Define class search criteria.


Class Detail Options SSR_CLSDTL_CONFIG Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
Class Search Configuration,
Class Detail Options


Define class detail options.


Defining Class Search Criteria
Access the Search Config page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum Management,
Class Search Configuration, Search Config).


Search Config page (1 of 2)
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Search Config page (2 of 2)


Use this page to define, for each profile, the search criteria that are available on the Search for Classes page.
For example, if you select Session for the INSTR profile, then instructors who use class search in Self Service
can select session as a search criterion.
Bundle 29
Current customers:
When you run the Upgrade script UPD892055_A8, your existing search criteria settings will be moved
to the Search Config page for the STDNT and INSTR profiles. You will see two groups of criteria:
Class Search (the basic class search) which is expanded by default and Additional Search Criteria
which is collapsed by default. You decide whether to add the new criteria — Course Attribute and
Requirement Designation to your search.
For the ADMIN profile, all search criteria will be available (and will be grouped within Class Search and
Additional Search Criteria).


Search Options


Incl Topic on Course
Keyword (Include Topic on
Course Keyword)


Bundle 29
Course Keyword search is expanded.


If this check box is selected and a Class Search Profile includes Course
Keyword, then if a user searches by cognitive, the search returns all classes for
which cognitive is found in the Course Description or Long Course Title. The
search also returns all classes for which cognitive is found in the course topic
Description or Formal Description if a Course Topic ID exists for the class.
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Incl Long Desc on Crse
Keyword (Include Long
Description on Course
Keyword)


If this check box is selected and a Class Search Profile includes Course
Keyword, then if a user searches by cognitive, the search returns all classes for
which cognitive is found in the Course Description, Long Course Title, or
Long Description.


Include Course Attribute
Value


If a Class Search Profile includes Course Attribute, then:


• If this check box is selected, a user can search by Course Attribute and
Course Attribute Value–for example, search by Course Attribute: Honors,
and Course Attribute Value: Math Department Honors.


• If this check box is cleared, a user can search by Course Attribute only.


Configure Search


Add Search Group, Group
Sequence and Seq Nbr
(sequence number)


Configure groups of search criteria for a profile and define the sequence order
in which fields are displayed on the Search for Classes page.
Criteria can used in only one group box within a profile.


Message Set Number and
Message Number


Define the labels for class search groupings through the Message Catalog
(Message Set 14690).


Reset Values Click this button to access a default setting where all values are displayed and
configured into two groups: Class Search, which is expanded by default and
Additional Search Criteria, which is collapsed by default. You can then modify
the search criteria and groupings.


Use Common Attribute Select this check box to use class association attributes in class search.
When you select the check box, the Search Criteria field is not available and
the Common Attribute field displays the available class association attributes
as defined on the CLASS_ASSOC Record Context. An attribute can be used
only once within a profile.


When students search for classes from Program Enrollment Self Service, a
controlled class search is used. Therefore unlike other class search profiles,
you do not need to include Subject and Course Number as search criteria for
the SSAPT profile.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule
of Classes, Defining Class Associations, Using the Common Attribute
Framework to Extend Class Associations


See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Searching for Classes


PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes


PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service Program Enrollment


Defining Class Detail Options
Access the Class Detail Options page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, Class Search Configuration, Class Detail Options).
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Class Detail Options page


Bundle 29
Current customers:
The Upgrade script UPD892055_A8 will move your existing Class Detail settings to this page for the
STDNT and INSTR profiles.
For the ADMIN profile, all check boxes will be selected by default, except for Show TextBook Detail
which will reflect your existing setting. The Textbook Information check box replaces the Show
Textbook Detail check box on the Student Records Installation page.
New check box: Common Attributes


Use this page to define, by profile, the fields that appear on the Class Detail page. For example, if you
select the Enroll Rqmt: Requisite check box for the STDNT profile, then in Self Service, when a student
clicks the link for the class and is taken to the Class Detail page, the student can see the enrollment requisite
information for that class.


All check boxes are selected by default.


Textbook Information The information that appears on the Class Detail page depends on the data
that you enter on the Schedule of Classes–Textbook page (Curriculum
Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule New Course, Textbook).


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of
Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Defining Textbooks for Classes
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Grading Students


This chapter provides an overview of grading and discusses how to:


• Print grade rosters.
• Enter grades online.
• Enter grades through self service.
• Enter grades through the self-service Gradebook.
• Post the Grade Roster.
• Generate midterm deficiency reports and communications
• Run the grade lapse process.
• Produce the student grade report.
• View student grades and statistics.
• Audit grade changes.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Grading


lsgr, Using the Self-Service Gradebook


Understanding Grading
After you set up your grading schemes and grade bases, define mapping rules, and generate grade rosters,
you are ready to enter grades.


You can enter grades in one of three ways:


• System administrators or power users can enter grades directly on the Grade Roster page for each class.
• Instructors can define class assignments, percentages, and even electronically communicate with students


by entering grades directly through PeopleSoft Gradebook, a separately licensed PeopleSoft application.
• Instructors or other authorized self-service users can enter midterm and final grades through PeopleSoft


Campus Self Service, a separately licensed PeopleSoft application.


See Also
lsgr, Using the Self-Service Gradebook
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Prerequisites
Before you can enter and post grades, you must:


• Set up your grading schemes and grade bases.
• Define mapping rules.
• Generate grade rosters.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Grading, Understanding Grade Preparation


Printing Grade Rosters
This section provides an overview of printing a grade roster and discusses how to run the Grade Roster report.


Understanding Printing a Grade Roster
Some organizations have business processes that use grade rosters in printed form. This section discusses how
to print grade rosters in batch or for a specific class.


Complete these steps to print grade rosters:


1. Access the Grade Roster Print page.


2. Enter your run control parameters.


3. Click the Run button.


4. Locate your printed rosters through the Report Manager link, and print them as needed.


Page Used to Print Grade Rosters
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Grade Roster Print RUNCTL_SRGRDROSTER Curriculum Management,
Grading, Print Grade Roster,
Grade Roster Print


Print generated rosters.


Running the Grade Roster Report
Access the Grade Roster Print page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Print Grade Roster, Grade Roster
Print).
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Grade Roster Print page


Academic Institution Select the institution for which to print rosters.


Term Select a term for the roster. Term values are defined on the Term Table page.


Grade Roster Type Select the grade roster type to print. The default is Final. Grade roster type
values are delivered with your system as translate values. While you should
not change the Final Grade value, you can add as many nonfinal grade
values as you want.


Print Note Area Select to provide extra space on the roster for instructors to write notes.


Print Incomplete Area Select to provide extra space on the roster for instructors to make note of
incomplete information.


Specific Class Select to print a roster for one class.


Class Nbr (class number) If you select the Specific Class check box, the Class Nbr field becomes
available. Select the class number for the roster to print.


Academic Organization If you do not select the Specific Class check box, select an academic
organization. Academic organization values are defined on the Academic
Organization Table page.


Session Select the session for which to print rosters.


Class End Date From and
Class End Date To


Select the class end date from and to dates. The system selects rosters to
print for classes with an end date that is greater than or equal to the value
in the Class End Date From field and less than or equal to the value in the
Class End Date To field.


Campus Select the campus that is associated with the grade rosters. Attach campus
values to courses in the course catalog and to classes in the schedule of classes.
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Instructor Print Option Select the type of instructor information to print on the grade roster for the
graded component. Attach instructor values to classes on the Schedule of
Classes - Basic Data page. Values are:
All: Prints the names of all instructors.
Grdng Auth: Prints only the name of the instructor who is authorized to grade.
None: Prints no instructor names.


Print Course
Administrator


Select to print the course administrator’s name on the grade roster. Attach
course administrator values to classes on the Schedule of Classes - Basic
Data page.


Print Blind Grading ID Select to print the blind grading IDs of students. Student names do not appear
on the roster.


Entering Grades Online
This section provides an overview of entering grades online and discusses how to:


• Use the Grade Roster page to enter grades.
• Review student enrollment detail.
• Review transcript notes.
• Review student incomplete information.


Understanding Entering Grades Online
System administrators and power users can enter grades directly to the Grade Roster page for each class.
Complete these steps to enter grades online:


1. Enter grades and transcript notes on the Grade Roster page.
2. (Optional) Review student enrollment detail on the Student Enrollment Detail page.
3. (Optional) Enter or review a transcript note for the student on the Transcript Note page.
4. (Optional) Enter student incomplete information on the Student Incomplete page.
5. Save the grade roster.
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Pages Used to Enter Grades Online
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Grade Roster GRADE_ROSTER1 Curriculum Management,
Grading, Grade Roster,
Grade Roster


Enter official grades and
requirement designation
grades, view enrollment
summary information, and
add transcript notes.


Enrollment Detail GRADE_ROSTER_ENRL Click the Detail link on the
Grade Roster page.


Review detailed information
about a student’s enrollment,
including their primary
academic program, grading
basis, units taken, and so on.


Transcript Note GRADE_ROSTER_NOTEA Click the Note link on the
Grade Roster page.


Enter or view a transcript
note that is related to the
student’s enrollment record.
The system displays this
note on transcript types for
which the Print Transcript
Notes check box is selected
on the Enrollment/Statistics
page.


Student Incomplete GRADE_ROSTER_INCA Click the Incomplete Detail
button on the Transcript
Note page.


Enter a lapse deadline, lapse
to grade, or comment for
students who have no grade
or a grade that is equivalent
to a grade of Incomplete.


Using the Grade Roster Page to Enter Grades
Access the Grade Roster page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Grade Roster, Grade Roster).


Grade Roster page
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If you use blind grading IDs, the roster lists students in random order. If you do not use blind grading IDs, the
roster lists students in ID order.


Sort Option This option is available on Open Entry/Exit class rosters. You can sort IDs in
one of two ways. Values are:
Last,First: Sorts IDs by last name.
Date,Last: Sorts IDs by fully graded date, and then by last name within the start
date. This view is particularly useful for classes that are offered in open entry
and open exit format, where students can have fully graded dates that differ.


Display Unassigned Roster
Grade Only


Select to view only those students with unassigned grades. This option is
particularly useful for open entry and open exit classes for which you might
grade students at different intervals based on their various end dates.


Roster Grade Enter the student’s grade for the course. This field displays only grades
assigned on the grade roster; it does not display grades assigned in enrollment.
After grades are posted, this field displays the grade but is unavailable for
updating.
All active Grade Input values from the Grading Scheme Table page are
available in the Roster Grade field, regardless of whether the Include in Self
Service check box on the Grading Scheme Table page is selected.


Converted Roster Grade This field appears when at least one roster grade has a value defined in the
Convert to Grade field on the Grading Scheme Table page.
The Converted Roster Grade field continues to appear when grades are posted.


Official Grade This field displays posted grades and grades that have been assigned on a
student enrollment page.


Roster RD Grade (roster
requirement designation
grade)


This field becomes available if the class has a requirement designation that
requires a separate grade. Values are:
Satisfied: A basic credit.
Not Satisfied: No credit type of grade.
If the requirement designation requires a separate grade, then it is assumed
that the requirement designation is satisfied when a passing grade is posted
for the student.


See lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Defining
Requirement Designations.


Detail Click to access the Student Enrollment Detail page, where you can view
detailed information about each enrollment.


Note Click to access the Transcript Note page, where you can view a transcript note
that is related to the student enrollment record.


After a student’s grade is posted or assigned and saved on an enrollment page, the student’s final roster grade
field becomes unavailable for update. The system displays the roster’s approval status on the Grade Roster
page, as well as a status of Posted when the roster is posted.
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Reviewing Student Enrollment Detail
Access the Enrollment Detail page (click the Detail link on the Grade Roster page).


Enrollment Detail page


Use this page to view detailed information about a student’s enrollment. You can view the student’s enrollment
status, grading basis, units taken, and primary academic program. If you have already entered a grade for the
student, you can also view the grade in and official grade.


Reviewing Transcript Notes
Access the Transcript Note page (click the Note link on the Grade Roster page).


Transcript Note page


Note ID Enter a value. Note ID values are defined on the Transcript Note Table page.
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Transcript Note Enter free-form text. The system displays this text in addition to the
predetermined transcript note ID text.


Transcript Note Sequence
Nbr (transcript note
sequence number)


The system increments the transcript note sequence number for each row of
free-form text. The sequence number determines the order in which the
free-form transcript notes appear on the transcript (if they appear).


Incomplete Detail If you enter a grade of Incomplete on the Grade Roster page, the Incomplete
Detail link is available. Click this link to enter data related to an Incomplete
grade.


Note. Users cannot add, change, or remove transcript notes from the grade roster after grades are posted. After
grades are posted, users can add, change, and remove transcription notes from any one of the administrative
enrollment pages and then regenerate the grade roster:


Enrollment: On Student Enrollment 3 page, enter a new note, modify an existing note, or delete a current note.


Enrollment Request: Select the action of Normal Maintenance for the class and enter a new note, modify an
existing not, or delete a current note. Be sure to submit the transaction.


Quick Enroll: Select the action of Normal Maintenance for the class and then, on the Other Class Info page,
click Create Transcript Note. Enter a new note, modify an existing note, or delete a current note. Be sure to
submit the transaction.


To update the grade roster with the changes to the transcript notes, navigate to the Grade Roster Type page,
select Override, and click the Create button to regenerate the grade roster.


Reviewing Student Incomplete Information
Access the Student Incomplete page (click the Incomplete Detail button on the Transcript Note page).
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Student Incomplete page


Lapse Deadline and Lapse
To Grade


The system populates these fields when you enter a grade of Incomplete. The
system creates a student incomplete record when you post the Incomplete
grade. However, you can manually enter these values. If the student has an
Incomplete grade, you can specify the date for this grade to lapse to another
grade. The Grade Lapse process does not overwrite values that are entered
manually.


Comment Enter any comments about the lapse grade. These comments do not appear on
the transcript.


See Also
lssr, Grading Students, Running the Grade Lapse Process, Viewing the Lapse Report Results Online


lssr, Grading Students, Running the Grade Lapse Process, Defining Grade Lapse Rules


Entering Grades Through Self Service
If your institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, your instructors can access grade rosters and
enter midterm and final grades directly over the web.


See Also
lsss, Using Faculty Center, Entering Grades Through Self-Service
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Entering Grades Through the Self-Service Gradebook
In addition to the grade methods mentioned in the previous section, instructors can use PeopleSoft Gradebook
to enter grades for individual assignments, quizzes, and tests, midterm grades, and final grades. PeopleSoft
Gradebook is a separately licensed application.


See Also
lsgr, Using the Self-Service Gradebook


Posting the Grade Roster
Posting the grade rosters is an important step because it officially assigns final class grades to the students’
career term records.


This section provides an overview of posting grades, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Post grades for a single class.


• Post grades for multiple classes.


Understanding How to Post Grades
You can post grades in these ways:


• Post grades for a single class on the Grade Roster page.
• Post grades for a single class on the Self Service Grade Roster page.
• Post grades for multiple classes on the Grade Post page.


Post Grades for a Single Class
Complete these steps to post grades for a single class:


1. (Optional) To perform a partial post of grades, select the Partial Post check box and click the Post button
on the Grade Roster page.


2. To post the entire grade roster, clear the Partial Post check box and click the Post button on the Grade
Roster page.


Post Grades on the Self-Service Grade Roster Page
Complete these steps to post grades on the self-service Grade Roster page:


Note. The instructor must have post access to be able to post from Campus Self Service.


1. Assign grades on the Self Service Grade Roster page.
2. Set approval status to approved and save.
3. Click Post.
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Post Grades for Multiple Classes
Complete these steps to post grades for multiple classes:


1. Access the Grade Post page and specify the institution, term, and partial post option for which you
want to post grades.


2. (Optional) Narrow the batch for which you want to post grade rosters by entering any of the following
values:
a. Session
b. End date
c. Academic Organization
d. Subject Area


3. (Optional) Add rows as needed.
4. Click the Run button.


Prerequisites
Before you can post grades, you must:


• Generate the grade rosters.
• Enter grades on the Grade Roster page or enter grades through the PeopleSoft Gradebook application.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Grading


Pages Used to Post Grade Rosters
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Grade Roster Type GRADE_ROSTER_TYPE Curriculum Management,
Grading, Grade Roster,
Grade Roster Type


Click the Post button on
the Grade Roster Type
page to post grades on a
course-by-course basis.


For partial posting, select the
Partial Post check box before
you click the Post button.


Grade Post RUNCTL_GRD_POST Curriculum Management,
Grading, Grade Post, Grade
Post


Post grades for multiple
classes. You can post grades
for multiple classes within
an academic organization
or subject area.


Posting Grades for a Single Class
Access the Grade Roster Type page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Grade Roster, Grade Roster Type).


Click the Post button to post grades on a course-by-course basis. For partial posting, select the Partial Post
check box before you click the Post button.
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See Also
lssr, Setting Up Grading, Setting Up Your System for Grading, Creating Grade Rosters for a Single Class


Posting Grades for Multiple Classes
Access the Grade Post page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Grade Post, Grade Post).


Grade Post page


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for the grade posting. This value determines
which terms, sessions, and other field values are available.


Term Select the term for the grade posting. Term values are defined on the Term
Table page.


Session Select the session for the grade posting. Session is an optional field. Session
values are defined on the Session Table page.


Class End Date From and
Class End Date To


Select the class end date from and to dates. The system selects rosters to create
for classes with an end date that is greater than or equal to the value in the Class
End Date From field and less than or equal to the value in the Class End Date
To field. Both fields are optional and one may be entered without the other.


Academic Organization Select either an academic organization or a subject area in which to post
grades. Academic organization values are defined on the Academic
Organization Table page.


Subject Area Select either an academic organization or a subject area in which to post
grades. Subject area values are defined on the Academic Subject Table page.


Partial Post Option Select to post only those grades that you enter and save on the roster. Later,
you can enter the remaining grades and post those. Values are:


Yes: Select to partially post all rosters in your parameters, regardless of
whether or not the rosters are missing grades. The batch grade post process
performs a partial post on all grade rosters, regardless of whether you selected
the Partial Post check box on the Grade Roster Type page.


No: Select to post only rosters that have a status of Approved. This option
does not permit reposting of the same roster type.
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Note. After the system posts the grades, all statistics accumulate. If any
revisions are needed on individual records, you must make these on a
student-by-student basis on an enrollment page or on the self-service Grade
Roster page, request grade change.


Note.
Bundle 29


For information about setting up notifications for grade post via Campus Mobile:


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Campus Mobile (posted to My Oracle
Support)


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Campus Mobile (posted to My Oracle Support)


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Working with the Notifications
Framework


Generating Midterm Deficiency Reports and Communications
This section provides an overview of midterm deficiency reporting and discusses how to:


• Generate the midterm deficiency report.


• Generate midterm deficiency letters.


Understanding Midterm Deficiency Reporting
The Mid-Term Deficiency process generates a report that lists students with deficient midterm grades.
Deficient grades are those grades with a grade input value that is equal to the value in the Grade Input field on
the Mid-Term Deficiency Report page.


Page Used to Monitor Midterm Deficiencies
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Mid-Term Deficiency
Report


RUNCTL_SRTRMDEFCNY Curriculum Management,
Grading, Mid-Term
Deficiency Report,
Mid-Term Deficiency Report


Produce a summary report of
all students whose grades are
deficient during the midterm
for each class.


Generating the Midterm Deficiency Report
Access the Mid-Term Deficiency Report page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Mid-Term Deficiency
Report, Mid-Term Deficiency Report).
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Mid-Term Deficiency Report page


The system inserts the IDs of all students with deficient grades into the Communication table so that you can
easily identify them and create individual warning letters.


Academic Institution Select an academic institution for which to evaluate students.


Term Select a term for the system to use as it searches for student enrollment
records. Term values are defined on the Term Table page.


Academic Organization Select an academic organization for the system to use as it searches for
records. Academic organization values are defined on the Academic
Organization Table page.


Session Select a session for the system to use as it searches for records. Session values
are defined on the Session Table page.


Class End Date From and
Class End Date To


Select the class end date from and to values. The values in these fields
further narrow your processing parameters. The system evaluates enrollment
records for classes that are active between these dates and within all other
parameters you specify.


Campus Select a campus for the system to use as it searches for records. Campus values
are defined on the Campus Table page.


Grading Scheme Select a grading scheme to prompt for appropriate grades in the Grade Input
field. Grading scheme values are defined on the Grading Scheme Table page.


Grade Input Select the grade that the system should seek to identify whether a student is
midterm deficient.
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Click Run to run the report using PeopleSoft Process Scheduler. The process populates the Communication
table with IDs for students with deficient grades. Later, you can produce a letter to inform them of their status.


Generating Midterm Deficiency Letters
Complete these steps to generate midterm deficiency letters:


1. Set up midterm deficiency keys on the Communication Speed Keys page.


After you set these parameters, you do not have to set them each time you run the report. Select the
Administrative Function of STRM, which is a delivered value. When defining your communication
speed key for midterm deficiency reports, select the method of letter, the direction of out, and the letter
code of MAD (Midterm Academic Deficiency).


2. Generate midterm deficiency reports on the Mid-Term Deficiency page.


In addition to generating a report of midterm deficiencies, the report places students with deficiencies into
the Communication table so that you can generate a letter informing them of their deficient grades.


The Mid-Term Deficiency report creates one midterm deficiency communication record per student who
fits the criteria for having deficiencies. After you run letter generation for letter code MAD, the system
inserts a row in the corresponding comma delimited (.CSV) extract file for each deficient class for the
term. Using Microsoft Word Merge, the system creates a single letter for a student with midterm deficient
grades. The letter includes up to 10 classes in which the student is deficient.


If you run the Mid-Term Deficiency report and letter generation again at a later date, Microsoft Word
Merge produces student letters that include all previously deficient classes for the term, as well as any
newly selected deficient classes.


3. Generate letters on the Letter Generation - General Parameters page.


To generate midterm deficiency report letters, select the letter code of MAD.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Communications


Running the Grade Lapse Process
This section provides an overview of the grade lapse process and discusses how to:


• Define grade lapse rules.


• Run the grade lapse process.


• View the lapse report results online.


Understanding the Grade Lapse Process
Use the Grade Lapse process to convert posted In-progress or Incomplete grades to some other grade that you
specify. You can define grades as In-progress on the Grade Scheme table.


Typically, you run the Grade Lapse process two to three weeks after all grades are entered and posted. Your
lapse deadline can be before the processing date.


Complete these steps to run the Grade Lapse process:
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1. Define grade lapse rules for your academic programs on the Incomplete page.
2. Enter and post grades for a given time period.
3. Run the Grade Lapse process on the Grade Lapse page.
4. View new, lapsed grades on the Incomplete page.


After you set up your grade lapse rules, you can run the Grade Lapse process at any time. The Grade Lapse
process uses the lapse grade that you indicate to populate the Student Incomplete page. Later, you can post the
new grade.


Pages Used to Run the Grade Lapse Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Repeat/Incomplete INCOMPLETE_GRADE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Repeat/Incomplete


Define grade lapse rules for
academic programs. Each
rule defines the grade that
your incomplete grades lapse
to when you run the report
and what related transcript
notes (if any) appear on a
student’s transcript.


Grade Lapse RUNCTL_SR_GRD_LPS Curriculum Management,
Grading, Grade Lapse,
Grade Lapse


Enter processing parameters
for the Grade Lapse process
and to run the process.


Student Incomplete STDNT_INCOMPLETE Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Student Incomplete, Student
Incomplete


Review the Grade Lapse
process results for an
individual student.


Defining Grade Lapse Rules
Access the Repeat/Incomplete page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Program Table, Repeat/Incomplete).
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Repeat/Incomplete page


Incomplete Grade Enter a value that you define as an incomplete grade for students who are
active in this program. This grade lapses to the value in the Lapse To Grade
field as a result of the Grade Lapse process only if you select the Lapse Grade
check box. If you neither select the Lapse Grade check box nor enter a Lapse
To Grade value, then the system never lapses the incomplete grade. Grade
values are defined on the Grading Scheme Table page.


Lapse Grade Select to use the lapse grade rules for this incomplete grade. Some incomplete
grades may not have lapse rules attached to them (in which case you would
leave the Lapse To Grade field blank.) If you do not select this check box,
the system does not change incomplete grades to any lapse grade value
for classes taken in this academic program, and the lapse transcript note
ID does not appear.


Lapse To Grade Select the lapse to grade value. Grade values are defined on the Grading
Scheme Table page.


Lapse Days Enter the number of days past the fully-graded date that an incomplete grade
can stay on a student’s record. This value is provided by default from the
Term Calendar 3 page to the student career term record during term activation.
Lapse days function as a grace period.
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For example, assume that at PSUNV the fully-graded date for the
undergraduate academic career (UGRD), term 0330, regular session (1) is
12/01/01.
If the institutional policy at PSUNV for the LAU academic program allows
a student to make up incomplete grades for one month past the term’s end,
you would enter 30 in the Lapse Days field. When you run the Grade Lapse
process, use 1/10/02 as the lapse deadline. This way, you can be sure that
all students who might make up an incomplete have done so and that the
grades have been entered and posted. The additional 10 days provide you
with time to post grades.


Note. Run the grade lapse report after all grades are entered and posted, which
can be after your lapse day’s deadline.


Lapse Transcript Note ID Select the transcript note ID for the lapse grade. Transcript note IDs are
defined on the Transcript Note Table page.


Print Lapse Date Select to display the lapse date on the student’s transcript. The system uses
the lapse days value to generate the lapse date. It does not use the lapse
process date.


Completed Transcript
Note ID


Select the transcript note ID that appears after the student’s final grade is
posted. Transcript note IDs are defined on the Transcript Note Table page.


Print Completed Date Select to display the completed date on the student’s transcript.


See Also
lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Programs


Running the Grade Lapse Process
Access the Grade Lapse page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Grade Lapse, Grade Lapse).


Grade Lapse page


The Grade Lapse process converts the original Incomplete grade to the lapse grade. In addition, the process
creates a report that lists all enrollment request numbers for grades that it lapses.


You should run this process two to three weeks after all grades are entered and posted. Your lapse deadline
should be before the date you run the process.


Institution Select the institution that the system uses to limit the scope of the process.
The selected value defines which careers are valid.
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Career Select the academic career that the system uses to limit the scope of the
process. The system evaluates students with enrollment records for this career.


Term Select the term that the system should use to limit the scope of the process.
The system evaluates students with enrollment records for this career and term.


Lapse Deadline Select the lapse date deadline to specify the date for grades to lapse (change
from their original grade to the lapse to grade). The lapse deadline must
be greater than or equal to the fully-graded date plus the lapse days. The
fully-graded date is set up on the Term Calendar 3 page, and the system
populates this value by default to the student career term record during term
activation or during the term activation update process. It is the date that the
institution expects to have all grades posted for a particular career, term, and
session. Lapse days are defined for an academic program and grade on the
Incomplete page in the Academic Program Table component.
The Grade Lapse process looks at all of the student incomplete records that
meet your processing parameters. It then uses the lapse deadline to determine
which students have Incomplete grades on their records and converts those
students’ grades to the lapse grade value that you define on the Incomplete
page in the Academic Program Table component.
Subsequent processes pick up any new Incomplete grades that you enter. You
can run this process as many times as you need for a specific term and career.


Warning! The Grade Lapse process does not convert Incomplete grades that
you enter on the Student Enrollment 1 page. Incomplete grades that you enter
on this page do not have a corresponding row in the incomplete table.


Academic Program Because different programs can have different lapse rules, select the academic
program that the system uses to limit the scope of the population to process.
Academic Program is an optional field.


Click Run to run this request. PeopleSoft Process Scheduler runs the Grade Lapse process at user-defined
intervals.


Running the PSJob on the server generates the Grade Lapse report and automatically posts the transaction.


Viewing the Lapse Report Results Online
Access the Student Incomplete page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Student Incomplete,
Student Incomplete).
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Student Incomplete page


Lapse Deadline and Lapse
To Grade


The grade post process populates the Lapse Deadline and Lapse To Grade
fields. However, you can manually enter these values. If the student has an
incomplete grade, you can specify the date for this incomplete grade to lapse to
another grade. The process does not overwrite values that you enter manually.


Comment Enter any comments about the lapse grade. The comments do not appear on
the transcript.


Producing the Student Grade Report
This section lists a prerequisite and discusses how to run the student grade report.


Prerequisite
Post grades for the institution and term that you want to process.


Page Used to Produce the Student Grade Report
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Grade Report RUNCTL_SRGRDRPT Curriculum Management,
Grading, Student Grade
Report, Student Grade
Report


Produce student grade
reports for students in a
particular academic career,
program, or student group.
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Running the Student Grade Report
Access the Student Grade Report page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Student Grade Report, Student
Grade Report).


Student Grade Report page


Term Select a term for the student grade report. Term values are defined on the
Term Table page.


Career Select the academic career for which the system should limit the report.
Academic career values are defined on the Academic Career Table page.


Acad Prog (academic
program)


Select an academic program for which the system should limit the report.
Academic program values are defined in the Academic Program Table
component.


Student Group Select a student group for which the system should limit the report. Student
group values are defined on the Student Group Table page.


Viewing Student Grades and Statistics
When you post grades, the system calculates term statistics. Use the Student Grade Inquiry component to
view a student’s grades and statistics for the term.


This section lists a prerequisite and discusses how to:


• View student grades.


• View term statistics.


Prerequisite
Before you can review term statistics, you must post grades for the term.
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Pages Used to View Student Grades and Statistics
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Grade Inquiry STDNT_GRADE_INQ Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Student Grades, Student
Grade Inquiry


Review grades for a student
within a term.


Term Statistics TERM_STATISTICS Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Student Grades, Term
Statistics


Review a student’s current
term statistics.


Viewing Student Grades
Access the Student Grade Inquiry page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Student Grades,
Student Grade Inquiry).


Student Grade Inquiry page


Print Click to print the grade information.


Detail Click to access the Class Details page, where you can view class information.


Viewing Term Statistics
Access the Terms Statistics page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Student Grades,
Term Statistics).


See Also
lssr, Viewing Class Enrollment Data, Viewing Student Statistics, Viewing Term Statistics


Auditing Grade Changes
This section provides an overview of grade change audits and discusses how to enter grade change audit
search parameters.
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Understanding Grade Change Audits
PeopleSoft Campus Solutions provides grade change audit functionality that captures and displays detailed
information about grade changes made through online pages, batch processes, and SQL. Specifically, the
system tracks and writes an audit record to the grade change audit table for each of these changes:


• Online and self-service changes to the GRADE_INPUT field.
• Batch changes to the GRADE_INPUT field on the Grade Lapse Process page.
• SQL changes to the Grade Input field.


The grade change audit table captures the entire PS_STDNT_ENRL record and stores an image of the
record before and after any changes. The system dates and time stamps and also marks each record in the
audit table as a before or after image.


Complete these steps to audit grade changes:


1. Enter the parameters that define your audit group on the Grade Change Audit page.
2. Select the View Changes Only check box to see only changes to original grades.


Clear the View Changes Only check box to see both original grades and subsequent grade changes.
3. Click the Search button to retrieve your results.
4. Review the results of your search on the Change Detail, Units and GPA, and Miscellaneous Details tabs.


Prerequisites
To record the grade changes that the Grade Change Audit functionality audits, your IT team must first install
and execute delivered SQL trigger files.


See Supplemental Installation Guide link on the Campus Solutions 9.0 Documentation Home page on My
Oracle Support (note ID 751540.1)


See Also
[Integrating Campus Solutions with Human Capital Management ]Integrating Campus Solutions with Human
Capital Management


Page Used to Audit Grade Changes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Grade Change Audit GRADE_AUDIT Curriculum Management,
Grading, Grade Change
Audit, Grade Change Audit


Specify grade change audit
search parameters and
review detailed information
about grade changes that
match the selection criteria.


Entering Grade Change Audit Search Parameters
Access the Grade Change Audit page (Curriculum Management, Grading, Grade Change Audit, Grade
Change Audit).
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Grade Change Audit page: Change Detail tab


Note. Multiple views of this page are available by clicking the tabs in the scroll area. We document fields that
are common to all views first.


ID The ID of the student to audit. Leave this field blank to have the system
retrieve all values for this field (wildcard).


User ID The ID of the user to audit. Leave this field blank to have the system retrieve
all values for this field (wildcard).


Start Date Enter the earliest date to audit. Leave this field blank to have the system
retrieve all values for this field (wildcard).


End Date Enter the latest date to audit. Leave this field blank to have the system retrieve
all values for this field (wildcard).


View Changes Only Select this check box to have the system return only those records with an
action of After. Clear this check box to have the system return records with an
action of Before and After.


Search Click to retrieve audit data. To refresh the data that the system returns, update
the selection criteria and click the button again.


Note. After you click the Search button, the retrieval process begins. If the
system finds records in the GRADE_AUDIT table within your search criteria,
the system refreshes the data on the Change Detail tab. If the process returns
no changes, the fields on the Change Detail tab remain blank.


User ID Displays the ID of the individual who made changes to the PS_STDNT_ENRL
record.


ID Displays the ID of the student whose grade changed.


Date/Time Displays when a user made changes to the PS_STDNT_ENRL record.


Action Displays the state of the change record. Values are:
Before: The image of the record before it was updated.
After: The image of the record after it was updated.
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All remaining columns on the Units and GPA tab and the Miscellaneous Detail tab display a subset of columns
from the Grade Audit table, which stores a snapshot of the student’s record in the PS_STDNT_ENRL table.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Enrollment
Component
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Managing the Schedule of Classes


This chapter provides an overview of the schedule of classes and discusses how to:


• Schedule new classes.
• Modify scheduled classes.
• Modify scheduled class meetings.
• View and update class sections.
• Roll data from the course catalog to the schedule of classes.
• Define class associations.
• Define class permissions.
• Create combined sections.
• Schedule examinations.
• Modify course events.
• View instructor schedules.
• View instructor schedules through self-service pages.
• View class facility usage.
• Search for an available facility.
• Search for classes.
• Print the Schedule of Classes report.
• Copy classes from one term to another.
• Clearing the Resource Queue table.


Understanding the Schedule of Classes
When you first set up your Student Records system, you schedule new courses for the first time. From then
on, it is likely that you will roll classes from term to term, add any new courses to your schedule, and if
necessary, revise classes that are already scheduled.


Note. After you set up your course schedule for the first time, you can set parameters along the way that
command the system to roll, or copy, certain courses from term to term, and you can request that certain
verifications are made against a student’s record at enrollment request time. After you copy a prior term
schedule to a new term, you can use the scheduling feature to move existing courses from time period to
time period, to add sections, and so on.
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The scheduling features in the Student Records application include the following four components:


1. Schedule of Classes


2. Schedule New Course


3. Schedule Class Meetings


4. Update Sections of a Class


The difference between these components is the view of the classes that you see:


• The Schedule of Classes component displays only those courses that have already been scheduled for a
term.
Instead of having to search through the list of all available courses, you can use the schedule of classes
component to view just those courses that you have already scheduled.


• The Schedule New Course component displays all courses available to schedule.
• The Schedule Class Meetings component displays individual class sections that have been scheduled.
• The Update Sections of a Class component displays a snapshot summary of section information for a class.


You can use this component to view and make changes to individual class sections so that when you save
any changes to a section the system performs the save process faster.


Other features of the class schedule function that we discuss in this section include how you create class
associations and student permissions for enrollment. We also move through the "combined sections"
functionality so that you get an introduction of the power of the tools, and we review instructor schedules
and class meeting patterns. Finally, we explore the facility search capabilities, producing the schedule of
classes report, and copying classes from term to term.


Particular setup is required if you use the Classroom Scheduling Interface with a third party scheduling system.
Refer to the PeopleSoft Student Records Classroom Scheduling Technical Notes document that is available
on My Oracle Support at https://support.oracle.com/CSP/ui/flash.html.


Scheduling New Classes
This section provides an overview of new class scheduling, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Define basic data for class sections.
• Add class association attributes using the Schedule of Classes component.
• Enter class fee information.
• Define class meeting patterns.
• Define auto enroll options and capacity.
• Define class reserve capacity.
• Link class notes to sections.
• Link exam times to classes.
• Define learning management system (LMS) data for classes.
• Define textbooks for classes.
• Interface class sections with the general ledger.
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Understanding New Class Scheduling
Student Records possesses a great feature for easing your data entry in the schedule of classes. The four
primary components are: Schedule New Course, Schedule of Classes, Schedule Class Meetings, and Update
Sections of a Class. The components are identical, except that their search mechanisms differ.


In the Schedule New Course component you can view all courses from the course catalog that can be
scheduled. In the Schedule of Classes component you can view only those courses that have been scheduled
for a term. In the Schedule Class Meetings component you can view the Meetings page, the Enrollment Cntrl
(enrollment control) page, and the Exam page, and make edits without accessing the entire class and all of its
sections in the schedule of classes. In the Update Sections of a Class component you can view only individual
class sections of a course that have been scheduled for a term.


We review the Schedule New Course component first, because it is where you begin.


To schedule a class:


1. Define sections, special class fees, topics, attributes, and course administrator information on the Basic
Data page.


2. Enter class meeting times, days, facilities, instructors, and room characteristics on the Meetings page.
3. Define class status, capacity, auto enroll, and resection to section numbers on the Enrollment Cntrl page.
4. Define reserve capacity and enrollment requisites on the Reserve Cap (reserve capacity) page.
5. Link notes to class sections on the Notes page.
6. If you are manually scheduling exams for class sections, enter exam information on the Exam page.
7. Define textbook assignments for each class section on the Textbook page.
8. Assign classes (class item types) to specific general ledger accounts on the GL Interface page.


Prerequisites
Before you can schedule a new class, you must:


• Define your academic calendar, repeat rules, and course catalog.
• Define your facility IDs, topic IDs, and your instructor workload assignment types (if applicable).
• Define your reserve capacity enrollment requirement groups (if applicable).
• Define your note numbers (if applicable).
• Define your exam time codes and exam types (if applicable).
• Define your course material type values.
• Define your GL values.


See Also
lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes
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Pages Used to Schedule a Class
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Schedule of Classes -
Basic Data


CLASS_ENTRY • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Basic Data


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Basic Data


Define sections, add specific
class fees, topics, attributes,
and designate a course
administrator.


Associated Class Attributes
Bundle 29 / April 2013
PeopleBook
documentation updated
to reflect Bundle 27
change — new page


SSR_ASSOC_CAF Click the Associated Class
Attributes link on the Basic
Data page.


Add class association
attributes.


Class Fees Modal CLASS_FEE_TBL_MDL Click the Add Fee button on
the Schedule of Classes -
Basic Data page.


Enter the charge method for
the component of the class.


Class Sub Fees Modal CLASS_SUBFEE_MDL Click the Add Fee button on
the Schedule of Classes -
Basic Data page.


Enter the details of the
course fee.


Schedule of Classes -
Meetings


CLASS_MTG_PATTERN • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Meetings


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Meetings


Define class meeting
patterns and facilities, link
instructors to classes,
assign instructor workload
values, and specify room
characteristics.


Instructor Contact Hours CLASS_MTG_PAT_HRS Click the Contact Hours link
on the Meetings page.


Review total course contact
hours, weeks of instruction,
and other contact hours
information.


Combined Section Detail CLASS_CMBND_SEC If available, click the
Combined Sections link on
the Meetings or Enrollment
Cntrl page.


Review all of the classes in
the combined section


Schedule of Classes
- Enrollment Cntrl
(enrollment control)


CLASS_ENRL_CNTL • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Enrollment Cntrl


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Enrollment Cntrl


Set enrollment limits and
capacity requirements, and
identify sections for which
you want the system to auto
enroll students.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Reserve Cap (reserve
capacity)


CLASS_RSRV_CAP • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Reserve Cap


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Reserve Cap


Assign reserve capacities
for class sections. You can
define any number of
reserve capacity groups for a
class. Reserve capacities
are defined through the
Enrollment Requirement
Group component. When
a student enrollment
request is processed, the
system automatically
searches through the reserve
capacities in sequential order
and places the student in the
first group with an available
spot for which the student
qualifies based on the
reserve capacity group rules.


Schedule of Classes - Notes CLASS_NOTES • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Notes


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Notes


Link existing class notes
or free-form text notes to
class sections.


Exam CLASS_EXAM • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Exam


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Exam


Manually schedule final
exams for class sections.


Textbook SSR_CLASS_TEXTBOOK • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
Textbook


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, Textbook


Assign textbooks to class
sections.


LMS Data CLASS_LMS_SETUP • Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
LMS Data


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, LMS Data


Enter LMS information for
this class.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
GL Interface CLASS_TBL_GL • Curriculum Management,


Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course,
GL Interface


• Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Maintain Schedule of
Classes, GL Interface


Map class section fees as
item types to their proper
General Ledger accounts.
The system generates
charges to the student’s
account based on the class
and course code that you
define in this component and
offsets these charges based
on the General Ledger that
you define in this page. Your
office needs to coordinate
the information on this page
with your controller’s office.


Journal Set ChartFields SSF_CF_WRKGRID_SEC Click the Jrnl Set ChartFields
link on the GL Interface
page.


Continue to enter ChartField
information that maps class
section fees to their proper
General Ledger accounts.


Defining Basic Data for Class Sections
Access the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule
New Course, Basic Data).
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Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page


Auto Create Component If you click this button, the system automatically creates one component for
each of the components that you selected to auto create on the Course Catalog
- Components page. The system populates the pages in the schedule of
classes with the required data for each component. This saves you data entry
and ensures that one section for each component is scheduled. If you have
multiple class sections for each component type, you must still define the
remaining class sections manually.


Class Section For each component that the system creates automatically, enter the class
section number. The system defaults into the Class Schedule Entry page the
field values of the preexisting class section.
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Note. If you have begun to schedule sections of a course and you then click
the Auto Create Component button, the process only creates a section for those
components that are set to Auto Create on the course catalog and have not
yet been scheduled.


Session Enter the type of session to which the class sections of this course offering
belong. If you want to schedule open entry/exit class sections, you must define
them within an OEE session. Session values are delivered with your system
as translate values. You can modify the codes and descriptions of these
values except for OEE, where you can modify the descriptions only. Any
modification to this code requires a substantial programming effort. In order
for students to enroll in the OEE class sections that you define, you must either
define the OEE Dynamic Date rule for each class section on the Dynamic
Class Dates page or the Course Catalog - Offerings page.


Class Nbr (class number) The system creates a unique class number identifier that students can use when
they enroll in a class. The class number appears on the Schedule of Classes
report. The system increments this number automatically, based on the number
that you specify on the Term Value page.


Class Section Enter the class section. It must be unique within course offering and session.


Start/End Date The system populates this field by default to the start and end dates of the
session (as specified on the Session Table page). You can override the dates
for an individual class. The schedule of classes start and end dates can extend
beyond the boundaries of the session begin and end dates.


Component The system populates this field by default to the graded component on the
Catalog Data page (such as Lecture, Laboratory, Discussion, and so on) of
the course. You can have multiple components and sections within a course
offering.


Class Type The class type of Enrollment indicates which section is the primary section at
enrollment time. The class type of Non-Enrollment is used to indicate that
the section choice is the student’s secondary enrollment option, or that the
section is used in auto-enrollment. Within a class, only one component can
possess the class type of Enrollment.
For example, at PSUNV Microbiology 240 has Lecture, Laboratory, and
Discussion components. There are 5 lecture, 10 laboratory, and 15 discussion
sections. We might select the discussion sections as the Enrollment sections,
the lecture sections as the Non-Enrollment section using auto-enrollment, and
the laboratory sections as Non-Enrollment sections with a student choice
of lab section at enrollment time.


Associated Class Select an associated class number from the list box, or enter an associated class
value of your own. By using associated class numbers, you link class sections
that constitute a single course offering. For instance, in our previous example,
we’d gather a certain number of lecture, lab, and discussion sections into one
associated class number to indicate that the three components are related to
one another. If you are scheduling a new section, the system populates the
Associated Class field to 1 by default.
When you schedule the first section of a course offering and use the prompt
box, the system only displays this default value. You can use a prompt value,
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or you can manually enter any new one- to four-digit number into the field.
Upon saving the page, the system extracts the necessary course data from the
course catalog, creates a row in the Class Associations component for this
class association number, and populates the row with the appropriate course
catalog data. When a student enrolls in a class, the system verifies that the
student has enrolled in a section with all required components of the course
from within the same associated class number.
If you add a new class associations value to a scheduled class, and you want
to make changes to the class association data that the system extracts from
the course catalog, you must make your changes on the Class Associations
component.
A special associated class number, 9999, enables you to associate a section
with any other section. However, you can only use this associated class
number for nongraded components.


Associated Class Attributes Bundle 29 / April 2013
PeopleBook documentation updated to reflect Bundle 27 change —
new link on the Basic Data page


Click to access the Associated Class Attributes page and add class associations
attributes.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of
Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Adding Class Association Attributes Using
the Schedule of Classes Component


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Defining Class Associations


Units The units value is a related display based on the unit range defined on
Class Associations component. When first scheduling a course, the system
populates the Associated Class field to 1 by default. Once the section is
saved, the unit value is defaulted from the Course Catalog to the Associated
Class and is displayed on the Schedule of Classes. If the class association
unit range is modified, the assigned unit value will accurately be reflected on
the Schedule of Classes.
On subsequent pages within the Schedule of Classes, the unit range will be
displayed within the Class Sections group box.


Campus The system populates the Campus field by default from the Course Catalog
- Offerings page, indicating the campus that offers the course. You cannot
revise this default. If a specific campus was not identified in the course catalog
and does not default, then you can, on a section-by-section basis, schedule
classes at various campuses.


Note. Because you cannot revise the campus value if one was provided on the
course catalog level, it is best if you do not identify a specific campus on the
Course Catalog - Offerings page unless absolutely necessary.


Location Enter the location of the campus. Location values are linked to campuses on the
Campus Table page. A campus must be specified before you select a location.


Course Administrator Select the course administrator ID of the person in charge of the course
(usually the primary instructor). This field is informational only.
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Academic Organization The system populates the academic organization by default from the Course
Catalog - Offerings page. The academic organization refers to the organization
that offers the class. You can override this value.


Academic Group The system populates the academic group by default from the Course Catalog
- Offerings page.


Note. You can define global notes by academic group, which can appear on
the Schedule of Classes report. In addition, academic group controls the valid
meeting pattern values and their corresponding normal class duration values.


Instruction Mode The system populates this field by default to In Person, but you can override
the value. The instruction mode indicates whether the class is taught In
Person or using Interactive TV, World Wide Web, Correspondence, and so on.
Instruction mode values are defined on the Instruction Mode page.


Important! You can generate attendance rosters for only those classes with an
instruction mode value of P.


Primary Instr Section
(primary instructional
section)


Enter the primary instructional section number if applicable. This field
is specifically used for distance learning classes. You can use this field to
indicate in which section the instructor resides. This field is for informational
purposes only.


Schedule Print The setting of this check box populates by default to the setting on the Course
Catalog - Offerings page. Select this check box to display the class in the
schedule of classes. If you clear this check box, the section does not display in
student or visitor class search when accessed through PeopleSoft Campus Self
Service. Students can enroll in these classes, but only if they enter the exact
class number (without using the class search feature).


Student Specific
Permissions


Select this check box to set up student-specific class permissions.
Student-specific permissions enable instructors or administrators to control
section enrollment by granting advance add permission to individual students.


Note. This applies only to add permissions. Drop permissions are always
student specific, whether or not the check box is selected.


Include in Dynamic Date
Calc (include in dynamic
date calculation)


Select this check box to include this component of the class section in the
Dynamic Class Dates process. The value that you select here populates by
default from the corresponding field for the course offering component on the
Course Catalog - Components page. For nonprimary components of a course
offering, this check box is optional. You can override the default value on
a section-by-section basis. For primary components, however, the system
automatically selects and makes unavailable this check box because the
Dynamic Class Dates process always uses the scheduled class section of the
primary component to calculate the landmark dates on a dynamic academic
calendar. The process uses for the primary component the value as defined on
the Class Associations - Class Components page. If you decide to include
additional components of the class section in the Dynamic Class Dates process
calculations, the process includes in its calculations the meeting times that fall
within the start date and end date range of the primary component.
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For example, the lecture section is the primary component. The start and end
dates for the lecture are 10 weeks apart, with the lecture meeting every
Monday. For the dynamic class date rule, you use a rule scheme for drop dates
that is based on the number of class meetings, and that each subsequent class
meeting defines the next level drop deadline. If you include only the lecture in
the Dynamic Class Date process calculations, the first drop deadline would be
the second lecture, the second drop deadline would be the third lecture, and so
on. However, you may also have a discussion component that meets once
every Thursday for 10 weeks, starting the same week as the lecture. If you
select to also include the discussion in the calculations, the first drop deadline
would be the first discussion because it is the second class meeting. The
second drop deadline would be the second lecture, the third drop deadline the
second discussion, and the final drop deadline the third lecture.


Dynamic Date Calc
Required (dynamic date
calculation required)


The system automatically selects this check box whenever you make a
change to the class meeting pattern or class dates of a class section within a
dynamically dated session because these changes can potentially impact the
Dynamic Class Date process calculations. When you run the Dynamic Class
Dates process using the Process Scheduler (Dynamic Class Dates page), you
have the option to use this field as a parameter.
You can thus, for example, recalculate the landmark academic calendar dates
for only the classes in which the class meeting pattern has been changed.


See lsfn, Defining Dynamic Academic Calendars.


Generate Class Mtg
Attendance (generate class
meeting attendance)


Select this check box to indicate that you want the system to always generate
attendance rosters for this class. This value defaults from the Course Catalog -
Components page each time that you schedule a new course. By selecting
this check box, you flag the class so that when you generate attendance
rosters through the Attendance Roster Generator page and you select the
Obey Generate Class Mtg Attendance check box, the generator creates
attendance rosters only for classes that have this flag selected and that meet
your processing criteria. If you clear this check box on the Attendance Roster
Generator page, the system generates attendance rosters for all classes that
meet your processing criteria, regardless of the check box setting on the Basic
Data page. You can generate attendance rosters through the Class Attendance
page regardless of this check box value.


GL Interface Required Select this check box to include this class in the GL Interface process. If you
select this check box, you must enter the necessary data into the GL Interface
page of this component.


Add Fee To add a class section fee, you must click the Add Fee button for each new
class section.


Class Topic


Course Topic ID Enter a course topic ID to link course topics to class sections. Select a topic
ID for the section. Topic ID values are defined on the Catalog Data page.
Additionally, you can also attach topics to specific class meeting patterns.


Print Topic in Schedule If you enter a topic ID, this check box becomes available for entry. The system
selects this check box by default. You can change the setting.
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Note. In order for the topic to appear on the transcript, you must select the Print
Course Topic check box on the Transcript Type - Enrollment/Statistics page.


Equivalent Course Group


Course Equivalent Course
Group


If the course is linked to an equivalent course group on the Catalog Data page,
the system displays that information in this field and the Override Equivalent
Course check box becomes available for entry.


Override Equivalent
Course


Select to override the Catalog Data setting for this class section.


Class Equivalent Course
Group


Enter another equivalent course group for the class section in this field.


Class Attributes


Course Attributes and
Course Attribute Value


Use the Course Attributes field to link attributes to class sections. The system
populates this field and the related course attribute values from the course
catalog. You can override or amend these values. Values for course attributes
are defined on the Catalog Data page.


Note. Course attributes are used primarily for institutional research and
reporting purposes and to print repetitive text in the course catalog and
schedule of classes. Course attributes are not used by the Academic
Advisement application.


Adding Class Association Attributes Using the Schedule
of Classes Component
Bundle 29 / April 2013
PeopleBook documentation updated to reflect Bundle 27 change — new page


Access the Associated Class Attributes page (click the Associated Class Attributes link on the Basic Data page).
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Associated Class Attributes page


Use this page to add Class Association attributes as you add new class sections or maintain existing class
sections.


Attribute The name of the attribute. This value comes from the description of the
attribute on the Common Attribute component.


Value This field changes depending on the type of attribute. This could be a numeric,
date, time or text field. Alternatively, the field could prompt against a list of
values if one has been defined for the attribute.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Defining Class
Associations


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Working with Common Attribute
Framework


Entering Class Fee Information
Access the Class Fees Modal page (click the Add Fee button on the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page).
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Class Fees Modal page


Enter the charge method for the component of the class. These values are set up in PeopleSoft Student
Financials tables.


The check box options enable you to specify when the system charges fees.


Class Sub Fees Modal
Access the Class Sub Fees Modal page (click the Add Fee button on the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page).


Class Sub Fees Modal page


Enter the details of the course fee in this page. You are prompted from tables set up in the Student Financials
application.


See lssf, Setting Up Fees and Tuition Groups, Setting Up Course Fees and Class Fees, Defining Class Fees.
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Defining Class Meeting Patterns
Access the Schedule of Classes - Meetings page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule
New Course, Meetings).


Schedule of Classes - Meetings page


Note. For institutions that schedule large numbers of sections of a class and have facility conflict check
activated, use the Schedule Class Meetings component to schedule facility and meeting pattern information.
Because the system only performs edit checks on an individual class section (rather than for all the sections of
the class), you benefit from faster performance. To use the Schedule Class Meetings component to schedule
facility and meeting pattern information, enter all information for the class, except facility and meeting pattern
in the Schedule of Classes or Schedule New Course components. Then go to the Schedule Class Meetings
component, enter the subject and catalog number for the class, select the first section, and then update the
facility/meeting pattern information one section at a time, using the Next in List button on the tool bar to scroll
through all the sections for the course.


Multiple views of this page are available by clicking the tabs in the scroll area. We document fields common
to all views first.
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Common Page Information


Event ID The system creates a unique event ID record in the Event table when you
schedule a class with a meeting pattern and facility ID. The Event table is used
to record class and non-class events for room scheduling.


Facility ID Enter a facility ID for the class. Facility values are defined on the Facility
Table page.


Capacity The system populates this field by default to the setting on the Facility Table
page.


Pat (pattern) Enter the class meeting pattern. Meeting patterns associated with the academic
group for the class are available. Meeting pattern values are defined on the
Academic Group Table - Standard Meeting Pattern page.


Note. It is important that you enter the most important meeting pattern first. In
some places in the system when viewing classes you can only see the meeting
pattern which was entered first. Also, the system assigns a final exam code
based on the first class meeting pattern.


Mtg Start (meeting start)
and Mtg End (meeting end)


Enter the class meeting start and end times. The system defaults an end time
after you enter a start time, based on the default Normal Class Duration set on
the Academic Group table - Standard Meeting Pattern page.


M (Monday), T (Tuesday),
W (Wednesday), T
(Thursday), F (Friday), S
(Saturday), and S (Sunday)


The system populates the meetings days by default based on what you enter in
the Pat field.


Start/End Date For the first meeting, the system populates these fields to the start and end
date from the Session table. For all subsequent meetings you add, the system
populates this field to the start and end dates on the Basic Data page. The
meeting start and end dates must be assigned within the start and end date
range assigned to the class on the Basic Data page.


Topic ID Select a class topic ID for this class meeting pattern. For example, at
PSUNV, ENGLLIT 299 meets on MWF and TTH. The MWF class covers
"The Mystery Genre," while the TTH class covers "British Influence on US
Writers." You can also link class topics to entire classes on the Basic Data
page. Topic IDs are defined on the Catalog Data page.


Free Format Topic Enter a free format topic if a predefined topic ID is not suitable. For example,
if a professor wants to teach ENGLLIT 299 as "19th Century Novelists," but
the topic had not been set up as a topic ID, you could enter it as a free format
topic. You can only link free format topics to class meeting patterns.


Note. You cannot assign class meeting pattern topic IDs to combined sections.
This would cause data integrity problems. For this reason, after sections are
combined, the system makes the Topic ID field unavailable on the Meetings
page. Instead, only assign free format topics to combined sections.


In addition, if you combine sections that already have class meeting pattern
topic IDs assigned to them, the system deletes the topic IDs.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Creating Combined Sections.
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Print Topic On Transcript Select this check box to allow course topics to appear on the advisement report.
Course topics defined at the class meeting pattern must have this check box
selected, as well as the Display Topics in AA Reports check box on the
Transcript Type - Basic Data page, for the class meeting topic to appear.


See lssr, Setting Up Transcripts, Defining Transcript Types, Designating
Enrollment and Statistics Data.


Note. Selecting this check box allows the class meeting pattern topic to be
printed on both transcripts and advisement reports. To allow the topic to print
on only one of the reports, correctly set the option to print topics on the
transcript type for each report type.


Contact Hours Click to access the Instructor Contact Hours page, where you can review total
course contact hours, weeks of instruction, and other contact hours information.


Course Contact Hours Derived from the course catalog.


Weeks of Instruction Derived from the Session table.


Total Equals the course contact hours multiplied by the weeks of instruction.


Total Course Contact
Hours (Actual)


Calculated from the class meeting pattern. Equals the sum of the end time
minus the start time for every meeting date, excluding holidays. The system
only calculates this value for the graded component if a facility is booked
for the class.


Combined Section Click to access the Combined Section Detail page, where you can view all
of the classes in the combined section. This link only appears for combined
classes.


Note. After you combine classes, you must perform updates to meeting pattern
and instructor information through the Schedule Class Meetings - Meetings
page. Within the Schedule of Classes and Schedule New Course components,
the facility/meeting pattern and instructor information is unavailable for
entry for combined sections.


Assignments Tab
See the Meetings page exhibit for a view of this tab.


ID Enter the ID of the instructor for the course. The system prompts you from the
Personal Data view or one of seven Instructor/Advisor views. The prompt
values depend on:


• The Edit Instructor Against option and the Assign Instructor By check box
that your institution selects on the Academic Organization Table page for
the academic organization to which this class belongs.


• The Edit Instructor Against option and the Assign Instructor By check box
that your institution selects on the Academic Organization Table page for
the academic organization to which this class belongs.


You can associate one or more instructors with each meeting pattern. The
system carries forward the instructor ID from the previous meeting pattern
when you add a new meeting pattern. Override the instructor ID if necessary.
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Note. In order to accommodate the Instructor Workload feature, a single
instructor may be assigned to more than one row, although this may not be
common practice. For example, you may want to assign instructor A to teach
50 percent load factor with an assignment type of Internet, and another 50
percent load factor with an assignment type of In Class Lecture.


See lssr, Tracking Instructor Workload.


Instructor Role Enter the instructor role for the corresponding ID number. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these values. Insert rows to add multiple instructors and their corresponding
instructor roles.


Note. For independent study courses for which the student can select one of
several instructors, assign multiple instructors the Primary instructor role. If
you select an Instructor Edit field value of Class Instructor Edit on the Class
Associations page, only the primary instructors defined for the class on the
Meetings page display on the Enrollment Request page during enrollment.


Print Select to display the instructor’s name on the Schedule of Classes report. The
system populates this check box by default to the setting on the Course
Catalog - Offerings page.


Access Enter the grade roster access for this instructor. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in
any way. Any modifications to these values require a substantial programming
effort. The values work in hierarchical fashion:
Approve: Instructor can enter grades and approve the grade roster.
Grade: Instructor can only enter grades for the class.
Post: Instructor can enter grades, approve the roster, and post the grades.


Contact The values you enter in this field have no impact elsewhere in the system. The
Contact field on this page has no programming tied to it, and does not relate to
the delivered Instructor Workload feature in any way.


Empl Rcd# (employee
record number)


Relates job information to instructors for reporting purposes. In addition, the
system displays a warning message if the FULL_PART_TIME value on the job
does not coincide with the same field value on the instructor assignment class
record related to the instructor assignment class on the Term Workload page.


Job Code Displays the value specified on the Accommodations page for a particular
employee record.


Workload Tab
Select the Workload tab.
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Schedule of Classes - Meetings page: Workload tab


Assign Type (assignment
type)


Appears on this page if the Calculate Workload check box is selected on the
Academic Institution 4 page. The system populates the field by default from
the Academic Institution 4 page and can be overridden. Only those assignment
types current as of the term begin date and with the View on Schedule of
Classes check box selected are available.


App Load (apply load) Appears on this page if the Calculate Workload check box is selected on the
Academic Institution 4 page. The check box indicates whether the assignment
counts toward an individual’s total term full time equivalent (FTE). percentage.
The field corresponds to the Include Assignment in Workload check box on
the Assignment Type page and cannot be overridden. The only way to change
the setting of this check box is to select a different assignment type.


Load Factor If desired, you can use this field to divide one course component into multiple
assignments across instructors. Inserting multiple rows per course component
and assigning each one a load factor (percent) enables you to divide a
component into different assignment types among instructors. For example,
you can assign instructor A to teach 30 percent of the lecture component,
and instructor B to teach 70 percent of the lecture component. It is your
responsibility to set the load factor. The total load factor on one course
component should equal 100 percent. The system displays a soft warning
message if the total does not equal 100 percent.


Work Load In order to provide maximum ease in assigning workload hours to individuals,
the system auto calculates default workload hours when you schedule classes.
The system bases calculations on the academic progress units or course
component workload hours for the class (set up on the class association
and class component pages), multipliers both per subject/component and
per instructor, and load factor. The Work Load field stores the resultant
workload hours.
Manual modifications to work load hours are enabled and effect the Assigned
FTE%.


See lssr, Setting Up Instructor Workload, Understanding Instructor Workload,
Course Component Workload Hours Formula.


Auto Calc (automatic
calculation)


Appears on this page if the Calculate Workload check box is selected on the
Academic Institution 4 page. Select this check box if you want to have the
workload value recalculated any time the user manually updates assignment
type or load factor. The default is selected.


Note. Manually entering a value in the Work Load field clears the Auto Calc
check box so that the manual entry is not overridden automatically if you
change the assignment type or load factor. You can select the Auto Calc check
box again; however, doing so recalculates workload.
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Assignment FTE%
(assignment full time
equivalency percentage)


Appears on this page if the Calculate Workload check box is selected on the
Academic Institution 4 page. This value represents the particular assignment’s
weight based on the 100 percent weekly workload hours or the 100 percent
OEE workload hours for the assignment type. For example, if the assignment
type Lecture has 100% weekly workload hours set to 15, and you assign an
instructor to teach a 3 hour lecture component with an assignment type of
Lecture, the assignment FTE % is 20 (because 3 hours out of 15 makes 20%).
It is calculated and cannot be modified by the user.


Room Characteristics


Room Characteristic and
Quantity


Use the Room Characteristic field to link room characteristics to classes. The
system populates the Room Characteristic field and the Quantity field from
the Course Catalog - Components page. You can override these values. The
Room Characteristic field is used for interfacing to the Universal Algorithm’s
product, Schedule25. The maximum quantity of room characteristics for
Schedule25 is 96. Therefore, be sure that you select values between 01 and 96.


Defining Auto Enroll Options and Capacity
Access the Schedule of Classes - Enrollment Cntrl page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes,
Schedule New Course, Enrollment Cntrl).


Schedule of Classes - Enrollment Cntrl page


Class Status The system populates this field to Active by default. Class status values are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can override the status to
indicate Stop Further Enrollment, Cancelled Section, or Tentative Section. The
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Schedule of Classes report enables you to select class status, so that you can
print only Active classes, or only Inactive classes, and so on.


Note. When you select Stop Further Enrollment, Cancelled Section, or
Tentative Section, the system sets enrollment status to closed. Classes with
class statuses of Stop Further Enrollment, Cancelled Section, or Tentative
Section do not appear in class search.


The class status of Active has coding attached to it and should not be deleted
from the translate table. You can add as many new class status values to the
translate table as you want, but they will not have coding attached to them.


Cancel Class Click to cancel the class in view. The class status must be Canceled Section.
The button processes one section cancellation at a time. If you want to cancel
multiple sections, you must post your request for each section that you want
to cancel.


Warning! If you want to cancel the section regardless of whether students are
enrolled, you must select the Cancel if Student Enrolled check box. Doing so,
however, drops any students who are enrolled in the section and requires that
you recalculate tuition for those students.


Add Consent and Drop
Consent


Values default from the Catalog Data page and indicate the type of consent,
if any, that is required to enroll in or drop the class. You can override
these values.
If you select Instructor or Department, consent is granted either by a
permission number or a student specific permission. (Drop permissions are
always student specific). The consent requirement can also be overridden
during the enrollment process, by selecting the permission override.


Auto Enroll from Wait List This check box is unavailable for open entry - open exit (OEE) classes (classes
tied to an OEE session). Select to enable the COBOL/SQL Wait List process
(SRCPWAIT) to move students from the wait list to enrolled status when a
space opens up in the section. Spaces become available through enrollment
drops or an enrollment capacity increase. Generally, when spaces become
available in a section, the class status opens, allowing students to enroll.
However, selecting this check box keeps the status closed so that you have
time to move students from the wait list into the class by running the wait list
process (before other students enroll).
If you do not select the Auto Enroll from Wait List check box and you have
students on the wait list for the class, when the class status changes to open
you cannot use the wait list process to move students from the wait list
into the class.
You have to move wait listed students into the class manually, and students
that are not on the wait list can enroll in the class.


See lssr, Using Enrollment-Related Processes, Managing Wait Lists, Moving
Students from Wait Lists to Enrollment.


Note. "Enrollment" sections can only auto-enroll "non-enrollment" sections.
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1st Auto Enroll Section and
2nd Auto Enroll Section


Enter a section within the same associated class number in which the system
should automatically enroll students into the 1st Auto Enroll Section and 2nd


Auto Enroll section. The auto enroll section must have a different component
from the parent section.


Resection to Section Enter the alternative section in which the system automatically enrolls a
student if the primary section is full.
The component of the primary section and the resection to section class
must be the same. For instance, when Section 1 Lecture is filled, the system
enrolls students in Section 3 Lecture.


Cancel if Student Enrolled Select for the system to process a request for a canceled class section
regardless of whether students have already enrolled in the section. If you do
not select this check box and you attempt to cancel a section in which students
have enrolled, the system prevents you from posting the change, keeping the
class status active. Thus, by leaving the box cleared you prevent inadvertently
canceling a section in which students are enrolled.


Requested Room Capacity Enter the requested room capacity for the class. Your room capacity can be
different than your enrollment capacity. Because the system stores two
separate capacity values, this field enables you to manipulate the enrollment
capacity without affecting room scheduling. The system populates the
Requested Room Capacity field by default from the default section size on the
Course Catalog - Components page. This field is useful for you especially if
you use Universal Algorithm’s Schedule25 software.
For more information about the interface between Universal Algorithm’s
Schedule25 software and PeopleSoft Campus Solutions, see your Schedule25
documentation.


Enrollment Capacity The system populates the enrollment capacity by default from the default
section size on the Course Catalog - Components page.


Wait List Capacity Enter the wait list capacity for the section to indicate the maximum number of
students you want to allow to wait list for the class.


Minimum Enrollment
Nbr (minimum enrollment
number)


Enter the minimum enrollment number in order for the section to be offered. If
the minimum enrollment number is not realized you might decide to cancel the
section. This field is for informational purposes only.


Total The system displays the current total of students enrolled and on the wait
list for the section.


Combined Section Click to access the Combined Section Detail page, where you can view all
of the classes in the combined section. This link only appears for combined
classes.


Note. After you combine classes, you must perform updates to meeting pattern
and instructor information through the Schedule Class Meetings - Meetings
page. Within the Schedule of Classes and Schedule New Course components,
the facility/meeting pattern and instructor information is unavailable for
entry for combined sections.
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Defining Class Reserve Capacity
Access the Reserve Cap page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule New Course, Reserve
Cap).


Schedule of Classes – Reserve Cap page


Reserve Capacity Sequence The system creates the reserve capacity sequence number indicating the order
in which it evaluates the sets of requirement groups during enrollment. You
can change this number. If you want to set up more than one requirement
group for more than one start date, you must set up each one under its
own sequence number. This is important to note because the system does
not combine total cap enrollment values within the same reserve capacity
sequence. Instead, the system selects and uses only one requirement group per
reserve capacity sequence—the one that has the most current effective date.


Enrollment Total The total number of students enrolled as part of the reserve capacity sequence.


Start Date and
Requirement Group


Enter the effective date for your reserve capacity. This date determines when
the enrollment capacity requirement group becomes active. If you enter a
subsequent row within the same reserve capacity sequence number, the system
references the row with the current effective date and this row overrides all
others within the sequence.
Select the requirement group for the reserve capacity. Values for requirement
groups are defined through the Enrollment Requirement Group component.
Students who attempt to enroll in the class and who satisfy the reserve capacity
requirement group that you specify can enroll in the class up to the Cap Enrl
value, (as long as the enrollment does not exceed the total enrollment capacity
that you specify on the Enrollment Control page).
In order to set various enrollment capacities, or to discontinue the reserve
capacity as of a certain date, you can add rows for the same requirement
group with a later effective date. For example, if you want to change a
reserve capacity for a class on a specific date, you can add a second row to
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the sequence with a Start Date value equal to the expiration date, and enter a
new enrollment capacity for the row.
You can also use this method to expire reserve capacities (instead of deleting
the reserve capacity sequence and losing your historical data). Under the same
reserve capacity sequence, insert a new effective-dated row with the date that
you want the reserve capacity to expire, then enter the same requirement group
number and set the enrollment capacity to 0.


Warning! If you expire (set to O) the Cap Enrl field value for any reserve
capacity sequence row within the section, the system inactivates all reserve
capacity sequence values for the section.


Cap Enrl (capacity
enrollment)


The maximum number of seats that you want to reserve for students who
satisfy the requirement group parameters. The system combines the values of
the most recent row of each requirement group.
The system does not combine this value with other capacity enrollment values
within the same sequence number unless the requirement group is different.
Otherwise, the system only combines the most current row for each reserve
capacity sequence.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Enrollment Requisites


Linking Class Notes to Sections
Access the Schedule of Classes - Notes page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule New
Course, Notes).


Schedule of Classes - Notes page
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Sequence Number The system creates a class notes sequence number. The number determines
the display order of the class notes for a section if multiple notes exist. You
can override this number.


Print Location Enter the print location of the note, either Before the class listing, or After it.


Even if Class Not in
Schedule


This check box has no programming tied to it.


Note Number Enter a note number to reference a preexisting note. The note’s description
appears adjacent to the note number. Note number values are defined on the
Class Notes Table page.


Free Format Text Enter a free format text note.


Copy Note Click to copy the note number text to the free format text. The note can
then be modified to accommodate the class section. This eliminates the
note number and note text.


Clear Note Click to clear the free format text.


See Also
lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up Catalog and Schedule Options,
Defining Class Notes


Linking Exam Times to Classes
Access the Exam page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule New Course, Exam).


Schedule of Classes – Exam page


Exam Seat Spacing If you indicate that a final exam will occur on the Course Catalog - Components
page, the system populates the Exam Seat Spacing field by default from that
page. It indicates the number of seats between students during the final exam
and is for informational purposes only. You can override this number.
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Exam Time Code By entering a predefined exam time code, you save yourself some data entry
time for the exam date, time, and facility values. Exam time values are
defined on the Exam Code Table page.


Combined Exam Select to indicate that this exam can share a facility with another exam.


Note. Time and facility conflicts with other events, such as regular class
meetings, are not permitted—the system performs conflict checking for these.


If you do not select the Combined Exam check box, the system verifies that no
conflicts exist in room and time period scheduling. The stated room and time
period is used for only one class exam.


Exam Date, Exam Start,
Exam End, Class Exam
Type, and Facility ID


If you do not select an exam time code, you can enter values in the Exam Date,
Exam Start, Exam End, Class Exam Type, and Facility ID fields. The system
performs facility conflict checking when you save the page.


Defining LMS Data for Classes
Access the LMS Data page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule New Course, LMS Data).


Schedule of Classes – LMS Data page


Provider for Authentication If your institution utilizes the learning management systems feature with
self-service user authentication, enter the LMS Authentication Provider. The
provider for authentication appears by default according to the provider
assigned on the Components page in the Course Catalog component. For
instances in which the Components page has no Provider for Authentication,
the system uses the setting on the Academic Institution 3 page. The LMS
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Authentication is designed to be used with the XML V1.1 LMS Extract File
Type. Providers are defined on LMS Provider Setup page.
PeopleSoft Campus Self Service provides a direct link for enrolled students
and the instructor to the third-party web site for classes assigned an LMS
Authentication Provider.


LMS Extract File Type
(learning management
system file type)


If your institution utilizes the learning management systems feature, enter the
LMS file type that you use as your interface. The file type defaults according
to the LMS file type on the Course Catalog - Components page. In instances
where the Course Catalog - Components page has no LMS File Type, the
system uses the setting on the Academic Institution 3 page. Values are XML
V1.1, Blackboard CourseInfo 4, and API Input Format. WebCT Campus
Edition and Vista both support XML V1.1.


LMS Extract Group ID
(learning management
system group ID)


When you select an LMS file type, the LMS Group ID field populates
automatically to academic institution, subject area, catalog number, and
section number. For the XML file type, values are separated by dashes,
such as TERM-INSTITUTION-SUBJECT-CATALOG NBR-SEC#. For
authentication to work as designed, do not edit this entry. For XML extracts, at
runtime, the system always appends "term-" to the beginning of the string and
-"class number" at the end of the string.


LMS URL (learning
management system URL)


If you are using a provider for authentication, do not enter an LMS URL.
If you do not want to use LMS authentication, but want to link students
enrolled in a class to a designated URL such as an instructor’s website, you
can specify the website in the LMS URL field. The URL must be preceded
by the http:// designation.


Last LMS Class Extract
Datetm (class extract
date/time)


This field is empty when you first schedule a class, and it automatically
populates with a date and time when you extract class data. In addition, the
LMS extract process uses this field to distinguish between Snapshot and
Update data. Presence of this date means that a class is "ignored" by the
extract process if run in update mode and the record is not new or no changes
to the class have taken place. No date means that the class is extracted for the
LMS update extract and the date is updated to the run date.


Last LMS Enrol Extract
Datetm (enrollment extract
date/time)


This field is empty when you first schedule a class, and it automatically
populates with a date and time value when you extract membership data. In
addition, the LMS extract process uses this field to distinguish between
Snapshot and Update data. Presence of this date means that enrollment data is
"ignored" by the extract process if run in update mode, and the record is not
new or no changes have taken place to enrollment status, grading basis, or
grade. No date means that enrollment data is extracted for the LMS update
extract and the date is updated to the run date.


Note. Currently, the system passes all classes individually to the LMS at the component level, including those
that comprise a combined section. Combined section data is provided within the XML extract.


Defining Textbooks for Classes
Access the Schedule of Classes – Textbook page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule
New Course, Textbook).
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Schedule of Classes – Textbook page


Note. Course materials entered on this page appear on the Class Detail page and on the Faculty and Student
Textbook Summary pages. When the Textbook Assignment Status is Pending, the data is available only on
administrative, Instructor and Advisor pages. Students and visitors receive a message: Textbooks to be
determined. When the Textbook Assignment Status is Textbook entry complete, the data is then available
to students and visitors.


Textbook Assignment
Status


Select Pending to indicate that the textbook data that you are entering
for the class is not final.


The system displays pending textbook information to administrators,
instructors and advisors only. Students and visitors cannot view pending
textbook information. They receive a message: Textbooks to be determined.


Pending is selected by default.
Select Textbook entry complete after you complete entering textbook
assignments. This option indicates that the textbook data is final. When
you select this option, the textbook data is available to all users, including
students and visitors.


No textbooks assigned
to class


Select this check box if no textbooks are to be assigned to the class section, for
example, no textbooks are required for MUSIC 398, Individual Instruction.
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The Textbook Assignment Status must be set to Textbook entry complete, in
order for students to view the message: No textbooks required for this class.


Copy Textbooks Click this button to copy the textbook and special instructions from another
class to the current class. The copied assignments replace any existing
assignments and special instructions for the current class.


Course Materials
Select the Course Materials tab (view this tab in the previous example of the Textbook page.


Course Material Type For each course material assignment, enter the course material type. Valid
values are defined on the Course Material Type table. Examples include
textbook, article, and other course materials.


See lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up
Catalog and Schedule Options, Defining Course Material Types.


Course Material Status Enter the course material status. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. The values are Required and Recommended. You
can modify these values.


ISBN No edits are performed on the ISBN field.


Details
Select the Details tab.


Schedule of Classes – Textbook page: Details tab


The values in the Course Material Type, Course Material Status, and Title fields are carried forward from the
Course Materials tab.


Year Published Enter the year that the course material edition was published.


Price Enter the recommended retail price.


Currency Code Enter the currency code. The base currency code defined on the Installation
Table (Set Up HRMS, Install, Installation Table, HRMS) Options tab is
selected by default.


See [Integrating Campus Solutions with Human Capital Management
]Integrating Campus Solutions with Human Capital Management .


Notes
Select the Notes tab.
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Schedule of Classes – Textbook page: Notes tab


The values in the Course Material Type, Course Material Status, and Title fields are carried forward from the
Course Materials tab.


Interfacing Class Sections with the General Ledger
Access the GL Interface page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Schedule New Course, GL
Interface).


Schedule of Classes - GL Interface page


On this page, next to the Jrnl Set field, copy and paste icons are available. Use the copy icon to copy the setup
for the row, which can then be pasted to the new, or any proceeding row.


Revenue From Item Type Select if you do not want to track revenue by class. The system will allocate
revenue based on the credit entry defined for the tuition item type. In this
case, you do not populate ChartField information.
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The system automatically tracks receivables for a class based on the debit entry
defined for the tuition item type (on the Item Types - GL Interface page). If
you want to track revenue by class, you must select the GL Interface Required
check box on Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page and then enter a credit
entry for the class by completing the ChartFields on this page.


Jrnl Set ChartFields
(journal set ChartFields)


Click the link to enter additional information on the Journal Set ChartFields
page.


To input all areas for the ChartFields, abbreviated display fields have been added. The number of delimiters
displayed is based on the number of ChartFields.


The abbreviated display fields are used to view the ChartField set up as a string, add or update the ChartField
string. All ChartField edits set up on the SF Installation page are adhered to within the display field.


See Also
lssf, Using GL Interface Processing


lssf, Completing Student Financials General Setup, Setting Up Item Types and Item Type Groups, Mapping
Item Types to General Ledger Accounts


Modifying Scheduled Classes
Use the Schedule of Classes component when you want to modify or maintain data for classes that have
been scheduled. The functionality of the pages in this component are identical to the Schedule New Course
component, but the view of classes offered to you is limited to scheduled classes only.


For institutions that schedule large numbers of sections of a class and have facility conflict check activated, use
the Schedule Class Meetings component to edit facility and meeting pattern information for scheduled classes.
Because the system performs edit checks only on an individual class section (rather than for all the sections
of the class), you benefit from faster performance.


Note. To use the Schedule Class Meetings component to schedule facility and meeting pattern information,
enter all information for the class, except facility and meeting pattern in the Schedule of Classes or Schedule
New Course components. Then go to the Schedule Class Meetings component, enter the subject and catalog
number for the class, select the first section, and update the facility/meeting pattern information one section at
a time, using the Next in List button on the tool bar to scroll through all the sections for the course.


Modifying Scheduled Class Meetings
This section provides an overview of modifications to scheduled class meetings and discusses how to:


• Update meetings information.
• Update enrollment control information.
• Update exam information.
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Understanding Modifications to Scheduled Class Meetings
Use the Schedule Class Meetings component when you want to modify or maintain data for an individual class
section that has been scheduled. This component contains three pages—the Meetings page, the Enrollment
Cntrl page, and the Exam page. These pages are the same as those in the Schedule New Course and Schedule
of Classes component.


For example, if you have a course that has 20 scheduled sections for a term and you want to make changes to
only two of those 20 sections, you can use the Schedule Class Meetings component to make the necessary
changes to each of those two sections individually. Because the system has to run edit checks only on the
individual class section rather than all 20 class sections, you benefit from the system’s faster performance.


To modify a scheduled class meeting:


1. Update meeting times, facility reservations, and instructor assignments on the Schedule Class Meetings -
Meetings page.


2. Update class size, wait list limits, class status, and consent on the Schedule Class Meetings - Enrollment
Cntrl page.


3. Link exams and edit exam facility information on the Schedule Class Meetings - Exam page.


Pages Used to Modify Class Meeting Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Schedule Class Meetings -
Meetings


CLASS_MTG_PAT_SCTN Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule Class Meetings,
Meetings


Update meeting times,
facilities, and instructors for
one class section at a time.


Schedule Class Meetings
- Enrollment Cntrl
(enrollment control)


CLASS_ENRL_CN_SCTN Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule Class Meetings,
Enrollment Cntrl


Update class status values.


Schedule Class Meetings -
Exam


CLASS_EXAM_SCTN Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule Class Meetings,
Exam


Link exams to one class
section at a time and to edit
facility information.


Updating Meetings Information
Use the Schedule Class Meetings - Meetings page to update meeting times, facilities, and instructors for one
class section at a time.


Associated Class Attributes Bundle 29 / April 2013
PeopleBook documentation updated to reflect Bundle 27 change — new
link on this page


Click this link to access the Associated Class Attributes page and add class
association attributes.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of
Classes, Defining Class Associations
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See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0, Managing the Schedule of Classes,
Scheduling New Classes, Adding Class Association Attributes Using the
Schedule of Classes Component


For information about other fields on this page:


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Defining Class Meeting Patterns


Updating Enrollment Control Information
Use the Schedule Class Meetings - Enrollment Cntrl page to easily update class status values. In particular,
when you need to cancel a class that has multiple sections, it is more efficient to use this component than
to cancel the section through the Schedule of Classes component. Most fields on this page are display only
because the primary reason for accessing this class meeting is to update the class status value.


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Defining Auto Enroll Options and Capacity


Updating Exam Information
Use the Schedule Class Meetings - Exam page to link exams to one class section at a time and to edit facility
information.


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes, Linking Exam Times to Classes


Viewing and Updating Class Sections
This section lists a prerequisite and discusses how to review class sections.


Review or update a class section as follows:


1. Access the Update Sections of a Class page.


2. Modify data for the specific class sections that you want to update.


Prerequisite
You must first schedule the class.


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes
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Page Used to View and Update Class Sections
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Update Sections of a Class CLASS_CONTROL Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Update
Sections of a Class, Update
Sections of a Class


Review or modify a snapshot
summary of section
information for a class. The
page displays one row for
each section scheduled for
a course offering during
a term.


Reviewing Class Sections
Access the Update Sections of a Class page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Update Sections
of a Class, Update Sections of a Class).


Update Sections of a Class page


Note. Multiple views of this page are available by selecting the tabs in the scroll area.


Class Status Tab


Class Type The class type of E (enrollment) indicates which section is the primary section
at enrollment time. The class type of N (non-enrollment) is used to indicate
that the section choice is the student’s secondary enrollment option, or that the
section is used in auto-enrollment. Within a class, only one component can
possess the class type of E.


Class Stat (class status) The system populates the Class Stat field to A (active) by default. Class status
values are delivered with your system as translate values. You can override the
status to indicate Stop Further Enrollment, Cancelled Section, or Tentative
Section. The Schedule of Classes report enables you to select on class status,
so that you can print only Active classes, or only Inactive classes, and so on.


Note. The class status of Active has coding attached to it and should not be
deleted from the translate table. You can add as many new class status values to
the translate table as you want, but these will not have coding attached to them.


Assoc (associated class
number)


The system displays the associated class number. You can edit this field if no
students have yet enrolled in the section.
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Auto Enrl 1 (auto enroll 1) For classes that have associated auto enroll sections, you can view or edit
the first auto enroll section.


Auto Enrl 2 (auto enroll 2) For classes that have associated auto enroll sections, you can view or edit the
second auto enroll section.


Resection Enter the alternative section in which the system automatically enrolls a
student if the primary section is full.
The component of the primary section and the resection to section class
must be the same. For instance, when Section 1 Lecture is filled, the system
enrolls students in Section 3 Lecture.


Add Consent and Drop
Consent


Values default from the Enrollment Cntrl page and indicate the type of
consent, if any, that is required to enroll in or drop the class. You can change
these values.
If you select Instructor or Department, consent is granted either by a
permission number or student- specific permission. (For drop permissions,
consent is granted on a student-specific basis only.) The consent requirement
can also be overridden during the enrollment process, by using the permission
override.


Schd Print (schedule print) The system populates this check box by default from the Schedule Print
check box on the Basic Data page. Select this check box to display the class
in the schedule of classes. If you clear this check box, the section does not
display in the Schedule of Classes - Class Search function if accessed through
Campus Self Service. Similarly, if you clear this check box, students using
the self-service enrollment feature do not see this class in their class search
results. They can enroll in the class, but only if they enter the exact class
number (without using the class search feature).


Note. Section numbering is important because the system sorts by section number on this page and in the
schedule of classes report.


Class Enrollment Limits Tab
Access the Class Enrollment Limits tab.


Update Sections of a Class page: Class Enrollment Limit tab


Use the Class Enrollment Limits tab to view summary enrollment information for a class. The page displays
one row for each section scheduled for a course offering.


Cap Enrol (capacity
enrollment)


The system populates this field by default to the Enrollment Capacity field on
the Enrollment Cntrl page.


Tot Enrl (total enrollment) The system displays the current total of students enrolled in the class section.


Wait Cap (wait list capacity) The system displays the current total of students wait listed for the class
section.
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Wait Tot (wait list total) The system populates this field by default to the Wait List Total field as
displayed on the Enrollment Cntrl page.


Min Enrl (minimum
enrollment)


The system populates this field by default to the Minimum Enrollment Nbr
field on the Enrollment Cntrl page.


Combined Section Click to access the Combined Section Detail page, where you can view all
of the classes in the combined section. This link only appears for combined
classes.


Note. After you combine classes, you must perform updates to meeting pattern
and instructor information through the Schedule Class Meetings - Meetings
page. Within the Schedule of Classes and Schedule New Course components,
the facility/meeting pattern and instructor information is unavailable for
entry for combined sections.


Rolling Data from the Course Catalog to the
Schedule of Classes


This section discusses how to run the Course Roll process.


Update the schedule of classes with changes that you have made to a course offering in the course catalog
after you have scheduled a class or enrolled students.


To copy data from the course catalog to the schedule of classes:


1. Access the Course Roll page and specify the course offering that has recent changes.
2. Compare the information on the top of the page with the information for each section.
3. If the information differs, click the Course Roll button to copy the catalog information down to the


individual class sections.


Prerequisite
You must first create your catalog and schedule of classes.


Page Used to Roll Data from the Course Catalog to
the Schedule of Classes


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Course Roll CRSE_ROLL Curriculum Management,


Roll Curriculum Data
Forward, Course Roll,
Course Roll


Upon entering the page, the
system prompts you to select
a course offering from a list
of courses already in the
schedule of classes for a
given term and session.


Running the Course Roll Process
Access the Course Roll page (Curriculum Management, Roll Curriculum Data Forward, Course Roll, Course
Roll).
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Course Roll page


The system displays the course offering information for the term and session in the upper portion of the
page, and displays all of the related class sections that have been scheduled for that term and session of the
course on each detail line in the Class Sections area.


On the lower portion of the page, compare the Institution, Career, Term, Session, Academic Group, Class Nbr
(class number), Subject, Catalog, Sect (section), and Description (course title) values for the scheduled class
sections with the values for the related course catalog offering (on the upper part of the page).


If these values are different, click the Course Roll button to synchronize the scheduled class sections with the
latest course catalog offering information. The system rolls the course catalog data down to the schedule of
classes for each class section that is scheduled for the course during the term and session you specify. The
system processes the request and immediately displays the prospective changes to the schedule of classes
results in the Class Sections area. This is your opportunity to review the results of the roll process. If you are
not satisfied with the results, do not save the page. Exit the page, and no update to the schedule of classes
occurs. Alternatively, if you are satisfied with the results of the roll process, save the page to confirm and
update the schedule of classes.


Note. On the Course Catalog - Offerings page, if you have changed the institution where the course is
scheduled and students are already enrolled in the class sections, the system does not process the rolling of the
data to the schedule of classes for those class sections.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings


Defining Class Associations
This section provides an overview of class associations, an overview of how to use the Common Attribute
Framework to extend class associations, lists a prerequisite, and discusses how to:


• Adjust units.
• Modify class components.
• Modify requisites.
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Understanding Class Associations
Class association numbers link all class sections that constitute a single offering. With a common association
number, you can control not only the sections of classes in which a student must enroll, but you can also
control elements of the sections including units, components, and requisites.


Use the class associations component when you have scheduled classes and an administrative or academic
change dictates that you must add or modify class components, or adjust units within associated sections.


Regardless of how many components a course offering has (lecture, lab, discussion), always use a unique
class association number to identify it. This includes offerings that have just a single component, such as a
lecture. Because each section is in its own group, a student can be enrolled in one section and on the wait
list for a second more desirable section.


In addition, if you assign a unique class association number, you can vary the units, requisites, and components
of individual sections when you have a single component course.


Warning! If you do not indicate a unique association number for each section of a single component course,
students cannot wait list for multiple sections.


A visual representation of the class association concept might look like the following graphic. The course has
two lecture sections, four discussion sections, and four lab sections. Student in lecture section 1 can only be in
discussion sections A or B, and students in lecture section 2 can only be in discussion sections C or D. All
students must enroll in a lab section, but can choose any lab section.
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An illustration of the class association number concept


Discussion sections A, B, C, or D are set up with a class type of Enrollment in the Schedule of Classes. Students
select to enroll in one of these sections. Lecture sections are set up with a class type of Non-Enrollment and
the auto-enroll option selected. Students are automatically enrolled in a lecture section dependent upon the
discussion section chosen. Lab sections are set up with association number 9999 because students have
an option of enrolling in any of these.


Use the class associations component after you schedule your classes for a term. In this component you can
maintain the data of a group of classes which form a single course offering.


The data in the class associations component is created after you schedule classes. Use this component only if
you want to override defaults that are set in the course catalog.
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Note. After you create the schedule of classes, if you amend the course catalog those changes are not reflected
in the schedule of classes. Use the Class Associations component if you must make changes to classes already
scheduled, such as adjusting units, modifying components, or modifying requisites. You can also use the
Course Roll page to make changes to classes that are already scheduled.


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Rolling Data from the Course Catalog to the Schedule of Classes


Using the Common Attribute Framework to Extend
Class Associations
Bundle 29 / April 2013
PeopleBook documentation updated to reflect Bundle 27 changes


This section provides an overview of how to extend the Class Associations structure by defining attributes for
use with class associations using the Common Attribute Framework.


Attributes are associated with a functional area by a Record Context. Common Attributes have been enabled
for Class Associations as follows:


• Record Context: CLASS_ASSOC
• Attribute Record: SSR_ASSOC_CAF


Attributes attached to this Record Context/Attribute Record combination are available for use with class
associations and can be assigned on the Class Components page, or by linking to the Associated Class
Attributes page from the Basic Data or the Schedule Class Meetings - Meetings pages.


Steps for Creating Common Attributes for Class Associations
To create common attributes for use with class associations:


1. Define the attribute using the Common Attribute component.
2. Attach that attribute to the Class Association (CLASS_ASSOC) Record Context.


Warning! The Record Context allows you to set certain properties for a particular attribute in that context,
including whether an attribute is repeatable or required. However, we strongly recommend that you do not
make CLASS_ASSOC attributes required because then that attribute is required for all sections of every
class that you schedule.


See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Working with Common Attribute Framework


PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Defining Class Associations,
Modifying Class Components


PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes,
Adding Class Association Attributes Using the Schedule of Classes Component


PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Modifying Scheduled
Class Meetings
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Prerequisite
You must first schedule the class.


Pages Used to Define Class Associations
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Class Associations CLASS_ASSOC Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Adjust
Class Associations, Class
Associations


Adjust units, change
instructor edit views, and
select the blind grading
option after you schedule a
class. All data on the page
defaults from the Course
Catalog component. All
of the data elements can
be changed for a class
association.


Class Components CLASS_ASSOC_CMPNT Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Adjust
Class Associations, Class
Components


Modify aspects of class
components such as grading
basis, course components,
and requirement
designations. Display all
related sections for the
class association. For
convenience, the system also
displays any class sections
with class association 9999.
Add class association
attributes.


Class Requisites CLASS_ASSOC_RQS Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Adjust
Class Associations, Class
Requisites


Modify, and, if appropriate,
add more requisites to
a class.


Adjusting Units
Access the Class Associations page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Adjust Class Associations,
Class Associations).
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Class Associations page


The system creates the record here when you enter and save the schedule of classes. The associated class
number links all class sections that constitute a single course offering. For example, all lab and discussion
sections plus the associated lecture sessions have the same associated class number. The system populates all
of these fields by default from the course catalog.


Note. Association number 9999 can be associated with any other associated class number. When a student
enrolls in a class, the system verifies that the student has enrolled in a section with all required components of
the course (such as lecture, lab and discussion) from within the same associated class group (or from group
9999). You can only assign association number 9999 to nongraded components.


Minimum Units and
Maximum Units


The system populates the Minimum Units and Maximum Units fields by
default from the course catalog. You can override these values.


Academic Progress Units
and FA Units (financial
aid units)


The system populates these fields by default from the course catalog. You
can override these values. The fields are unavailable for entry for variable
unit courses.


Course Count The system populates this field by default from the course catalog. The
course count indicates the worth, or count, of the course towards an advising
requirement. Some institutions count courses, as well as units, towards degree
requirements. You can override this value.


Course Contact Hours The system populates this field by default from the course catalog. Course
contact hours may be used for manual workload analysis. You can override
this value, which you initially define on the Catalog Data page. Use this field
only if you want to report contact hours manually.
The Instructor Workload feature does not reference this free-form field.


See lssr, Tracking Instructor Workload.
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If you track contact hours manually and therefore use the Course Contact
Hours field, the course contact hours should equal the instructor contact hours.
If you are overriding the value of the Course Contact Hours field, then to
maintain consistency—and therefore increase clarity—you should update the
instructor contact hours using the Meetings page. The system itself performs
no cross-reference verification to ensure that the corresponding values match.


Billing Factor The system populates this field to 1 by default. The billing factor regulates
billing units, which the system uses to calculate per unit fees. When you
establish fees for terms, courses, and classes, you can assess a per unit fee
which is derived from the billing units on the student’s enrollment record.
Billing units are equal to the billing factor times academic progress units (BU
= BF x APU). So if billing factor is set to 1 and academic progress units is set
to 3, billing units would be 3. Alternatively, if the billing factor is set to 2, and
academic progress units is set to 3, billing units would be 6. Because billing
factor defaults to 1, billing units are usually equal to academic progress units.
The Student Enrollment 1 page is the only place where you can override
billing units for an individual enrollment. The only time that billing units
and academic progress units would differ is when the billing factor is set to
anything other than 1, or if either of these values were changed on the Student
Enrollment 1 page.


Instructor Edit Select how you want the system to prompt for instructor IDs during class
scheduling and enrollment. This option determines the availability of the
Instructor ID field during enrollment, for courses for which the student has the
option to select the instructor, such as independent study courses. The system
populates the value for the Instructor Edit field by default from the Catalog
Data page. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these
values require a substantial programming effort. Values are:


No Choice: If you select this option, the Instructor ID field is unavailable
on the Enrollment Request and Quick Enroll pages and is hidden on the Self
Service Enrollment pages. The system automatically assigns the instructor
who is scheduled to teach the class, as indicated on the Schedule of Classes -
Meetings page: Assignment tab. Thus the student has no choice of instructor.


Class Instructor Edit: If you select this option, the system makes the Instructor
ID field on the Enrollment Request, Quick Enroll, and Self Service Enrollment
pages available and prompts the user with only the Primary Instructors for the
class, as defined on the Meetings page.


Use this option for independent study courses or the like, for which the student
can select one of several primary instructors.


Instructor/Advisor Edit: If you select this option, the system makes the
Instructor ID field available on the Enrollment Request, Quick Enroll,
Enrollment and Self Service Enrollment pages. The system prompts the
user with only the instructors available to teach this course, as defined on
the Instructor/Advisor Table page.
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Note. To activate the instructor/advisor edit your institution must first
select, on the Academic Organization Table page, to edit instructors against
instructor/advisor for the academic organization to which this class belongs.


The Instructor/Advisor Edit option should be used only for courses that belong
to academic organizations for which the Instructor Advisor option is selected
(on the Academic Organization Table page). This ensures that instructor
selection is controlled by the academic organization settings.


See lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes,
Designating Approved Instructors and Advisors.


See lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic
Organizations.


Tuition Group Regardless of the tuition group that you enter on this page, all students are
charged tuition based on their own tuition group. Use this field to designate
a specific group of students that you want to charge additional course fees
for the course.
This field is optional.


See lssf, Setting Up Fees and Tuition Groups, Setting Up Tuition Groups.


Use Blind Grading Select this check box to enable grade rosters for blind grading. The system
populates this field by default from the Course Catalog - Offerings page.
When you generate grade rosters for a course that invokes blind grading,
instead of student names on the roster, the system generates random numbers.


Class Roll If the class is scheduled and students are enrolled, and you make changes to
the fields in the Class Associations component, in most cases this affects
student enrollment. You therefore need to update the enrollment records of
each student in the class. To do so, click the Class Roll button for all rows on
the page. The system creates enrollment maintenance transactions through a
COBOL process and displays for you an enroll request ID related to these
transactions. We suggest that you write down the enrollment request ID
numbers for use on the Block Enrollment page.


The COBOL process considers the following fields when updating student
records:


• Minimum Units.
• Academic Progress Units (when minimum and maximum units are the


same).
• Financial Aid Units (when minimum and maximum units are the same).
• Course Count (if set to Course Count Enrollment on the Academic


Program - Course page).
• Billing Factor.
• Tuition Group.
• Grading Basis.
• Requirement Designation.
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Note. To update the students’ records, you must navigate to the Block Enrollment page and run the block
enrollment process using this enroll request ID. The system uses the enrollment maintenance transactions
grouped within this enroll request ID to update the student enrollment records that your changes have affected.


Modifying Class Components
Access the Class Components page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Adjust Class Associations,
Class Components).


Class Components page


The system creates the record here when you enter and save the schedule of classes. The associated class
number links all class sections that constitute a single course offering. For example, all lab and discussion
sections plus the associated lecture sessions have the same associated class number.


The system populates all of these fields by default from the course catalog.
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See lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings.


Note. Association number 9999 can be associated with any other associated class number. When a student
enrolls in a class, the system verifies that the student has enrolled in a section with all required components of
the course (such as lecture, lab and discussion) from within the same associated class group (or from group
9999). You can only assign association number 9999 to nongraded components.


Grading Basis The system populates this field by default from the course catalog. Select the
grading basis to use for the class. Grading basis values are linked to grading
schemes on the Grading Scheme Table page.


Grade Roster Print Enter the type of grade roster that you want to print for this associated class
(as processed through the Grade Roster Print page). Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in
any way. Any modifications to these values require a substantial programming
effort. Values for grade roster print are:
By Student: Grade rosters print for each student. Each student has a distinct
grade roster, separated by a page break.
Component: Grade rosters print for the graded component of the class. The
graded component is specified on the Course Catalog - Components page.
Instructor: Grade rosters print for the graded component of the class. The
graded component is specified on the Course Catalog - Components page.
A copy of the grade roster prints for each instructor, primary or otherwise.
The number of copies that print is equal to the number of instructors for
the class (primary or otherwise).
None: No grade roster prints for the class.


Graded Component The system populates this field by default to the component on the
Components page that has the Graded Component check box selected. You can
override this value. Select the graded component, indicating the component
with which the course grade is associated.
After students enroll in a component within the class association, this field is
unavailable for entry.


Requirement Designation Enter a requirement designation for the class. A requirement designation can
be extra work that has to be done for a course, such as Design Credit, or a
requirement designation can specify a special type of a course to use in a
course list for the Academic Advisement application. Requirement designation
values are defined on the Requirement Designation Table page, and default
from the Catalog Data page. Example requirement designation values are
Design Credit, Thesis Choice, and so on.
Requirement designations feed into the Academic Advisement application.


See lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Defining
Requirement Designations.


Primary Component If you are using the Dynamic Class Dates feature, it is mandatory that you
enter a primary component for the class, even if you only have one component.
The Dynamic Class Dates process uses the scheduled class section of the
primary component to calculate the landmark dates on a dynamic academic
calendar. The process uses the primary component value as defined in this
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field. You can select to include other components of the class in Dynamic
Class Dates process calculations on the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page.
After students enroll in a component within the Class Association, this field is
unavailable for entry.


Associated Class Attributes
Bundle 29 / April 2013
PeopleBook documentation updated to reflect bundle 27 change — new scroll area on this page


Use the Associated Class Attributes scroll area to insert rows for Attribute/Value combinations. If you insert a
row and specify an attribute, you must also provide a value in order to save the component.


Attribute The name of the attribute. This value comes from the description of the
attribute on the Common Attribute component.


Value This field changes depending on the type of attribute. This could be a numeric,
date, time or text field. Alternatively, the field could prompt against a list of
values if one has been defined for the attribute.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Defining Class
Associations, Using the Common Attribute Framework to Extend Class Associations


Class Components


Course Component Enter a course component for the class association. The system populates
this field by default from the Course Catalog - Components page. Values
for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these values. The course component indicates the parts of the course
offering (lecture, laboratory, seminar, and so on). One course offering can
have multiple components.


Contact Enter the contact hours you want to record for the instructors teaching this
component of the course. The Instructor Workload feature does not reference
this free form field. Use this field only if you want to report contact hours
manually.


Note. Modifying the course components and the contact hours for each component creates inconsistency
between this page and the Meetings page. Although you can edit the corresponding fields on the Meetings
page, with no impact elsewhere in the system, you should, for clarity, maintain consistency between these
two pages. The system itself performs no cross-reference verification to ensure that the corresponding values
match. Thus, to maintain consistency you should verify that the course component contact hours on this page
equal the instructor contact hours on the Meetings page.


Optional If you select this check box, enrollment in the component is optional for
this associated class.


Workload Hrs (workload
hours) and OEE Workload
Hrs (open entry/exit
workload hours)


If you select the Calculate Workload check box on the Academic Institution 4
page, thereby activating the automated Instructor Workload feature, the
Workload Hrs field appears on the Class Components page. The Workload Hrs
or OEE Workload Hrs field defaults to the workload hours specified on the
Course Catalog - Components page. In other words, if you set the lecture to
three workload hours on the Course Catalog - Component page, then whenever
a lecture for this course is scheduled, the lecture component defaults to three
workload hours on the Class Components page. Similarly, if you set the
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laboratory component to 1 workload hour on the Course Catalog - Components
page, then whenever a laboratory for this course is scheduled, the laboratory
component defaults to one workload hour on the Class Association - Class
Components page. The user can modify the component values on the Class
Association - Class Components page if necessary. This field is optional.
The workload hours specified here can be used by the default workload hours
formula as specified by the Course Component Workload Hours% field on
the Academic Institution 4 page.


Final Exam Enter a value to indicate whether a final exam is given in the course. The
value defaults from the Course Catalog - Components page. Final exam
values are delivered with your system as translate values. Add as many
values to the translate table for the final exam as needed. The only value
that you must not remove from the translate table is Yes, which has coding
attached to it. Values are:
Yes: The Yes value enables block final exam scheduling.
No: Indicates that this component has no final exam. Entering No eliminates
this component from the block exam scheduling process.
Last Class: Indicates that a final exam is taken in the last regularly scheduled
class (as opposed to during final examination week). Entering Last Class
eliminates this component from the block exam scheduling process.


Class Sections
Displays all related sections for the class association.


Class Association 9999
For convenience, displays any related class section with class association 9999.


Note. No class association records are created for 9999 sections.


Modifying Requisites
Access the Class Requisites page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Adjust Class Associations,
Class Requisites).
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Class Requisites page


Detail Click to access the Requirement Group Summary page, where you can review
the enrollment requisites for both the course and class.


Also Use Catalog Requisite Select to command the system to use the course catalog requisite as well as the
class requisite in the enrollment process.


Note. If you have requisites in the course catalog and you do not want to use
them for the class offering, clear the Also Use Catalog Requisite check box.


Requirement Group Enter the class requisite requirement group. Requirement group values are
created through the Enrollment Requirement Group component.


Long Description The system populates this field by default to the long description of the
enrollment requirement group.


Defining Class Permissions
This section provides an overview of class permissions, lists prerequisites and common elements, and
discusses how to:


• Create add permissions for classes.
• Create drop permissions for classes.
• Generate add permissions for a subject area.
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Understanding Class Permissions
Class permissions are numbers or authorizations that you can associate with a class and assign to students to
use at enrollment time. You can create general or student-specific add permissions. You can also generate add
permission numbers for an entire subject area. You can create only student-specific drop permissions.


Class permissions can override conditions such as requisites and limits. Permissions allow a student to add or
drop a class, as long as the student uses the permission by the expiration date and does not violate overall
student limitation rules (such as maximum number of units).


Prerequisites
Before you can define class permissions, you must:


• Schedule a class.
• Select the Student Specific Permissions check box on the Basic Data page (for student-specific


permissions).
This option applies to add permissions only.


• Clear the Student Specific Permissions check box on the Basic Data page (for general class permissions).
This option applies to add permissions only.


Common Elements Used in This Section
Instructor View class instructor data. Because there can be multiple instructors for a


class, name data for each employee ID appears.


Expiration Date In the Defaults group box, this is the default expire date. You can change this
date. When you create permissions for a class, the system populates the
Expire Date column with the default date value. The system retrieves the
value for the Default Date field from the SESS_TIME_PEROD table or the
SESSION_TABLE based on the following criteria:
If the value of the add/drop action for the TIME_PERIOD field on the
SESS_TIME_PEROD table is 140 and an end date value exists for this field,
the system retrieves this end date value as the default date.
If the end date for the TIME_PERIOD field on the SESS_TIME_PEROD table
does not exist, the system retrieves the end date for the term as the default
date. The system retrieves this value from the SESSION_TBL_END_DT
field on the SESSION_TABLE page.
In the Class Permission Data group box, the expiration date defaults from the
date in the Defaults group box. You can change this date.


Sequence Number The system generates a sequence number and assigns it to each permission
based on the order you create the permissions.


Permission Use Date The system populates this field with a value of Not Used. by default. When
the student successfully uses the add or drop permission, this field is populated
with the use date.


Comments Add comments for individual permission rows.
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Pages Used to Create Class Permissions
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Permission to Add CLASS_PERMISSION Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, Class
Permissions, Class
Permissions, Permission to
Add


Create student-specific
permissions or general
permission numbers for
adding classes.


Permission to Drop CLASS_PERMISSION2 Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, Class
Permissions, Class
Permissions, Permission
to Drop


Create student-specific
permission numbers for
dropping classes.


Generate Add Permissions RUNCTL_SRSPRMSN Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, Class
Permissions, Generate Add
Permissions, Generate Add
Permissions


Generate general add
permission numbers for an
entire term and subject area.


Before you access the
Generate Add Permissions
page, the Consent field on
the Enrollment Cntrl page
for all classes within the
subject you specify, must
be set to Department or
Instructor.


Creating Add Permissions for Classes
Access the Permission to Add page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Class Permissions, Class
Permissions, Permission to Add).
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Permission to Add page


Student Specific
Permissions


The status of this check box defaults from the Basic Data page.


Permission Time Period Select this check box to allow a student to enroll in the class during the enroll
with permission time period. This time period is determined by a user’s
enrollment security access ID and by the time period end dates that are defined
in the Session Time Period table.


See lsfn, Securing Student Records, Setting Up Enrollment Access IDs.


See lsfn, Establishing Terms and Sessions.


The Permission Valid For check boxes are used to specify the conditions that a class permission overrides:


Closed Class Select to allow students to enroll in a class that is full. This type of permission
also allows students to enroll in a closed combined section, or in a class
where all available seats are subject to reserve capacity requirements that
they might not meet.


Requisites Not Met Select to allow students to enroll in a class for which they do not meet the
prerequisites.
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Consent Required Select to allow students to enroll in a class that requires instructor or
department consent to add, as indicated by the Add Consent field on the
Enrollment Cntrl page.


Career Restriction Select to allow students to enroll in a class that is outside their career.


Permission Time Period Select to allow students to enroll in a class during the enroll with permission
time period. This time period is determined by a user’s enrollment security
access ID and by the time period end dates that are defined in the Session
Time Period table.


Assign More Permissions This field is available only if the Student Specific Permissions check box is
not selected. Enter the number of permissions you want to create. When you
click Generate, the requested number of rows appear in the Class Permission
Data group box.


Set All Permissions to
Issued


If you select this check box, all the cleared Issued check boxes in the Class
Permission Data group box are selected. The Issued By and Issued Date fields
are populated when you save the page.


Class Permission Data
The information that appears in this group box changes, depending on whether you create student-specific or
general add permissions.


General Info
Select the General Info (general information) tab.


Number The value that appears is a random number generated for general class
permissions.


ID For student-specific permissions, enter the ID for which you want to create the
permission. For general class permissions, this field is populated with the
student’s ID when the student successfully uses the add permission. When
the permission is used, the field is display only.


Issued Select this check box to indicate that a general permission has been issued
to a student. Select the Set all Permissions to Issued check box to select the
check boxes in all rows.


Issued By and Issued Date If the Issued check box is selected, these fields are populated when you save
the page. The system displays the operator’s user ID in the Issued By field.


Status View the status of the permission. Values include:
Used but Wait Listed: Appears when a student is placed on the wait list for a
class for which the student has a permission number or student specific
permission. The wait list process can therefore use the permission number or
student specific permission to allow the student to enroll, without meeting
conditions such as requisites.
Used: In the example of a student who is placed on the wait list for a
class, this value appears when the student is moved from the wait list and
enrolled in the class.
Used then Dropped: Appears when a student uses a permission to add a class
and subsequently drops the class.
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Permission
Select the Permission tab.


Permission to Add page: Permission tab


The permission conditions, such as Closed Class, default to the values selected in the Defaults group box.
You can select different values for each permission row. When the permission is used, the check boxes
become unavailable.


Creating Drop Permissions for Classes
Access the Permission to Drop page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Class Permissions, Class
Permissions, Permission to Drop).


Permission to Drop page
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Drop permissions can be used even if the class does not use add permissions. Drop permissions are always
student specific.


You can create drop permissions on a student-specific basis only.


The Permission Valid For check boxes are used to specify the conditions that a class permission overrides:


Requisites Not Met Select to allow students to drop a class even if it is being used as a corequisite
for another class. For example, a student is enrolled in Class A and Class B.
Class B requires concurrent enrollment in Class A. If the Requisites Not Met
check box is selected, the student can drop Class A without also dropping
Class B.


Consent Required Select to allow students to drop a class where instructor or department consent
is required to drop, as indicated by the Drop Consent field on the Enrollment
Cntrl page.


Permission Time Period Select to allow students to drop a class during the drop with permission
session time period. This time period is determined by a user’s enrollment
security access ID and by the time period end dates that are defined in the
Session Time Period table.


Note. The drop permission has no impact on the consequence of the drop,
for example, drop without penalty. This is still determined by the academic
calendar dates.


From Student Enrollment Click this button, and then click Generate to create drop permissions for
students who are enrolled in the class. You receive an error message if no
eligible rows exist.


From Permission to Add Click this button, and then click Generate to create drop permissions for
students who have been granted add permissions on the Permission to Add
page. You receive an error message if no eligible rows exist. Eligible rows
only exist if add permissions were created on a student-specific basis. Rows
are generated whether or not the student has enrolled in the class.


Class Permission Data
View and update details and add comments for drop permissions.


General Info
Select the General Info tab.


ID Enter the ID for which you want to create a drop permission. When the
permission is used, the field becomes unavailable for edit.


Status View the status of the permission. Values are Used and Not Used.


Permission
Select the Permission tab.
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Permission to Drop page: Permission tab


The permission conditions, such as Requisites Not Met, default to the values selected in the Defaults group
box. You can select different values for each permission row. When the permission is used, the check boxes
become unavailable.


Generating Add Permissions for a Subject Area
Access the Generate Add Permissions page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Class Permissions,
Generate Add Permissions, Generate Add Permissions).


Generate Add Permissions page


Generate add permissions for a subject area for a particular term.


Academic Group Enter the academic group for which you want to generate add permissions.
Academic group values are defined on the Academic Group Table page.


Term Enter the term for which you want to generate add permissions. Term values
are defined on the Term Table page.


Subject Area Enter the subject area for which you want to generate add permissions. When
you run the process based on subject, the system references the Add Consent
field on the Enrollment Cntrl page. Subject area values are defined on the
Academic Subject Table page.


Percent of Enrollment
Capacity


Enter the percent of enrollment capacity the system should use to calculate the
number of permissions to create. In the example shown in the page above, the
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system creates general permissions for 10 percent of the enrollment capacity
for every class in the College of Liberal Arts for Fall 2006.


Minimum of Permission
Assign


Enter the minimum number of general permissions that you want the system to
assign for each class. In the example shown in the page above, the system
would always assign a minimum of 10 permission numbers for each class,
regardless of enrollment capacity.


Commit Frequency Defaults to 1. The lower the commit frequency, the better concurrence of data.
Even though a higher commit frequency enables faster processing of the
job, the job could conflict with another one. You should leave the commit
frequency at 1.


Permission Expire Date If a student does not use the permission before the expiration date, the
student no longer has permission to enroll in the class. The system pulls
the value of the Permission Expire Date field from the TERM_TABLE
and SESS_TIME_PEROD tables for each section that exists based on the
following criteria:
If the value of the add/drop action for the TIME_PERIOD field on the
SESS_TIME_PEROD table is 140 and an end date value exists for this field,
the system retrieves this end date value as the default date.
If the end date for the TIME_PERIOD field on the SESS_TIME_PEROD
table does not exist, the system retrieves the end date for the term as the
Default Date. The system retrieves this value from the TERM_TBL_END_DT
field on the TERM_TABLE page.


Permission Valid For All check boxes default to selected. You can select particular check boxes for
each academic group, term, and subject combination.


Creating Combined Sections
This section provides an overview of combined sections and discusses how to:


• Define a combined section ID.
• Link classes to a combined section ID.
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Understanding Combined Sections
If you need to offer two or more separate classes as one class offering, you can combine sections. For example,
you may have a course that is offered by the Economics Department (ECON 101) that is identical to a course
that is offered by the Business School (BUSN 111). Perhaps you want to offer each class every semester (so
students can pick and chose when they take the course), but there is only a maximum of 30 students total each
semester who request the two classes, so it just is not economical. To offer both courses in the schedule of
classes each semester, yet have the courses be taught as a single class (with one professor, one location, one
meeting pattern, and so on), you can combine sections. Students who enroll in the Economics department
version can use one class number to enroll, and students who enroll in the Business Department’s version can
use a different class number to enroll. Yet, all of the students participate in a single class environment. In this
case, the combined sections share an event ID. If you want to combine classes that have different meeting
patterns and/or instructor information, you can select the Skip Meeting Pattern and Instructor Edit check box,
thereby disabling the edit and eliminating the propagation of data across the sections. You can combine sections
permanently or for a single class occurrence. You can also combine sections within or across subjects. The
enrollment and wait list capacities are controlled both at the section level and at the sections combined level.


To create combined sections:


1. Define a combined sections ID on the Combined Sections Table page.
2. Link classes to the combined sections ID and choose a combination type on the Combined Sections page.


Before you combine sections be sure that a facility ID (if one was entered) exists for only one of the
classes you are combining.
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Pages Used to Create Combined Sections
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Combined Sections Table SCTN_CMBND_TBL Curriculum Management,
Combined Sections,
Combined Sections Table,
Combined Sections Table


Create combined section IDs
for each term and session at
your institution.


Identify Combined Sections SCTN_CMBND Curriculum Management,
Combined Sections, Identify
Combined Sections, Identify
Combined Sections


After you create a combined
section ID, use this page to
link classes to the ID, define
the combination type, and
indicate whether or not to
enforce or skip the meeting
pattern and instructor
edit. If the edit is disabled
(skipped), then meeting
pattern and instructor data
can be entered on any of
the Schedule of Classes
components. If the edit is
enforced, then after you
combine classes, you must
perform all updates to
the meeting pattern and
instructor information
through the Schedule Class
Meetings - Meetings
page. When you edit this
information for a combined
section, it is automatically
propagated to all of the other
combined sections within the
same combined sections
ID. Within the Schedule of
Classes and Schedule New
Course components, the
facility/meeting pattern and
instructor information is
unavailable for combined
sections.


Defining a Combined Section ID
Access the Combined Sections Table page (Curriculum Management, Combined Sections, Combined Sections
Table, Combined Sections Table).
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Combined Sections Table page


Combined Sections ID The system generates a combined sections ID, providing a unique identifier
for each combined sections record.


Description and Short
Description


Enter a description and a short description for the combined sections ID. We
suggest that these names have some descriptive value to the administrator who
assigns these IDs to classes. The descriptions are not visible by students.


View Combined Sections Click to access the Combined Sections Table page, where you can view classes
that are linked to a specific combined section ID.


Linking Classes to a Combined Section ID
Access the Identify Combined Sections page (Curriculum Management, Combined Sections, Identify
Combined Sections, Identify Combined Sections).


Identify Combined Sections page


Note. Multiple views of this page are available by clicking the tabs in the scroll area. We document fields
common to all views first.


Combination Type Enter the combination type. You combine sections Within Subject, Cross
Subject, or Both. Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. There is no programming associated with this field.
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Permanent Combination Select this check box to command the system to roll the combination when you
perform the prior term copy process. If you clear this check box, the system
assumes that the combination is a temporary arrangement for the current term.


Skip Mtg Pattern & Instr
Edit (skip meeting pattern
and instructor edit)


Select this check box to combine sections with different meeting patterns
and instructor information. In this case, you enter the meeting pattern and
instructor information directly in the Schedule of Classes, but the updated
data is not propagated across the sections. The system considers instructor
workload for each of the sections, and does not combine hours. If necessary,
instructor workload hours can be adjusted on the Meetings page.


Requested Room Capacity Enter the requested room capacity for the combined section. The room
capacity can be different than the enrollment capacity. The requested room
capacity is used with Universal Algorithm’s Schedule25 software.


Note. Requested room capacity of combined sections is used for informational
purposes only. The system only enforces individual section requested room
capacities.


Enrollment Capacity and
Wait List Capacity


Enter the enrollment capacity and the wait list capacity for the combined
section. The system updates the total as enrollments are processed. The system
uses the lower of the individual section and combined section values. The
system uses these values to determine the combined section’s virtual status.
See the Status field description for more information on virtual statuses.


View Combined Sections
Table


Click to access the Combined Sections Table page, where you can view
or edit the section combined IDs.


Class Number Enter the class numbers of sections to combine. If the instructor, meeting
pattern, session begin and end date, or weeks of instruction are not identical to
previously selected class numbers, an error occurs (unless you select the Skip
Mtg Ptrn & Instr Edit check box).


Note. If you combine sections that have class meeting pattern topic IDs
assigned to them, the system deletes the topic IDs. This is to prevent possible
data integrity problems. Combined sections share meeting pattern information
and the sections within the combination may be different courses with their
own topic IDs and descriptions.


For the same reason, you cannot assign class meeting pattern topic IDs to
combined sections. However, you can assign free format topics.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes,
Defining Class Meeting Patterns.


Note. When you remove a class from a combined section, the system deletes
all meeting patterns and instructor data from the section that is removed, unless
the Skip Meeting Pattern & Instr Edit check box is selected.


Status The combined section’s virtual status appears here. If a class’s enrollment
status is closed the class’s virtual status is closed. If the class’s enrollment
status is open, the system determines the virtual status by comparing the total
number of students enrolled with the combined enrollment capacity. For
example, if the combined enrollment capacity was set to 9 and there were 5
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students enrolled in PSYCH 235 and 4 in STATS 115 the virtual status would
be closed. Thus, when a person conducts a class search, PSYCH 235 and
STATS 115 would appear as closed, even though in the schedule of classes
(CLASS_TBL) the sections would show statuses of open.
The system also displays the combined section’s virtual status on the
Combined Section Detail page.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Searching for Classes.


Scheduling Examinations
This section provides an overview of exam scheduling, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Schedule exams for individual classes.
• Run the Exam Scheduling process.
• Troubleshoot the Exam Scheduling process.


Understanding Exam Scheduling
You can schedule exams on a class-by-class basis or in large blocks. The block exam scheduling process is
useful if you want to schedule exams in the same facility as the primary meeting for the class.


To schedule an exam for a single class (in a facility other than the regular class for the primary meeting):


1. Access the Schedule Class Meetings - Exam page.


2. Enter your reservation.


To schedule exams in large blocks:


1. Access the Exam Scheduling page and specify your processing parameters.
2. Run the Exam Scheduling process.


Prerequisites
Before you run the Exam Scheduling process, you must:


• Set the Final Exam field on the Course Catalog - Components page to Yes.


• Define exam codes on the Exam Code Table page.


See lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up Catalog and Schedule Options,
Defining Exam Codes.
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Pages Used to Schedule Exams
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Schedule Class Meetings -
Exam


CLASS_EXAM Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Schedule Class Meetings,
Exam


Link exams to one class
section at a time and edit
facility information.


Generate Exam Schedule RUNCTL_SREXSCHD Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Generate Exam Schedule,
Generate Exam Schedule


Run the Exam Scheduling
process to schedule exams
in batch, and reserve the
regularly scheduled facility.


Scheduling Exams for Individual Classes
To schedule exams by individual section, use the Schedule Class Meetings component.


See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Modifying Scheduled Class Meetings


Running the Exam Scheduling Process
Access the Generate Exam Schedule page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Generate Exam
Schedule, Generate Exam Schedule).


Generate Exam Schedule page


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution for which you want to schedule exams.


Term Enter the term for which you want to schedule exams.


Academic Group and
Session


Enter the academic group and session for which you want to schedule exams.
Academic group values are defined on the Academic Group Table page.
Session values are defined on the Session Table page.


Assign to Scheduled
Facility


Select this check box to command the system to assign exams the same
facilities in which the class is scheduled for the term. If you clear this check
box, exams are scheduled without a facility.
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Note. When scheduling exams for class sections with multiple meeting patterns, the Exam Scheduling process
assigns final exam codes based on the class meeting pattern entered first on the Meetings page.


Troubleshooting the Exam Scheduling Process
Setup issues that can cause the Exam Scheduling SQR to not schedule exams include the following:


• Exam Code table not set up correctly to correspond with all possible class meeting patterns.
• Exam Code table not set up for the specified term and session.
• Exam Scheduling page must have the correct academic group.
• Exam Scheduling page must have the correct session code.
• Class must be set up on the Class Associations - Class Components page with a Final Exam value of Yes.
• Class meeting patterns are not set up for the class.
• Facility will not be reserved if you run the process where the Assign to Scheduled Facility check box


is not selected.
• Facility will not be reserved if you run the process where the Assign to Scheduled Facility check box is


selected, but the facility is already in use by another event during the exam time.


Modifying Course Events
This section lists a prerequisite and discusses how to define course events.


Prerequisite
You must first have an event ID record in your system.


Page Used to Modify Course Events
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Class Event Table COURSE_EVENT Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Class
Event Table, Class Event
Table


Review a class section’s
facility reservations, and
modify or delete facility
reservations by date.


Defining Class Events
Access the Class Event Table page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Class Event Table, Class
Event Table).
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Class Event Table page


Description The description of the course event. This is the course description.


Contact Minutes Modify contact minutes for individual classes if necessary. The system bases
the contact minutes on the start and end time of the course as defined in the
Schedule of Classes. Changing contact minutes for a class meeting has no
impact on course contact hours or instructor contact hours. If you have a
particular class meeting that you would like additional facility time (perhaps a
day for group project presentations, where students need additional time to
take down their presentation materials at the end of class), you can increment
the contact minutes to your desired reservation time. In addition, you can
delete a single meeting facility reservation to make the facility available
for another event. Click the Save button to edit the facility reservation. If
facility checking is active, the system verifies that your requested reservation
is valid before saving the request.


Note. If you are using the PeopleSoft facility conflict checking logic, be sure when you are scheduling classes
that you indicate a facility for at least one component of a course. The system does not populate the Class
Event Table page unless a facility is booked for at least one component of a course. You indicate facilities for
course components on the Meetings page.


Viewing Instructor Schedules
This section discusses how to view instructor schedules.
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Page Used to View Instructor Schedules
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Instructor Schedule INSTR_CLASS Curriculum Management,
Instructor/Advisor
Information, Instructor
Schedule, Instructor
Schedule


Review an instructor’s class
schedule for a term.


Viewing Instructor Schedules
Access the Instructor Schedule page (Curriculum Management, Instructor/Advisor Information, Instructor
Schedule, Instructor Schedule).


Instructor Schedule page: Instructor Schedule tab


The system displays all class meetings for an instructor within a term.


Instructor Schedule 2 Tab
Select the Instructor Schedule 2 tab.


Instructor Schedule page: Instructor Schedule 2 tab


The system displays additional detail information for all class meetings for an instructor within a term.


Viewing Instructor Schedules Through Self-Service Pages
If your institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, your instructors can view their class schedule
and weekly schedules directly over the web.


See Also
lsss, Using Faculty Center
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Viewing Class Facility Usage
This section discusses how to review class facility usage.


Prerequisites
You must first assign events or classes with meeting patterns to a facility.


Page Used to View Class Facility Usage
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Class Facility Usage CLASS_MTG_PAT_DSPL Curriculum Management,
Facility and Event
Information, Class Facility
Usage, Class Facility Usage


Review a summary of events
for a term, session, and day
within a facility.


Reviewing Class Facility Usage
Access the Class Facility Usage page (Curriculum Management, Facility and Event Information, Class
Facility Usage, Class Facility Usage).


Class Facility Usage page


Term, Session, and Day of
the Week


Select a term, session, and day of the week for your facility search.


Fetch Class Meetings Click to retrieve all existing event information for the parameters specified.


Searching for an Available Facility
This sections discusses how to:


• Create facility search criteria.
• View facility search results.
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Use the Search for a Facility component to search for available facilities when scheduling classes and
non-course events, such as faculty meetings.


To search for an available facility:


1. Access the Facility Search Criteria page, and enter search criteria as detailed as necessary.
2. Click the Fetch Facilities button to retrieve your results.
3. Review your results on the Facility Search Results page.


Pages Used to Search for a Facility
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Facility Search Criteria FACILITY_SRCH Curriculum Management,
Facility and Event
Information, Search for a
Facility, Facility Search
Criteria


Initiate your search for an
available facility.


Facility Search Results FACILITY_SRCH_RSLT Curriculum Management,
Facility and Event
Information, Search for a
Facility, Facility Search
Results


Review the results of your
search.


Creating Facility Search Criteria
Access the Facility Search Criteria page (Curriculum Management, Facility and Event Information, Search
for a Facility, Facility Search Criteria).


Facility Search Criteria page


Enter the criteria for your meeting in the Meeting Criteria group box. Enter any specific facility requirements
you have in the Facility Criteria group box.
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Click the Fetch Facilities button to retrieve a list of facilities that match your request.


Viewing Facility Search Results
Access the Facility Search Results page (Curriculum Management, Facility and Event Information, Search
for a Facility, Facility Search Results).


Facility Search Results page


The system lists every facility that matches your criteria. Reserve the room through event scheduling.


See Also
lscc, Managing Campus Event Planning, Tracking Event Attendance


Searching for Classes
This section provides an overview of class search and lists the pages used to search for classes.


See Also
lsss, Using Self-Service Course Catalog and Schedule, Searching for Classes Using Self-Service Pages


PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes,
Setting Up Class Search Profiles


Understanding Class Search
Use the Class Search feature to search or browse for classes within a specific institution and term. The Class
Search feature is accessible through the core system and through PeopleSoft Campus Self Service.


Combined Section Statuses in Class Search
When you search for open classes, the system uses a virtual status to determine whether or not a combined
section class appears on the Search for Classes - Search Results page. If the class has a virtual status of closed,
the class does not appear on the Search for Classes - Search Results page for open classes.
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The system calculates a virtual status for combined sections because combined section classes have combined
enrollment capacities. A section with an enrollment capacity of 30 would appear in CLASS_TBL as open
after only 15 students enroll, but if it is a combined section with a combined enrollment capacity of 30, and
both classes have 15 students enrolled—which meets the combined enrollment capacity of 30—the combined
section is closed, even though CLASS_TBL shows each section as open. The class search feature knows the
combined section is closed because of the virtual status. The system determines the virtual status of the
combined section on the Combined Sections page.


The system follows the following rules to determine the virtual status of a combined section class:


• If the enrollment status of a class is closed, the virtual status is closed.
• If the enrollment status of the class is open, the system evaluates whether or not seats are available


within the combined section.
If seats are available, the virtual status is open. If no seats are available within the combined section,
the virtual status is closed.


Pages Used to Search for Classes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Search for Classes SSR_CLSRCH_ENTRY Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Class
Search, Search for Classes


Search for classes offered
during a specific term. Enter
search criteria and retrieve
your results.


Search for Classes - Search
Results


SSR_CLSRCH_RSLT Click the Search button on
the Search for Classes page.


Review all classes that
match your search criteria.


Search for Classes - Class
Detail


SSR_CLSRCH_DTL Click a class section on the
Search for Classes - Search
Results page.


Review detail for a specific
class.


Printing the Schedule of Classes Report
Use the Schedule of Classes Report component to print the schedule of classes report for a term.


This section discusses how to:


• Set Schedule of Classes Report parameters.


• Set Schedule of Classes Report options.
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Pages Used to Print the Schedule of Classes Report
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Print Class Schedule RUNCTL_SRYSCHD Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Print
Class Schedule, Print Class
Schedule


Specify reporting parameters
for the Schedule of Classes.


Report Options RUNCTL_SRYSCHD2 Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes, Print
Class Schedule, Report
Options


Further specify your
Schedule of Classes
reporting options.


Setting Schedule of Classes Report Parameters
Access the Print Class Schedule page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Print Class Schedule,
Print Class Schedule).


Print Class Schedule page


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution for which you want to print the schedule of
classes. The system populates the Academic Institution field by default from
the User Defaults 1 page. You can change the value. This field is required.


Term Enter the term for which you want to print the schedule of classes. The system
populates the Term field by default from the User Defaults 1 page. You can
change the value. This field is required.


Academic Organization
Node


Enter the academic organization node for which you want to print the schedule
of classes. The report selects all classes whose academic organization (as
assigned on the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page) falls under the
academic organization node that you enter here. You can view the hierarchy of
academic organizations on the academic organization tree.
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See PeopleTools PeopleBook: PeopleSoft Tree Manager


Session Enter the session for which you want to print the schedule of classes. If you do
not enter a specific session, the system prints the schedule for the term you
specify. Session values are defined on the Session Table page.


Schedule Print Enter the schedule print value. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any
modifications to these values require a substantial programming effort. Values
are:
Yes: All classes with the Schedule Print check box selected on the Basic Data
page appear on the report.


No: All classes with the Schedule Print check box cleared on the Basic Data
page appear on the report.


All: All classes appear on the report, regardless of the Schedule Print check
box setting on the Basic Data page.


Print Instructor in
Schedule


Enter a value to determine whether the instructor’s name appears on the report.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not
modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values require a
substantial programming effort. Values are:
Yes: All instructors with the Print check box selected on the Meetings page
appear on the report.
No: All instructors with the Print check box cleared on the Meetings page
appear on the report.
All: All instructors appear on the report, regardless of the Print check box
setting on the Meetings page.


Class Status Use the Class Status group box indicate what status of classes to print on the
schedule of classes. Values are Active, Cancelled, Stop Enrl, and Tentative.


Print By Campus and
Campus


Select to print the schedule of classes based on campus rather than by class
section number. Select the campus to specify a single campus.


Print By Location and
Location Code


Select to print the schedule of classes based on location within campus,
rather than by class section number. Select the location code to specify a
single location.


Setting Schedule of Classes Report Options
Access the Report Options page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Print Class Schedule,
Report Options).
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Report Options page


Report Options Set the report options to print the information that you want to display on the
schedule of classes report.


Report Only Clear this check box to specify that you want to create a Schedule of Classes
report and send the Schedule of Classes report to your file path location in
csv format. Select this check box to create a Schedule of Classes report,
without creating a csv file. If you select this check box, the File Path field
becomes unavailable.


File Path In addition to sending report output for this process to a file (through setting
preferences in the PeopleSoft Process Monitor), you can also send any
additional output files created by this process to a file directory. To send the
extract output to a file directory, enter a valid directory path that maps to a
folder with appropriate read/write permission. If you cannot locate such a
folder, consult your system administrator.


Copying Classes from One Term to Another
This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Define criteria for the Prior Term Copy process.
• Select options for the Prior Term Copy process.


Use the Prior Term Copy component to copy the schedule of classes from term to term dependent upon criteria
you submit and the roll down options you select.


To run the prior term copy process:


1. Access the Prior term Copy page.
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2. Define your processing parameters.
Specifically, define the term from which you want to copy data, and define the term to which you want to
copy data.


3. Define additional information such as the academic group and subject area that you want to copy (from
and to).


4. Access the Prior Term Copy 2 page.
5. Define detailed options that specify the types of classes that you want to copy.
6. Click Run to run this request. PeopleSoft Process Scheduler runs the RUNCTL_SRROLL process at


user-defined intervals.


Prerequisites
You must first define your academic institution and terms. In addition, you need to have a schedule of classes
created in a prior term.


Pages Used to Copy Classes from Term to Term
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Copy Prior Term’s Schedule RUNCTL_SRROLL Curriculum Management,
Roll Curriculum Data
Forward, Copy Prior Term’s
Schedule, Copy Prior Term’s
Schedule


Define the criteria for
copying the schedule of
classes from term to term.


Copy Prior Term’s
Schedule2


RUNCTL_SRROLL2 Curriculum Management,
Roll Curriculum Data
Forward, Copy Prior Term’s
Schedule, Copy Prior Term’s
Schedule2


Define additional class status
and roll options for the
process.


Defining Criteria for the Prior Term Copy Process
Access the Copy Prior Term’s Schedule page (Curriculum Management, Roll Curriculum Data Forward, Copy
Prior Term’s Schedule, Copy Prior Term’s Schedule).
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Copy Prior Term’s Schedule page


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution for which you want to copy a schedule of
classes data.


Roll From Term The term from which you want to copy classes (the source term).


Roll To Term The term to which you want to copy classes (the target term).


Sequence The system populates this field to 1 by default, and increments by 1 for each
row that you add. This value is for internal processing purposes only.


Academic Group Enter an academic group for the classes that you want to copy.


Subject Area, Catalog
Number From, and Catalog
Number To


Enter a subject area for the classes that you want to copy. If you select a
subject area, you have the option of specifying a range of catalog numbers.
The system does not require you to select a subject area. If you do not select a
subject area, the Catalog Number fields are unavailable for entry.


Campus Enter a campus for the classes that you want to copy. This field is optional.


Session Enter a session for the classes that you want to copy. This field is optional.


Commit Frequency The system populates this field to 1 by default. The lower the commit
frequency, the better concurrence of data. While the higher the commit
frequency enables faster processing of the job, the job could get tied up with
another process. You should leave the commit frequency at 1.


Selecting Options for the Prior Term Copy Process
Access the Copy Prior Term’s Schedule2 page (Curriculum Management, Roll Curriculum Data Forward,
Copy Prior Term’s Schedule, Copy Prior Term’s Schedule2).
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Copy Prior Term’s Schedule2 page


Class Status
Use the Class Status group box to indicate the status for classes that you want to copy. Values are Active,
Cancelled, Tentative, and Stop Enrl. Each of these values corresponds to the class status value on the
Enrollment Cntrl page.


Roll Options
Specify the type of information that you want to copy by selecting the appropriate roll options.


Use Catalog Component Select this check box to validate against the course catalog and only roll those
sections to the new term that are valid components of the course as defined in
the course catalog. If you do not select this check box, the system copies all
sections to the new term, regardless of the component designation.


Note. If a dynamic class date rule is associated with a class, you can still
use the Prior Term Copy process by selecting the Use Catalog Component
check box because the rule rolls from the course catalog. However, in order
to calculate deadline dates, you must run the Dynamic Class Dates process
within the copy to term.


Roll Combined Sections Select this check box to roll combined sections that are designated as a
permanent combination (on the Combined Sections page) to the new term.


Roll Textbook Assignments Select this check box to roll textbook assignments. All data is carried forward
except Textbook Assignment Status, which is set to Pending.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes,
Defining Textbooks for Classes.
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The remaining options are self-evident.


Note. If your institution uses the Instructor Workload feature, you should follow the Prior Term Copy process
with the Workload Copy/Update process using the same roll from and roll to terms. This final step ensures that
the process creates term workload records for all copied Schedule of Classes data.


Clearing the Resource Queue Table
This section provides an overview of the resource queue table and discusses how to clear the resource queue
table.


Understanding the Resource Queue Table
For organizations that schedule classes with facility conflict checking activated, the resource queue table is a
useful feature that prevents users from double booking facilities. When a user begins the class scheduling
process, the system inserts a row in the resource queue table (via a COBOL program). This row signifies
that someone within the organization is currently scheduling facilities. If another user attempts to reserve
a facility, the system presents them with a message that resources are currently being allocated to another
process and they must wait.


For example, "The resource you are trying to schedule is currently in use. Try your save again. If after
3 attempts you still cannot save, contact your system administrator."


When the scheduling process finishes, the row is removed from the Resource Queue table.


On occasion, system-wide or local client workstation errors may cause the row to remain in the table, thereby
preventing the scheduling of classes. The Resource Queue Cleanup page was designed with this in mind.
It is a powerful page, to be used by individuals at the system administrator level. The system administrator
can click the Unlock Resource button on the Resource Queue Cleanup page, confirm their selection on the
secondary page, and free up the resource.


Page Used to Clear the Resource Queue Table
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Resource Queue Cleanup RESOURCE_QUEUE Curriculum Management,
Schedule of Classes,
Resource Queue Cleanup,
Resource Queue Cleanup


Unlock a facility resource.


Clearing the Resource Queue Table
Access the Resource Queue Cleanup page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of Classes, Resource Queue
Cleanup, Resource Queue Cleanup).


Unlock Resource Click to unlock the resource.
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Using Enrollment-Related Processes


This chapter discusses how to:


• Create historical enrollment records.
• Manage wait lists.
• Process withdrawals and cancellations.
• Purge drop enrollment records.
• Purge shopping cart records.


Creating Historical Enrollment Records
This section discusses how to record historical enrollment records.
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Pages Used to Create Historical Enrollment Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Historical Course
Enrollment


HIST_CRSE_ENROLLMT Records and Enrollment,
Enrollment Summaries,
Historical Course
Enrollment, Historical
Course Enrollment


Record enrollment data
when you do not have
access to your PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions system,
to your historical course
catalog, and to a schedule of
classes. When you use this
page to convert historical
enrollment records to the
PeopleSoft system, you will
most likely run a Structured
Query Report (SQR) or
other such program to
populate the application
tables that supports this
page. These application
tables are HIST_TERM
and HIST_TERM_ENRL.
You can then access this
page to make corrections as
necessary.


Historical Course
Enrollment - Transcript Text


HIST_CRSE_TRNS_TXT Click the Transcript Text
button on the Historical
Course Enrollment page.


Enter free-form transcript
text. This information,
along with the historical
enrollment information,
appears on the student’s
transcript.


Recording Historical Enrollment Records
Access the Historical Course Enrollment page (Records and Enrollment, Enrollment Summaries, Historical
Course Enrollment, Historical Course Enrollment).
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Historical Course Enrollment page


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for which you want to record historical
enrollment data for the student.


Term Select the term for which you want to record historical enrollment data for the
student. The term that you select must be less than or equal to the last term for
historical enrollment data for the specified academic career.


Enroll Seq (enrollment
sequence)


Indicates the sequence in which a student enrolled in each course within a
term. The system by default displays a chronological enrollment sequence
number starting with 1, but you can override this default value for any row.


Subject Area Select the subject area of the course for which you want to record historical
enrollment data for the student.


Catalog Number Enter the catalog number of the course for which you want to record historical
enrollment data for the student. Because this is a standalone page, it has no
connection to your current course catalog.


Units Taken Enter the number of units that the student took for the course.


Units Passed Enter the number of units that the student passed for the course.


Official Grade Enter the official grade that the student received for the course.


Grade Points Enter the grade points that the student received for the course.


Description Enter the title of the course.


Transcript Text Click to access the Historical Course Enrollment - Transcript Text page, where
you can enter free-form transcript text. This information, along with the
historical enrollment information, appears on the student’s transcript.
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Note. Courses entered on the Historical Course Enrollment page do not impact Academic Advisement’s
analysis processes or academic statistics. To include historical courses in advisement processes and academic
statistics, you must treat them as transfer courses. Create a fictional academic institution, use the transfer
credit process to create pseudo incoming courses, and then map those courses to your academic institution’s
course equivalencies.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Transfer Credit Processing, Reviewing Examples of Course Equivalencies


lsfn, Preparing for Data Conversion


Managing Wait Lists
This section provides an overview of wait list management and discusses how to:


• View a student’s wait list position.
• Move students from wait lists to enrollment.
• Purge students from wait lists.


Understanding Wait List Management
The wait list management functionality in Student Records enables you to set processing parameters that
define the groups of students to move from wait lists to enrollment into classes within a specific enrollment
period. This section discusses:


• Waitlist position numbers.
• Automatic enroll from waitlist.


Waitlist Position Numbers
When a student enrolls or is waitlisted into a class the Enrollment process assigns the next available student
position number to the student. For instance, the first student to enroll in a class would get a student position
number of 10, the second 20, the third 30, and so on. Student position numbers identify the order in which
students enroll into a class. In addition, student position numbers determine the position students hold on
the waitlist: the student with the wait list position number of 1 is the student who has the lowest student
position number and an enrollment status of waiting.


For example, suppose Mia is the 31st student to try to enroll into a class with an enrollment capacity of 30. She
is put on the wait list (has an enrollment status of waiting) and the Enrollment process gives her a student
position number of 310. Her waitlist position number is 1, because she is the only student in the class with an
enrollment status of waiting. Then a second student, Mitch, puts himself on the waitlist. The system gives him
a student position number of 320. Because Mia has a lower student position number than Mitch, the system
gives Mitch a waitlist position number of 2. If there is one seat available when you run the Waitlist process,
Mia, the student with the lowest waitlist position number, is enrolled (the Enrollment process changes her
enrollment status from waiting to enrolled). Mitch then has the lowest position number with an enrollment
status of waiting. Therefore, his waitlist position number changes to 1.
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In multiple component classes, the Enrollment process assigns students the next available student position
number for each component. For this reason, a single student often has different waitlist position numbers for
each component. For example, a student could have a student position number of 130 and a wait list position
number of 1 for one component, and a student position number of 60 and a waitlist position number of 3 for
the related component (depending on how many students were already enrolled and were on the waitlist for
each component at the time the student received a student position number).


When the process runs on a class section, it creates an enrollment request. The enrollment request includes all
related components of the class. For the enrollment engine to process an enrollment request successfully, all
related components must have a seat available for that request. If all related components have a seat available
for that request, the enrollment engine enrolls the student into all of the related components. If at least one
related component is full, the enrollment engine would produce an error for the request, and the student would
not be enrolled into any of the related components.


Note. The Waitlist process runs on non enrollment components as well as on enrollment components. The
process creates enrollment requests for students based on their positions on the waitlist in the section on which
the process is running (which is not necessarily the enrollment component). Thus, the order in which the
process runs on class sections is important, because the process might not enroll students in the order that
they would expect, if they expect to be enrolled based on their waitlist position number in a section that
was run after a related section.


You can run the Wait List process on a term, session, subject area, course, or class. The process runs on
classes in sequential order based on the criteria on which you run the process, and on the key structure of
the CLASS_TBL (course ID, course offering number, term, session code, and class section). For example,
when you run the process on a term, the process first runs in order of course ID: 000001, 000002, and so on.
If two courses have course ID 000001, it runs by course offering number: course 000001, course offering
number 1, course 000001, course offering number 2, and so on. In the same way, the process would then
use session code (unless you select session as one of your criteria on the Wait List Process page), and then
class number. So within a course, course offering number, and session, the process would run on class
section 1, class section 2, and so on. Because the Wait List process runs by class section, it wold run on a
multiple component class that has two lectures (sections 1 and 2) and two labs (sections 1A and 1B), in the
following order: section 1, 1A, 1B, 2.


As you can see, the order of your classes and sections in the schedule of classes determine the order in which
students are moved from the waitlist into the class for multiple component classes. Suppose you had two
multiple component classes that shared a component, such as two biology lectures that share a lab, which
have the following class sections: 1 (lecture), 1A (lab), and 2 (lecture). When you run the waitlist process
on this class, the process creates enrollment requests for waitlisted students for section 1 and for its related
class, section 1A. If seats are available in section 1 and 1A, the process moves students from the waitlist into
both components. Then the process runs on section 1A (because section 1A is sequentially next based on
the key structure of the CLASS_TBL). If students are still on the waitlist in section 1A (because they are on
the waitlist for section 2, which has not yet been run), the process creates enrollment requests for those
students. Again, if seats are available in section 1A and section 2, the enrollment engine processes the requests
successfully. Finally, the process runs on section 2.


For example, Mia has a waitlist position number of 1 in section 2, and a waitlist position number of 5 in the
related section 1A. Additionally, Mitch has a waitlist position number of 3 in section 1A. Because the Wait List
process runs on section 1A first, Mia is put into the class after Mitch. The Wait List process evaluates Mia
based on her position on the waitlist in section 1A, even though section 2 is the enrollment component.
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Automatic Enroll from Waitlist Feature
The Wait List feature is controlled by the Auto Enroll From Wait List and Wait List Capacity options (on the
Enrollment Control page of the schedule of classes) and the Last Day For Wait List date (on the Session Table
page for classes with traditional academic calendars and on the Dynamic Class Dates page for classes with
dynamic academic calendars). In addition, students have a wait list unit limit defined by academic load for
terms and sessions within their primary academic programs on the Enrollment page and Session page of the
Academic Program Table component.


If you select the Auto Enroll From Wait List option for a class, you can use the wait list process to move
qualified students from the class wait list to enrollment into that class as space becomes available. If you do
not select this option, you can manually move students from the wait list to enrollment into a class by selecting
Override Class Limit on the enrollment processing component. The manual process is best monitored by the
instructor of the class.


As you manage your wait lists, you can use the Class Roster page to view students on the wait list for a
particular class section. The system performs corequisite and prerequisite checking before placing a student on
the waitlist. However, the system does not check for a scheduling time conflict before it places a student on
a wait list. Scheduling time conflicts and all of the other enrollment edits are performed when the system
attempts to move a student from the wait list to enrollment in a class. You can view an individual student’s
position and status on the wait list for a class by clicking the Wait List Position link. This link appears only for
applicable enrollment requests on the enrollment request processing pages.


Enabling the Wait List Process
To enable the wait list process:


1. Set the last date for wait list for sessions on the Session Table page of the Term/Session Table component.
2. Define the maximum wait list units for terms within academic programs on the Enrollment page of the


Academic Program Table component.
3. Define the maximum wait list units for sessions within academic programs on the Session page of the


Academic Program Table component.
4. Select the Auto Enroll From Wait List check box for classes on the Enrollment Control page of the


schedule of classes.


See Also
lssr, Viewing Class Enrollment Data, Viewing Class Rosters
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Pages Used to Manage Wait Lists
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Wait List Position ENRL_REQ_WL Click the Wait List Position
link on the corresponding
enrollment processing page.


View a student’s status and
position on the wait list for
a class section.


Wait List Process RUNCTL_SRWTLST Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, Waitlist,
Waitlist Process, Wait List
Process


Move groups of students
from class wait lists to
enrollment into classes. If
you need to manually move
students from the wait list
to enrollment into a class,
you must drop the student
from the wait listed class
then add the student into the
class with the appropriate
overrides selected.


Wait List Purge RUNCTL_SRWTLSTPURG Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, Waitlist,
Waitlist Purge, Wait List
Purge


Run the Wait List Purge
process to delete groups of
students in waiting status
based on the run parameters
that you specify. The Wait
List Purge process enables
you purge the wait list for
more than just one class.
You can use the process to
purge the wait list for all
classes in an entire term,
academic career, session,
subject area, or campus
based on the your run
parameters. Run the purge
process on past terms when
information about a student
being waitlisted is no longer
pertinent.


Viewing a Student’s Wait List Position
If your institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, your students can also view their statuses and
positions directly over the web. Wait list position numbers appear on the class schedule.


See Also
lsss, Using Self-Service Enrollment, Viewing a Class Schedule


Moving Students from Wait Lists to Enrollment
Access the Wait List Process page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Waitlist, Waitlist Process,
Wait List Process).


Institution Select the academic institution for which you want to move groups of students
from class wait lists to enrollment into a class.
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Term Select the term for which you want to move groups of students from class
wait lists to enrollment into a class.


Session If you want to limit wait list processing to a specific session, select a value.


Subject Area If you want to limit wait list processing to a specific subject area, select a
value. If you select a value for this field, the Course ID field and Class Nbr
field become unavailable for edit.


Course ID If you want to limit wait list processing to a specific course, select a value.
If you select a value for this field, the Subject Area field and Class Nbr
field become unavailable for edit.


Class Nbr (class number) If you want to limit wait list processing to a specific class, select a value. If
you select a value for this field, the Subject Area field and Course ID field
become unavailable for edit.


Wait List Process Switch The wait list process switch instructs the process how to evaluate wait list
candidates. Select Y to process all new wait list candidates eligible for wait
list evaluation. Select A to process all wait list candidates eligible for wait
list evaluation.


For example, a class has five students on the wait list and three spaces become
open in the class. When you run the wait list process, it fills the three spaces,
and two students remain on the wait list. At this point the class is no longer new
to the wait list process. The only way it would be evaluated again is if space
opened in the class and you selected A as the wait list process switch value.


Run Bundle 29


Based on the Campus Solutions features that you are using, run either the
Wait List COBOL/SQL process (SRPCWAIT) or the Wait List PSJob process
(SRWAITJB).


SRPCWAIT Process
Run the Wait List COBOL/SQL process (SRPCWAIT) if you are not using Program Enrollment or Activity
Management, or have not set up wait list notifications via Campus Mobile.


The process generates a new enrollment request for the student and displays one of the following enrollment
status reasons on the new request: RCAP (reserve slots full), FULL (section is full), CREQ (corequisite
enrollment), ALIM (appointment limit exceeded), TLIM (term limit exceeded), SLIM (session limit exceeded),
TIME (time conflict exists), RCMP (related component), TIMR (time conflict resolved), or EWAT (enrolled
from wait list). You can view these enrollment requests through the Block Enroll component.


If a class has reserve capacity rules and space opens in a reserve capacity group, the process evaluates whether
students on the wait list meet these reserve capacity rules. If no students meet the rules, then the process
moves no one from the class wait list to enrollment into the class. If a class has multiple reserve capacity
groups and space opens in more than one group and a student matches the criteria of more than one reserve
capacity group, the system enrolls the student into the first reserve capacity group it finds where the student
meets the reserve capacity rules.


SRWAITJB Process
Bundle 29
New process


You must run the Wait List PSJob process (SRWAITJB) if you have set up wait list notifications via Campus
Mobile.
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See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Campus Mobile (posted to My Oracle
Support)


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Campus Mobile (posted to My Oracle Support)


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Working with the Notifications
Framework


You must also run the Wait List PSJob process if you are using Program Enrollment or Activity Management.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing Program Planning and Enrollment


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing Activities


Purging Students From Wait Lists
Access the Wait List Purge page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Waitlist, Waitlist Purge, Wait
List Purge).


Wait List Purge page


Sequence Number The system displays a default sequence number. It is for internal processing
purposes only.


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for which you want to purge students from
wait lists.


Term Select the term for which you want to purge students from wait lists.


Academic Career If you want to purge students from wait lists for classes within a specific
academic career, select a value for this field.


Note. This field and the remaining fields on this page are optional. They
provide the means of searching for wait lists by various parameters.


Session If you want to purge students from wait lists for classes within a specific
session, select a value for this field.
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Subject Area If you want to purge students from wait lists for a specific class subject
area, select a value for this field.


Class Nbr (class number) If you want to purge students from wait lists for a specific class, select a
value for this field.


Campus If you want to purge students from wait lists for classes at a specific campus,
select a value for this field.


From Date If you want to purge from wait lists the students in waiting status with a class
start date greater than or equal to a certain date, enter the date in this field.


To Date If you want to purge from wait lists the students in waiting status with a class
start date less than or equal to a certain date, enter the date in this field. The
system displays, by default, the value in the From Date field.


Last Date for Wait List Enter a value in this field to have the process search for active wait lists in
which the class last date for wait list value is less than or equal to the value
that you specify here. Define last date for wait list values on the Session Table
page for classes with traditional academic calendars.


Processing Withdrawals and Cancellations
This section provides an overview of withdrawal and cancellation processing, lists common elements, and
discusses how to:


• Post withdrawals and cancellations for terms.


• Post withdrawals and cancellations for sessions.


• Resubmit failed withdrawal and cancellation requests.


• View withdrawal and cancellation request status.


See Also
lssf, Calculating Tuition and Fees


Understanding Withdrawal and Cancellation Processing
In Student Records, you can enter and post withdrawals or cancellations for a term or session on a
student-by-student basis through the Student Records Term Withdrawal COBOL/SQL process (SRPCWDPR).
When you withdraw or cancel a student from a term, the process performs a series of session withdrawals
or cancellations to complete the term withdrawal or cancellation. A student cannot be cancelled from a
session, and therefore a term, in which grades have been posted. The system prevents this with an error
message and does so because enrollments for cancelled terms and sessions are always excluded from the
transcript. Withdrawals can be processed when grades are present; however, the classes with grades will be
excluded from the process. A warning message appears when you select the withdrawal code for a session or
term where grades are present.


Important! If you have not calculated the landmark calendar dates for the affected class enrollments, the
Student Records Term Withdrawal process fails the entire withdrawal or cancellation request.
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For term and session withdrawals, the Student Records Term Withdrawal process determines the deadline by
comparing the last date of attendance entered on the Term Withdrawal or Session Withdrawal page to the
withdrawal deadlines that you set on the Session Calendar 1 page or to the withdrawal deadlines that the
Dynamic Class Dates process calculates and displays on the Dynamic Class Data page or Student Enroll OEE
page. The Student Records Term Withdrawal process then generates and processes the enrollment requests for
each impacted student enrollment record (STDNT_ENRL).


For withdrawals from traditional class enrollments, the process updates the impacted student enrollment
records as follows:


• If the last date of attendance is less than or equal to the withdraw-without-penalty deadline on the Session
Calendar 1 page, the process updates the last enrollment action reason to the withdraw-without-penalty
reason set on the Session Calendar 1 page.


• If the last date of attendance is less than or equal to the withdraw-with-penalty deadline, the process
determines the student’s grading basis for the class, then assigns to the impacted student enrollment record
the penalty grade value that is set on the Grading Scheme Table page for that grading basis.
If the penalty grade is not defined, the process assigns the penalty grade according to the grading basis and
grade set on the Session Calendar 1 page. Depending on how the grade is set up, the process can reduce in
progress units, which can potentially affect the student’s academic load and financial aid load.


• If the last date of attendance is less than or equal to the withdraw-with-greater-penalty deadline, the
process functionality parallels that of the withdraw-with-penalty functionality.


For withdrawals from dynamic date and OEE class enrollments, the process updates the impacted student
enrollment records as follows:


• If the last date of attendance is less than or equal to the withdraw-without-penalty deadline on the Dynamic
Class Data page or Student Enroll OEE page, the process updates the last enrollment action reason to the
corresponding reason value set on the Dynamic Date page of the Academic Program Table component for
the student’s primary academic program.


• If the last date of attendance is less than or equal to the withdraw-with-penalty deadline on the Dynamic
Class Data page or Student Enroll OEE page, the process determines the class grading basis, then assigns
to the impacted student enrollment record the penalty grade value that is set on the Grading Scheme Table
page for that grading basis.


If the penalty grade is not defined, the processes assigns the penalty grade according to the grading basis
and grade set on the Dynamic Date page of the Academic Program Table component for the student’s
primary academic program. Depending on how the grade is set up, the process can reduce in progress
units, which can potentially affect the student’s academic load and financial aid load.


• If the last date of attendance is less than or equal to the withdraw-with-greater-penalty deadline on the
Dynamic Class Data page or Student Enroll OEE page, the process functionality parallels that of the
withdraw-with-penalty functionality.


Note. The system uses the session calendar (if it exists) when it fails to find a Dynamic Class Dates table
row or the appropriate Academic Program table dynamic dates field when processing withdrawals from
non-OEE dynamically dated classes.


Regardless of the enrollment and withdrawal types, the Student Records Term Withdrawal process also
does the following for term and session withdrawals.


• Updates the withdraw code on the affected student session (STDNT_SESSION) records to a value of
withdrew.


• Updates the withdraw code on the affected student career term (STDNT_CAR_TERM) records to a value
of withdrew for term withdrawals only.
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Note. The process does not update the student career term record for session withdrawals so that the
student can still enroll in other sessions within the term.


For term and session cancellations, the cancel deadlines (Session, Dynamic Date, or OEE) are used only to
provide a warning to the user because the cancellation process always has the same impact—any enrolled (but
not graded) classes are dropped without penalty and the student’s session and term (for term cancellations)
withdraw codes are updated to Cancelled.


Note. Note. A student cannot be cancelled from a session, and therefore a term, in which grades have been
posted. The system prevents this with an error message and does so because enrollments for cancelled terms
and sessions are always excluded from the transcript.


Common Elements Used to Process Withdrawals
and Cancellations
Errors If reasons exist that prevent a successful withdrawal or cancellation, click this


link to access the Term Withdrawal Run Status page, where you can check the
run status and error message text for the request.


Last Date of Attendance The system by default sets the last date of attendance to the withdrawal/cancel
date, but you can override the value. The Student Records Term Withdrawal
process uses the last date of attendance to determine the deadlines, reasons,
grading bases, and penalties for withdrawals from dynamic class date and
OEE enrollments. The process also uses this date for financial aid and refund
calculation purposes. If you override the last date of attendance value, you
must recalculate the student’s tuition based on the new date you enter.


Post Session Withdrawal See definition for Post Term Withdrawal.


Post Term Withdrawal Click to post the withdrawal or cancellation to the student’s record.
Before completing the posting request, the system verifies that the student has
other enrollments for the term or session within the academic career. If the
posting request causes the student to have no other enrollments in the term or
session within the academic career, the system then identifies the student’s
billing careers on the student’s career term record. If the student has a billing
career that is the same as the academic career from which the student is
withdrawing, the system stops processing the posting request and instructs
you to change the student’s billing career to an academic career in which
the student has enrollments for the term or session. This edit prevents you
from inadvertently billing a student based on an academic career in which
the student has no enrollments for the term. Define a student’s billing career
by academic career on the Term Activation page.
For example: a student is active in a term as both a graduate and undergraduate,
and the student’s billing career for both academic careers within the term is her
or his undergraduate career. If the student is enrolled for classes in both the
graduate and undergraduate career for the term and you attempt to withdrawal
the student from her or his undergraduate career for the term, the system stops
processing and issues you a warning instructing you to change the billing
career for that student’s graduate career term record to an academic career
other than the undergraduate career.
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Success Click to access the Term Withdrawal Run Status page, where you can view the
message log for the request.


Withdrawal \ Cancel Select whether you want to process a withdrawal or cancellation. Values
for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not
modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values require
a substantial programming effort.
Cancelled: Select to cancel all of the student’s class enrollments for the
specified term or session. Posting a student’s term cancellation request refunds
100% of her or his fees.
Withdrew: Select to withdraw the student from all class enrollment for the
specified term or session. Posting a student’s term withdrawal request
refunds her or his fees according to the adjustment calendar associated with
the student’s tuition group.


Withdrawal \ Cancel Date Enter the date that the Student Records Term Withdrawal process uses as the
action date for the withdrawal or cancellation.


Withdrawal \ Cancel
Reason


Select the withdrawal/cancel reason that Student Financials uses for
adjustments. Modification of these translate values requires significant
programming effort.
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Pages Used to Process Withdrawals and Cancellations
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Term Withdrawal WITHDRAWAL Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Term History, Term
Withdrawal


Process student withdrawals
and cancellations for all
sessions within an entire
term.


Session Withdrawal STDNT_SESSION_WDWL Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Term History, Session
Withdrawal


Process student withdrawals
and cancellations for one
session within a term rather
than from all sessions within
the entire term.


Term Withdrawal /
Cancellation


RUNCTL_SRPCWDPS Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing,
Withdrawal and
Cancellation, Term
Withdrawal/Cancellation,
Term Withdrawal /
Cancellation


Resubmit failed term and
session withdrawal or
cancellation requests.
The Withdrawal /
Cancellation process is
designed specifically to
resubmit failed withdrawal
requests. You can view the
status of a request on the
Term Withdrawal Run
Status page. The process
impacts Student Financials
because withdrawals and
cancellations affect tuition
calculation.


Term Withdrawal Run Status TERM_WD_RUN_STATS Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing,
Withdrawal and
Cancellation, Term
Withdrawal Status, Term
Withdrawal Run Status


View the status and process
messages for enrollment
requests generated by the
withdrawal and cancellation
process so that you can
determine the changes that
you must make to a request
or a student’s records To
successfully post a request.
You can also use this page as
a record for all withdrawal
and cancellation requests
submitted through the Term
History component.


Posting Withdrawals and Cancellations for Terms
Access the Term Withdrawal page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Term History, Term
Withdrawal).
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Term Withdrawal page


Important! Posting a student’s term cancellation request refunds 100 percent of the student’s fees. Posting
a student’s term withdrawal request refunds her or his fees according to the adjustment calendar associated
with the student’s tuition group.


Academic Institution The academic institution for which you want to process the student’s
withdrawal or cancellation request.


Term The term for which you want to process the student’s withdrawal or
cancellation request.


Academic Level - Term
Start


The student’s academic level at the start of the specified term.


Pro-Rata Eligible Select to enable pro-rata refunding—a refund to a student attending your
academic institution for the first time and withdrawing on or before the 60
percent point in time. Clear this check box to not have the student considered
for such a refund. Most U.S. academic institutions do not issue refunds
after the 60 percent point in time.


Override Withdrawal
Schedule


Select the override withdrawal schedule value. These values are specifically
for refund calculations and are defined by Student Financials.


See Also
lssr, Using Enrollment-Related Processes, Processing Withdrawals and Cancellations, Viewing Withdrawal
and Cancellation Request Status


lssr, Maintaining Student Career Term Records


lssf, Calculating Tuition and Fees, Recalculating Tuition and Fees After Enrollment Cancellation


lssf, Setting Up Tuition Controls, Criteria, Equations, and Waivers, Setting Up Adjustment Calendars
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Posting Withdrawals and Cancellations for Sessions
Access the Session Withdrawal page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Term History,
Session Withdrawal).


Session Withdrawal page


Session Select the session for which you want to process the student’s withdrawal or
cancellation request.


Units Taken for Progress The system displays the student’s in-progress units for the specified session.


See Also
lssr, Using Enrollment-Related Processes, Processing Withdrawals and Cancellations, Posting Withdrawals
and Cancellations for Terms


lssr, Maintaining Student Career Term Records


Resubmitting Failed Withdrawal and Cancellation Requests
Access the Term Withdrawal / Cancellation page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Withdrawal and
Cancellation, Term Withdrawal/Cancellation, Term Withdrawal / Cancellation).


When the Term Cancellation process is run in the Student Financials application, that process generates a
cancellation request. To process the cancellation request, enter the request number on this page and run the
Student Records Term Withdrawal process (SRPCWDPR).


From Term Withdrawal
Request


Enter the request number for the beginning of the range of failed term
withdrawal and cancellation requests that you want to resubmit for processing.


To Term Withdrawal
Request


Enter the request number for the end of the range of failed term withdrawal
and cancellation requests that you want to resubmit for processing.


Term Withdrawal Run
Status


Click to access the Term Withdrawal Run Status page, where you can view the
message log for a specific term withdrawal or cancellation request.
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Run the Term Withdrawal COBOL/SQL process (SRPCWDPR) as needed.


Viewing Withdrawal and Cancellation Request Status
Access the Term Withdrawal Run Status page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, Withdrawal and
Cancellation, Term Withdrawal Status, Term Withdrawal Run Status).


See Also
lssr, Working with Enrollment Request Messages


Purging Drop Enrollment Records
Class drops are kept in the student’s academic record if a student drops from a course while the drop retain
record date is defined on the academic calendar for the session in which the student was enrolled. At some
point, your institution might decide to purge the system of these retained drop enrollment records. The drop
purge process affords you this functionality. Run the purge process on past terms only when information about
a student’s drop enrollment record is no longer pertinent.


This section discusses how to delete drop enrollment records from your system.


Page Used to Delete Drop Enrollment Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Drop Purge Process RUNCTL_SRDROPPURGE Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, End of
Term Processing, Drop
Purge, Drop Purge Process


Run the Drop Purge SQR
process (SRDRPURG) to
delete drop enrollment
records from your system
based on the parameters you
specify.


Deleting Drop Enrollment Records
Access the Drop Purge Process page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, End of Term Processing,
Drop Purge, Drop Purge Process).
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Drop Purge process page


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for which you want to purge drop enrollment
records.


Term Select the term for which you want to purge drop enrollment records.


Sequence Number The system displays a default sequence number. It is for internal processing
purposes only.


Note. This field and the remaining fields on this page are optional. They
provide the means of purging drop enrollment records by various parameters.


Academic Career If you want to purge drop enrollment records within a specific academic
career, select a value.


Session If you want to purge drop enrollment records within a specific session,
select a value.


From Date If you want to purge student enrollment records with a class start date (as
defined on the CLASS_TBL) greater than or equal to a specific date, enter
the date.


To Date If you want to purge student enrollment records with a class start date (as
defined on the CLASS_TBL) less than or equal to a specific date, enter
the date.


Subject Area If you want to purge drop enrollment records for a specific class subject
area, select a value.


Class Nbr (class number) If you want to purge drop enrollment records for a specific class, select a value.


Campus If you want to purge drop enrollment records at a specific campus, select a
value.


Enrollment Status Reason If you want to purge only the drop enrollment records that have a specific
enrollment status reason attached to them, select the enrollment status reason.
For example, you can purge drops that have an enrollment status reason of
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Drop Wait and that meet your other criteria. Enrollment status reasons appear
in the Status/Reason field on pages within enrollment components.


Purging Shopping Cart Records
This section discusses how to purge Shopping Cart records.


Page Used to Purge Shopping Cart Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Shopping Cart Purge SSR_RUN_WSHLST_PRG Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, End of
Term Processing, Shopping
Cart Purge


Run the Shopping Cart Purge
application engine process
(SSR_WISHLPRG) to
purge Shopping Cart data
for past terms.


Purging Shopping Cart Records
Access the Shopping Cart Purge page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, End of Term Processing,
Shopping Cart Purge).


Shopping Cart Purge page


The Shopping Cart Purge page displays in a grid all existing rows in the Shopping Cart table (SSR_REGFORM)
grouped by distinct institution, academic career and term combinations. Select the records that you want
to purge and run the Shopping Cart Purge process.
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